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The ForeWord

The Voyage of Kings
( The Apollogy )
while Some, in possession of a more enLightened Spirit of Awareness, which by definition
indicates a higher and therefore clearer Understanding of The Ways of this World, might question
what Place a Book titled such as This, could hold in the Hearts and Minds of Those, who have
for Always stood in the Shadows of All that Men, as well as Kings, have wrought upon Them . . .
This Book, was conceived and certainly now embraced, by a most singular Act of divine Will
and Determination, to be brought Forth under the direct Guidance and Counseling of None other
than The Feminine Supreme, and upon whose infinite Grace and Wisdom I have been blessed to
witness, and therefore to wonder, of All that has been manifested within each and every Woman I
have Ever had the honor and pleasure to know . . .
and leaving Me with This Task, to tell of Her Story, so that Those whom I have yet to encounter
will One Day know, that there exists at least one Man on Earth, who carries with Him a small
Candle of Compassion, to cast a Light upon the Darkness of All that Men have said and done, to
Those that have surely been created, in Her Name . . .
for even Kings, must eventually walk The Path, of Their Forgiveness . . .

The Prelude
( when Dawn cracked The Sky )

while Some, may choose to wander withIn this Endeavor without having even the simple Notion of Page
Numbers as guideposts, there will surely be Others, who might find Themselves wondering as to the
Source of Its seemingly endless Content . . . and in that Realm, perhaps, a Light needs to be cast . . .
as referenced to, in a Myriad of Ways throughout, The Story came into My Consciousness by Way of My
Heart, when and where each and every Word found Its resting Place, via a single and stunningly simple
mechanism, called an Echo . . .
and through Its still unbroken Resonance, brought forth within All the grand and glorious Music of My
Time, composed and produced by Artists long past and long present, who All crafted a Tapestry of
Sound so significant in Its Splendor as to challenge the very Breath of Angels, heralding what could only
be called a New Age, and whose Gifts have been touched by no less than The Hand of God, as I was then
touched, by The Perfection of Harmony . . . within whose Whispers came an extraordinary Tale, wrapped
quietly within The Wings of Doves, and delivered to My Heart, inside The Waves that now present
ThemSelves, as Echoes, upon The Sands of Your own tide-worn Shore . . .
and, once I began to listen, not only did this Illumination become Ever so much brighter, but I soon
began to ~remember~ as well, of All of The Reasons Why . . .
and The Echoes, quickly and quietly became The Many, and The Many soon became a raging River of
Words, whose Course would One Day become known as The DoveTales, and whose Destination would
become a Voyage not only of Kings, but of All Men who have Ever called Themselves such, and The
Follies upon which Their Empires were built, that now ly forsaken and forgotten, in the dusty rubble of
Their blind and misbegotten Desires . . .
and therefore, it is a Book of Deis . . . a Diary, a Ship Captain’s Log, if U will, a Symphony of
MoMeants, a Compendium of Events that not only occurred along The Path of My own Life, but Those
that seemed to have been portrayed on a far grander Scale, and in a Place so very distant from this World,
yet whose Existence, became All so delicately balanced, on the Razor’s Edge of My Faith alone . . .
and All was held inside a never-ending Story, that softly emerged with Its first faint Echo of Words back
in 1976, and reverberated steadily until the late Summer of 1995, when, either by Providence or the
Vagaries of Chance, I was struck by a Bolt of Lightning, which fused the Essences of both My Passion
and My Purpose, as The Teller of This Tale, and One, whose ~terrible Beauty~, continues to grace The
Corridors of My Heart, to this very Day . . .
and All that I have remembered . . . was remembered, and written, composed, or transScribed, at the
Time of ~Arrival~, each and every Day, of each and every Month, of each and every Year, Ever since . .
. and whose Message, was carefully crafted in a remarkably unique Fashion called ~uniVerse~, which,
as I soon came to understand, would be known as The Wedding, of Word, and Art . . .
( cont’d )

The Prelude ( cont. )
and yet, All the While, there still persisted the mind-numbing Enigma, as to why I was listening, and
remembering, and recording these ~Voices~, in a completely random Sequence, which further kept from
View not only the final Secrets, but the final Structure of The Story . . . never knowing if I was Ever in
possession of even the First Page, or the Last, while Always aware that what I did possess, would
remain, eternally, in Between . . .
and during a major Attempt, in 2008, to fully and completely resurrect, reexamine, and reedit All that
had been written ( 6,000 Pages ), so began the final Frontiers of My own Voyage to understand in what
Manner this Tale was to be told, and, in what Medium would be best suited for Its Telling . . . and HereIn
lys what U, and I, have so recently discovered . . . that the Method and the Means by which All The
Pages would be arrayed, is this . . .
and the First DoveTale, in each of The Books of this Trilogy, shall for Always hold that which was
~spoken~, and therefore ~heard~, in each and every January, of each and every Year . . . and beginning
of Course, with The Voice, of Aquarius . . . and thus, the Second DoveTales, are the Februaries, the
Thirds, are the Marches, and so On . . .
and therefore, The Code, or The Answer to The Question as to how The Story was to be told, was right
there, All The Time . . . because I had already known which Book an Echo was to be placed in, I had
simply to place each One in the Month it was created in . . . and, that is how it shall continue, with every
Word I right, from this Moment on, ‘til All Moments, fade . . .
and, ‘til I, and therefore All of Us, find Love, Again . . .
Anam Cara,
I, H
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The Prologue
A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity
( Before The Beginning )

i
Far Ago, and Long Away, in The Time before Was, in The Land of Because, a Tale of Two Lovers began . . .
on The Eve of Nocturna, Now known, as The Wedding of Hope and FullFillMeant . . .
as seen, through The Eyes of a Butterfly, called Avalon . . .
as told, by an Iron Horse . . .
named Sky . . .
from The Very First Moment, living inside what could only be called EveryWhere, was God . . .
and withIn God, were borne The Essences, and The Attributes, of A Man, and A Woman . . .
and The Man and The Woman, eternally bound as One, were called Ever, and Always . . .
and This Blessed Union, of These Two Hearts and These Two Souls, became Love . . .
and, One Day, while walking The Breadth, and The Depth, of Their Dominion,
Ever, turns His Eyes to Always, and says, I will walk All The Days of Infinity,
to find One Rose, as Lovely, as Your Smile . . . and So, He did, and from that
Moment on, until Every Moment since, noOne has known, where Ever, was . . .
as Always waited, at The Center of EveryThing She holds Dear, Ever wandered
across The Millennia, following The Light from a Distant Star, searching The Heavens
for The Meaning of Life, and finding only, The Folly, of Men, whereEver, He went . . . and
along The Way, He was met by Travelers, solitary Messengers from both Far and Wide, who told Him,
of A Rose, that dwelled in a Place called Avalon, a pale blue Gem in this Dark Velvet Sky above Him, and as He
gazes toward It, He slowly turns to face The Day, and says, The Light of The Millennia, cast from a Distant Fire,
roam It will for Ever, The Path of
My Desire . . .

The Prologue
A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity

i
for as Long as He can remember, His Journey had taken Him Far across The Cosmos,
Far beyond The IcanSea, Far beyond The Reach, and Well past The Broken Sound,
Ever spiraling Outward, Deeper, and Deeper, into The Worlds of Time, and Tide . . .
as He approached The Blue Jewel, Avalon, nestled in The Nocturnal Velvet Sky,
at Last, having known The Long Dark Kiss of Night, for what felt like Eternity,
while pondering a Place He could not quite remember, and a Face, He cannot
seem to forget, He moves Forward into The Arms of Destiny, waiting, upon
these Shores of Longing, and finally comes to rest, upon The Rail, of Sighs . . .
and All at Once, He feels a great Hush, moving slowly across The Universe,
as The Air around Him vibrates softly, as if The Sky were soon to crack from
The Weight of Certainty, He knows that The Rose He has walked All Creation
to find is Here, and just when The Dawn, gives up Her Promise to The Day, He
sees, high up on a Hill, now etched in His Heart for Ever, a Man, nailed, to a Cross,
and The Man on The Cross, was The Rose of Avalon . . . and The Rose of Avalon, was His Son . . .

The Prologue
A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity
and Now, beyond
All Realms of Chance, and CircumStance,
The Story about to unFold, before Your Very Eyes,
to be held for Ever in Your Heart, as the Terrible Beauty,
One, whose beginning, aRose, as One has come to an end,
yet whose Story, remained veiled in The Passages of Time,
for Two Thousand Years,
rising Ever so slowly to The Surface,
appearing as Phantoms, as Butterflies,
dancing across The Ages and Pages,
of wellworn Tomes and Tales,
given Forth, to mark
The Affairs, and
Follies, of Men,
as They searched,
high and low, for The Meaning of Life,
as They searched The Heavens, for The Truth,
when Their Truth had been lain asunder,
*
*
* by Their Very Own Sword, of *
*
*
*
Blind Desire . . .
*
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*
*
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The Prologue
A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity

i
and so, the Long Dark Kiss of Night, had followed Him,
and It poured, slowly down, over The Kingdom of Avalon,
over The Fields and Forests, of What Might Have Been, to
The Mountains, and The Majesty, and The Music of Men . . .
and, as They laid His Body, behind This Mighty Stone,
Ever knew, as He stood, beneath The Heavens, alone,
that He had come so Far, to find All, He had missed,
and All They, are Those, that A Rose, once kissed . . .
and this One Rose, while Only Here, for aWhile,
left His Mark for Eternity, and for All, a Smile,
for this One Smile, He had searched The Stars
to be near, was found upon The Face, of All
Things Dear . . .
so He fell to His Knees and began to pray,
that He might return to Always One Day,
and as A Rose, ascended, upon Angels’
Wings, He smiled and He remembered,
of A Voyage, of Kings . . .
and of This Story, laid before U, Now,
are All that remains, of The Glory, and how,
a Man, once called Ever, who Fate dared to roam,
put His Words on These Pages, in a Long Letter, Home,
and, as He remembered who He was, and where He had been,
He lit a Candle, to tell The World, yes, He would find, Love, Again . . .

The Prologue

A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity

i
and He wrote, and He wrote, for the next Two Thousand Years,
through The Agony and The Ecstasy, and The Sum of Our Fears,
and He wrote of Each Moment of Each Day of Our Past, through
Each Chapter and Each Verse, though They might be His Last,
so Every Dream and Every Wish that Ever heard since Then,
could One Day fly away, beyond These Follies, of Men,
and, All that remains, of His Candle, so bright,
are These Pages, from The Ages, of
a Kingdom, of Light . . .

The Prologue

A Bridge, A Cross, Eternity


and
so It began,
and Yes, so It was,
under a Sky to remember,
and in The Heart, of Because . . .
They came from Hither, and
They came from Yon,
and They came
from no Reason,
so to witness, The Dawn . . .
and All Eyes were there upon Him,
and Every Soul, had come so Far to see,
what Tomorrow knew, and kept from View,
All that Yesterday, had Ever promised, to be . . .
while ‘Lo and Behold, Their Tale, to unfold,
gazed down upon this weary World of Men,
a Whisper was heard, and this Whisper,
was The Word, and there began
the greatest Story, that
Ever, told . . .

The Prologue

The Very First Echo

Once cast, from a Distant Fire
( Symphonies, of Moments )

an Angel, stands, with The Grace of Swans, and moves to The Edge, of A Sea
of Glass, and the quietest Hush moves as liquid, across All that Her Eyes
survey, for even The Myriad of Heaven’s Prayers have waited for an Eternity to
be answered, and held, in The Light, of All that shall come of This . . .
and She begins to tell a Story, soft and slow, and in a Voice barely above a
Whisper, yet capturing The Moment as only Thunder ever could, and every
Hope Ever dreamed suddenly came alive at the very Words, that began . . . from
This Dei, there shall come a Sound . . .
and On and On She spoke, of All Things Dear, pouring Forth over the vast
Dominions of Remember, and well beyond the infinite Reach of Forget, out
upon the immense Mirror of All that Was, and reflected into the very Heart of
Always, flowed the very Echo, of All that would One Dei, come to Pass . . .
and this Echo so began Its long Journey far across the Millennia, as Ever It
chased the Speed of Light, in search of a Place far Away in a Time, where a
Candle had once asked, of a Reason Why, from a small, pale blue Gem, in a
dark velvet Sky . . .
and when at Last, She finished Her Story, for It went On and On, for Deis, and
All Those who had come to hear Her, so went upon Their Ways, yet They All
knew She would come Again, and harbored no such fear, for as sure as The
Son moves across The Sky, She would return, the very next Year . . .
for Her Name, is Aquarius, and Her Number, is January . . .

*

*

*

as The Echo glides through The Universe, It gathers Strength from every Prayer
along The Way, for the Cloak of Darkness will no longer keep It hidden from
The Heart of All Things Dear, nor hinder It, from fulfilling The Promise, of
The Return of The Light, of Love, Again . . .
and as The Hush of Silence, guides It’s Path through The Heavens, and The
Memory of The Journey begins to unfold, One by One, The Legions of Stars
assemble in It’s Wake, to cast Their Blessing, upon the upturned Faces, of
Each, and Every Child, of God . . .

The OverLord

flying across This Darkness, that veils The Reasons Why, I
listen to The Echo of The Sigh of Always, moving as liquid,
among Her Legion of Stars, as They Ever ponder My Intent,
because, These Tears, that lay upon Her Face, I will share
in Sorrow’s Name, for I have known The Folly of Men, and
I come, to cleanse Their Shame, oh yes, as I come, to bear
Their Blame . . .

The First DoveTale

The Rhythm of Life

far Ago, and quite long Away, and well beyond The Reach of
Remember, long before The Suns brought forth The Light of
Deis, and So it will be long after these very same Suns will
have for Ever ceased to shine, was born The Reason Why . . .
carried across ontold Æons, toward uncountable Distances,
from that Moment on, until All Moments have come and gone,
where All that remains in the Here and Now of this once and
glorious Because, is The Echo of a Breath of a Whisper of a
Voice, telling of a Promise, and The Promise, is The Return,
of Love, Again . . .

The Waiting

The Kiss, of Always

She had never known a feeling such as this before . . . The Midsummer’s Eve of her life, up to
this moment, had left her wanting, had left the bittersweet taste of regret, of seas not sailed, of
horizons not found, and Tomorrows not lived, and of Love once glimpsed, once touched, once
embraced, but now, as elusive as the fragrance of roses, there, yet not seen, there, yet not felt,
only a whisper, and not quite a promise . . .
His blessings were many, his woes were few . . . The paths of his life were varied, and true . . .
His journeys, his creative hand, the masterworks of his mind were glories of bygone days, of
forgotten dreams, of faded pictures never taken . . . His memories, drifted like past moments of
timeworn clocks, waiting, for hopes beyond Tomorrow’s wish, for castles yet to build, on the
shores of a life, never lived . . .
The fruits of her labors were many . . . Her home, her family, her husband, her sons, all were
precious jewels in the richness of her life, all becoming the faded images in the portrait of her
Soul, like the dust of age, lying quietly, on the windows of Yesterday, like blue-gray ivy
adorning the walls of her mind, like phantoms, like butterflies, weaving through the corridors of
her Heart . . .
The fires of his passion, the iron of his will, guided his inner voyages, guided his desires, the
hope of family and friends, his wife, his son, all were his Universe, all were his inner Light . . .
The Drummer’s rhythm, the Piper’s song, haunted his Soul, haunted his purpose, defined his
path, yet, as spectral as the Eyes of Heaven, the message kept its distance, kept its vigil on his
Heart, kept its grasp on his Allegiance . . .
All she wished for, all she hoped for, all she dreamed, was to hold on to the thread of Love, the
thread of God’s Heart, the web of pearls she had crafted, with the blood and the tears and the
devotion of her Soul . . . She longed to dance with her Muse, once more, to feel the fleeting
moments of passion, of fulfillment, of the breath of Wonder, before the Suns of skies beyond,
died away . . .

*

*

*

with a Depth of Passion that overshadowed All that came before, even in Dreams, and a fevered
Rush of Purpose rivaling the intensity of The Light of The Sun, They pledge Their Fidelity to The
Eyes of Heaven, to The Sea of Glass, to walk The Moments of Eternity, to capture one Tear
from The Grace of God, and to savor It, to cherish It, from this Moment on, until All Moments
fade . . .
and All at Once, They heard a Sound, soft and slow, yet with an enduring Rhythm of Light, cast
from a Distant Fire, rising as Golden Wind, an Echo of The Millennia, roaming for Ever The
Days of Infinity, forging The Paths of Their Desire, capturing Their Hearts, as One, delivering
Them The Whisper of a Promise, that This Time, and This Place, has been touched, by The
Feather, from The Wing, of The Angel, of Love . . .

A Book U Can Right In
( such as This )

Pages U can reAlign, reArrange, reExamine, reOrder, reTurn, reVise, reWork, and reLy on . . .

( but nEver, reMove )

A Life, Complete

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
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The Last Dream, awakened,
The Last Reason, recalled,
The Last Prayer, spoken,
The Last Wish, granted,
The Last Page, written,
The Last Hope, flown,
The Last Echo, heard . . .

A Lighter Shade, of Male

The Verse I write,
a Song, a Story, in Your Heart, I cast, a Light,
The Words I sing,
I pray, I may, into Your Soul, a Hope, I bring,
The Eyes will see,
I wish, I might, that All I have, for You, is Me . . .

A Son, Also Rises
( to Dei )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
let Me hear Your Laughter,
ring out beyond Your greatest Fear,
let Me drift behind Your Eyes,
along Rivers of Truth, Your Meadows of Youth,
let Me wander inside Your Heart,
so that I may know The Depth of Your Faith and Friendship,
let Me ignite The Fire of Your Spirit,
so that I may discover The Meaning of Life, every Time I see Your Smile . . .

A Universe, of Kindness

The Grace, of The Embrace, of Love . . .

A Wonder, Is

“ wonderist . . . . . . . did he say, a ‘ wonderist ’ ? ”. . .
“ yes, and you know . . . . . . . I think he’s right ” . . .

Above, All Else

Yes, I truly must have loved U,
because, as Ever, I Always do . . .

Adoration

and now, I know . . .

My One Love,

Again . . .

All, I Have
( to give, is )

All, I have, of This,
The Moments, of My Life,
woven with fine, silver Thread,
The Harmonic Spectrum of Your
Ribbon of Love, I give You, My
Web of Pearls, captured from The Heavens,
whose Luster outshines The Light of Ten Thousand Candles,
whose Fire rivals The Core of The Sun, whose Intensity would crack The Sky,
yes I give You, My Valley of Roses, grown in
The Fields, of Compassion, Understanding,
and Forgiveness, nurtured, in The Cool
Water, of The Tears, of Angels,
The Rain, of Joy, and
I give You, All
My Secrets, lying buried,
in The Well of Your Universal Soul,
and The Wishes, of Hope and Fulfillment,
wed on The River of Tried and True,
The Jewels, flying, across
My Cyan Sky, on
The Breath of
Tomorrow,
I give
You,
My Love, Eternal,
and My Ecstasy, Always . . .

still, I can’t find my way home,
feeling at times, like a space cowboy,
feet on the ground, eight miles high,
wandering, dazed and confused,
wondering, if I’ve really ever been experienced,
trying to decide if I should turn, turn, turn,
a thousand million questions,
one long and winding road,
one neverending déjà vu,
but I know I can’t do it,
without a little help from my friends,
holding on, to every little piece of my heart,
and all I can do, is imagine,
and teach my children well,
and, one day,
maybe I’ll go,
and ask Alice,
and just maybe,
She’ll light My Fire . . .
i
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
*
*

( when I’m standing )

Along The WatchTowers

Always, The Way

as Hope, could be,
for Ever, The Day,
My Eyes, You see . . .

An Angel’s Embrace

listen, while I tell You, of The Jewel of Heaven,
listen, while I sing of The Presence, of The
Eyes of Midnight Suns,
Eyes of Morning Mists,
A Voice The Color of Fire,
A Voice The Melody of Rain,
A Silhouette, of All Things Dear,
A Silhouette of The Majesty of Swans,
A Breath as Sweet as The River of Tomorrow,
A Breath as Cool as The Winds of Everlasting Joy,
A Heart borne from The Enchantment of All Promises Kept,
A Heart woven within The Magic of The Wonder in a Child’s Eye,
A Mind with The Power to blow The Sands of Time into Fountains of Youth,
A Mind with The Courage and Might of Titans, forged in The Flames of Devotion,
A Touch as Soft as The Lamb of Kindness, The Silk of Hope’s Whisper, The Lace of Dawn,
A Touch as Pure as The Essence of The Rose, as The Ribbon of Love, as The Light of God’s Grace . . .

An Angel’s Prayer

Thank You, Father,
Thank You, Mother,
for Another Day, of Life,
of Loving, of Learning, of Laughing,
and
Thank You, for
Your Patience,
Your Kindness,
Your Compassion,
and Your Understanding . . .

and Thank You,
for All that You are,
for All that You will be,
fo r
All
I am,
and, All
I hope to see . . .

An Audience, of One

is All, I need, want, deserve, and desire . . .

and O’, by The Way
( Write, from Left )

I think U should, maybe, look at A Book . . .

And The Bridge, A Cross, For Ever

was built, for A Voyage, of Kings . . .

Avalon’s Dream

Truth, A.D. . . .

Behold The Brightest Star


’Lo,
inside The Sky, a
Delta, from an Artist brushed,
a Fleet of Diamonds, flying in Silence, as


the Last, of Winter’s whispered Breath, is hushed . . . 
then, under The Light, of Her Vernal Moon,
as Heaven, and Earth, held Their Breath,
a chevroned Wing, of The Fires of Ice,
so poised, at Evil’s Eye, was Death . . .
( and may The Horse, be with U )



BellWhether


for just
once in My Life,
I would like to count,
as a Sum greater than One,
those that love, and accept Me,
as I am . . .

by Order, of Her Magnitude

The Qualities, of Your Illumination, Always,
depend solely, on The Keeper, of The Flame . . .

Considering All Possibilities
( are bound, to Happen )

SomeOne, who might wish to begin A New Life, Together,
in All those exquisite Ways, We have as yet, only dreamed . . .

dReam Weaver

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
The Pages, shall equal, The Number of Rings,
in All The Trees, in All The Forests,
that surround The Shores,
of The IcanSea . . .

O

^^
^^

Ever, SkyWord
( in a ThoughtBasket )

*
*
Me, and Thee, oh soar Us . . .
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*( beneath a big, read, Balloon )*

In Orion’s Belt

Sweet Muse, do You realize what You have done ?
You have ignited, a SuperNova . . .

In The Call, of Nature
( comes a Whisper )

Animals, have no Name . . .

In The House, That Hope Built
( A Kingdom, comes )

because

The Echoes now

stand, in Legions grand,

arrayed, to every Point, of View,

and All that remains, from The Mountains,
to The Plains, are The Dreams, that still live, within U . . .

In The Pause Before Hello

please, allow me a moment of your time, for i would like to introduce myself, in hopes of
drawing your attention to the notion that i wish to get to know you, and that i find you quite
attractive, in a myriad of refreshing ways . . .
i will certainly do my very best to establish myself as an individual worthy of your regard, and try
to illustrate my character and personality in such a way, that i might stand above the rest, in your
pursuit of shared happiness . . .
i am sure you are faced with an abundance of dating choices, and most, i am twice sure, fade to
insignificance under the scrutiny of a tentative and cautious heart . . . i only ask for a chance, a
moment, an opportunity, to prove beyond all doubt, that yes, there is one good man left in this
world . . . and he is knocking on your door . . . and he comes, bearing extraordinary gifts . . .
i might not carry the day when it comes to meeting all your expectations, but i assure you, i can
bring a multitude of stimulating, provocative, creative, and passionate contributions to your life,
and to your heart, in equal and abundant measure . . . and they are, in a word, priceless . . .
we walk this path, you and i, in hopes that we might enjoy the fruits of our labors, with someone
truly special . . . to live, to learn, to laugh, and to last . . . and to one day love, again . . . we are
presented with another chance . . . and all we have to do is let fate guide us, to the destiny that
awaits us all . . . as one . . .
so, let us begin the dance once more, and let chemistry take care of the rest . . .
my name, is Ever, and i hope, one day, to hear you say it . . .
with your eyes, your heart, and your smile . . .

In The SandPiper’s Wake

walking along a shoreline, side by side, on a late Afternoon, the silence broken
only by the sound of the waves, and our voices, as we talk of days to come, as we
choose the colors of sunset, and drink wine from a bottle, because we remembered
to bring the corkscrew, but forgot the glasses . . . while we slowly make our way
toward somewhere, trying to remember the last time being with someone was so
much fun, and uncomplicated, and with a purpose known only to the hope in our
eyes . . . and if this might be of significance, there is a hand waiting to hold yours,
an ear waiting to listen, and yes most of all, a heart that wants to know, if there
might still be something, called Love, Again . . . with you . . .

In The Spring, of ‘42
( barbed Whyer )

Once there was a Girl, of a Name unKnown,
who found HerSelf, wandering, amidst The Chaos
of a Concentration Camp, built for Those whose Innocence
would One Dei free The World, from The Hammers, in The Fists,
of The Blind, and The HeartLess, Gods, of War . . .
Fourteen Summers, was All She had to hold,
Fourteen Summers, was All She had to give,
Fourteen Summers, was All She had unTold,
Fourteen Summers, was All She had, to live . . .
as She bore The Weight of Her Father’s Name,
and with It, All of Humanity’s Shame, Life,
as She knew It, would nEver be The Same,
and through Each Moment of Evil endured,
Her Faith nor Her Hope could Ever be lured,
out beyond The Gates, of Her Promised Land . . .
and in This Kingdom, of Her unWavering Trust,
She held on to Her Dreams, as She knew She Must,
and Allthough She may suffer from The Follies of Men,
She holds Fast, to God’s Hand, as She waits, until When,
She will fly, knowing Why, She had endured All These Things,
because in Her Heart, and in Her Soul, rests This Voyage, of Kings . . .

IWay

The Mist, is Real . . .

Just One Heart
( All, I have )

and That, is All, It took,
and That, is All, I gave . . .

King, Author
( The PunSlinger )

i
A Tale, of Epic Distortions, with a Past, of Characters,
from The Deis of Your, in A Land called Ravelon,
of Grinavere, GlanceAlot, and Swirlin, and
The Lady of The Quake, and All, from
The Mytht, of The Toward, and
The Blown . . .

Lions, TinMen, and ScareCrows
( Classified Adds )

Trends, and Acquaintances, along The Way . . .

Mirror,
My Mirror,
upon The Wall,
when I look into My Eyes,
it roams across The Lines of Age,
Those, of Laughter, or Those, of Frown,
a Look of quiet Intensity, of infinite Kindness, yet
etched across My Mouth, from which, I speak these Words,
sits The Letter of U, lying upside down, but This, She did not want . . .
for The Road I walk supports My Boot, All yellow, courageous, and bold,
high of Heel and square of Toe, rigid Grace to bear The Load, a subtle Thunder,
to call My Own, but of This, She did not want . . . The Raiment I wear is varied, and
unique, defined not by Cut or Class, for Fashion I, was never born, more Carriage, and
finely crafted, designed to Adorn, not just be worn, but This, She did not want . . . when
Weather or Work demands Attention, it is for Comfort that I choose My Attire, Always a
sense of Place, and of this Body I am proud, glistened and bronzed in The Sun, with no
Sleeve, Neck, or Leg to hinder My Pace, but This, She did not want . . . My Locks of
Hair, dark and wavy, Colors of Autumn, yet in The Light a hint of Grey, or Strands
of Gold, either long or short, it suits My Mood, and might really serve a Purpose,
or fit a Mold, for it tells a Story of a Man, and a Mystery, yet untold, but This,
She did not want . . . The Crown I wear, is of Cloth and Leather, as black as
Night, My Shroud, My Right, worn to Command, or to turn a Head, to
instill a Thought of unspoken Strength, and Cunning, and Might, yet
hiding My Resolve, kept quietly, and out of Sight, but This, She
did not want . . . and, All at Once, there stands a Man, virile,
sensuous, and daring, to speak, of Love’s erotic Grace,
with His Words of joyous Wonder, and The Heart,
Its resting Place, so take Him as He is, Ever
You finally see His Face, so You may
then, be The Fairest, One of
All, upon The Wall,
in My Mirror,

Mirror

Missing You

I cry Oceans of Tears, that ly, in The Well of My Heart, amid
Wishes, waiting, patiently, for The Promise, of Love, Again . . .

My Angel Is

somewhere, deep, and hard to get to . . .

My Champion
( of Love )


oh yes,
I do surrender,
to The Way Things Are,
just as Long as They Are, with U . . .




My One


My Ace,
My Embrace,
My Lace,
My Place,
My Grace,
My Space,
called Always . . .

N’ Ever Will

if, Ever,
I should leave You,
if, Ever,
I could,
it is I, who will walk
The Days of Infinity,
alone, as Always,
if, Ever,
I would . . .

on The Very Dei, of The Interim, of The Completion, of Book III . . .
and, what an aMazing Journey, it has been . . .
simply, from The Perspective, of a ~personal~ Effect, The Story has had on My Own Life,
RelationShips, Career Choices, Artistic Endeavors, FatherHood, Humanity, Love . . .
and Patience . . . beCause . . .
without The Eyes of Patience, One cannot see, and, to know Patience, is to know, All Else . . .
the final Page Count, of Book III, is 497 Peaces, which began as a Catch-All of over 650 . . .
Things I did not readily understand as to Their Place, or Purpose, though drew upon Their
Relevance as Time flowed by . . . some, were merely facetious Meanderings, and others mere
Quirks of Folly, and have been retired to the DustBin of ~Aweds and Ends~ . . .
there also exists a vast Reservoir of Writings that were born of the ChatRooms and Poetry/Writer
Forums, through which I literally ~polished~ My Craft among The Presence of stellar and gifted
Artisans from EveryWhere, in The Pantheon of The Written Word . . . One, in particular, was a
Forum I created, back in '96, that exists to this Dei, and which I have painstakingly preserved in
hardCopy, which, once tranScribed, will amount to well over 2,000 Pages, should it Ever, come
to Light, One Day . . .
It was called . . . of

Love, Again . . .

what remains to be dealt with now, are 80 or so, in the ~unFinished~ File, as well as 50 Others
or so, that reside in the ~DoveTales~ File, which are, or will become, The Threads that bind the
entire Book together, and provide ~The Flow~ to The River, as It were . . .
not to mention the transScription, of Journals 2, 3, and 4 . . . ( +/- 700 ??? )
beyond This, there waits ~The Final Array~, which puts EveryThing, now Complete, into its
final Resting Place within The Story, wrapped withIn The DoveTales, and situated withIn The
Realms, of The Trinity, of Book I, II, or III . . . or, in other Words, The Final Edit . . .
and, by The Weigh, Angel, I am not sure I could have done It, withOut U . . .
U, All Along, have provided unwaveRing Support . . . from Words, of EnCourageMeant, to
Icons, of vast Significance, to Music, and, of Course, to the ~physical~ Means, by which I
have been able to write, The Ink and The Paper, The Tools, of My Trade . . .
and for These, as well as Your Spiritual Blessings and Presence, have made this Road, One of
undeniable Purpose, simply because, U have . . . gListened . . .

of The Human Condition
( what lies herein )

SarChasm, SaTire, SophisTree, Souliloquies, and Social ComMeantary . . .

Oh, Ace Is


a
Kiss
of Love
Again, is
Cool Water
to My Lips, for
They have kissed,
The Sands of Time,
for what feels like
for Ever . . .

On A Christmas Dei

there is a Box . . . a Box, of Reign . . .
A Gift, sitting out under a non-existent Tree, in a room full of Memories, of Things to Come . . .
and with A Look on Her Face, that said, with a Smile . . . only One . . . ?
and I, returning that Look, with a Wink, that echoed of a Promise, reflected My Answer . . .
We, shall Sea . . .
and within The Box, are six more Gifts, and All are wrapped in identical gold and silver striped foil paper,
and All are without further ornaments save for tiny folded-over Notes, made from the identical wrapping . . .
The First, of course, is The One that holds The Rest, and its simple Note, reads . . .
One, to Have . . .
once opened, All that remains inSighed are floating on clouds of white tissue paper, and arranged, in what
appears to be some accidental Order, Each, offering up Their respective Notes, as if waving toward The
Sky that surrounds Them, and hoping to be chosen, by The Hand and The Heart that They are gathered Here
to see . . .
above The Rest, is what can only be a Card, whose envelope has been painstakingly wrapped in the foil,
and whose Note, simply reads . . .
and One, to Hold . . .
and once opened, reveals, in green and red Velvet, The Words . . .
~My Love, My Partner, My Friend~
deeper Still, awaits The Third, contained in a perfect square, and whose Note, simply states . . .
and One, to Shine . . .
whose content reveals a crystal Unicorn, rearing up on its hind Legs, and a tiny, blue Butterfly, sitting upon
its raised front foreleg, and looking, for All the World, as if She certainly belongs There . . .
and The Fourth, held within an oddly familiar shape, having an equally familiar feel, whose Note proudly
states . . .
and One, to gListen . . .
which could only be a CD, a Pair in Fact, of Songs We had recently reDiscovered One Night . . .
Songs, that spoke of a Time when Our Lives were what They were, when We were wondering, if We
would Ever meet, SomeOne, who would be like, who We are, Now . . .
leaving The Fifth, whose dimensions fill The Space entirely, and whose Weight, represents The Most, and
whose Note, softly speaks . . .
and One, to Share . . .
which, instead of being One, are really Two, a Pair, a Duet, of Poems, encased within Their separate
wooden, shadowbox Frames, and Each are mirror-Images, of Candles, in The Wind, and whose Titles are
slightly different, but whose Words, have everything in Common, save for a single Substitution . . .

On A Christmas Dei

A Vow, for Always, to Be
( Loved )
*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
I have, I am, I can, and I will,
devote My Life, to U, unconditionally . . .
and, no Matter, where U are, what U are doing,
where U live, where U work, where U go, or where U stay,
I will, Ever, begin Each and Every Day, by thanking God, U exist . . .
and I will love, cherish, honor, and obey, Each and Every Aspect, of Your Life’s
Aspirations, with due and diligent Patience, Respect, Trust, and Understanding, for as Long,
as We both, shall live,
as One . . .
and,

A Vow, for Ever, Lasting
( Love )
*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
I have, I am, I can, and I will,
devote My Life, to U, unconditionally . . .
and, no Matter, where U are, what U are doing,
where U live, where U work, where U go, or where U stay,
I will, Always, begin Each and Every Day, by thanking God, U exist . . .
and I will love, cherish, honor, and obey, Each and Every Aspect, of Your Life’s
Aspirations, with due and diligent Patience, Respect, Trust, and Understanding, for as Long,
as We both, shall live,
as One . . .

On A Christmas Dei

and while gently brushing a Tear from Her Eye, She looks down into The Box, and sees anOther, The
Sixth, whose oblong shape is also of a familiar form, and whose Note, says . . .
and One, to Return . . .
and in It, a black velvet case, containing a brightly chromed Bracelet, which I had had made aWhile Ago,
after Our long and fruitless Search, for SumThing for Me, to wear, upon which was engraved ~Ever~, and
underneath was engraved ~Always~ . . .
after placing The Bracelet upon My Wrist, She looks down for the Last Time, into The Box, knowing, that
only One, The Seventh, remains, and, She quietly reads The Note, to HerSelf, that simply sighs . . .
and One, to Keep . . .
a very Small Affair, in a little white Box, that, when opened, revealed anOther Note, also The Last, which
spoke of All that Shall Be, within The Words . . .
The Return, to Innocence . . .
and under those Words, was anOther Box, of red Leather, and of gold Lace, that held inSighed, a Ring,
and a Diamond, for All the World, and Her Heart, to see . . .
and after placing The Ring upon Her Finger, She reaches for a Gift that She had held nearby, out of Sight,
and places It before Me, whereupon I gaze in full deLight, and open It, to reveal, a Pair, a Duet, of
ceramic Frogs, standing Sighed by Sighed, with a Note attached, a small white Card, embossed with a
Lady, high upon a Horse, both dressed in full mythical Regalia, from a Time Far Ago, and Long Away,
and in Her delicate Hand She wrote, The Words . . .
~The Leap, of Faith~
and, Once Again, off in The Distance, from what could only be called EveryWhere, came The Voices, of
Angels, and They cried . . .
~Allelujah~

on Lyrics
( withIn, or withOut )

The Message, was Ever, The Flame,
The Music, was Always, The Name . . .

Once, Again



as I walk,
along The Path
of WhereEver, I do
not know how long I will be,
if You could wait a little while longer,
I am sure, I will find My Way Home, to Thee . . .

Ouroboros
( The Blackest, of Wholes )

horrific . . . and
standing there, stark among The Galaxies, as
each heaving Breath He takes, draws billions upon billions of Stars
into the swirling Chasm, of Oblivion . . . His Form, an immense Nebulae of
what might have been, lit from within, by the serpentine Fires of an unnamed Hell,
emitting vile and virulent Clouds of unrelenting Rage upon The Silence of untold Æons . . .
a vast and terrible Beauty, a Colossus, made living by the sheer enormity of Evil, and Its
dogs He has lain loose upon The Hearts of Men, for Ever kept rabid, and ravenous, by the
merciless Hunger of an old, deep and insatiable Darkness . . . where Angels are doomed to
walk Eternity in the final Abyss of Fear, and where The Echoes of Empires have gone to
die, along with Their Suns, along with Their Sorrows, unsung, and unforgiven, and
unremembered . . . a ruined Aberration of God, whose Purpose is nothing less,
than complete, utter annihilation of The Very Light of All Creation,
therefore, alas, and oh yes, The Very Essence,
of All, Things, Dear . . .

( Chaos, waits )

Paradox

at Times, The Clarity, is inconceivable . . .

Poets vs Angels
( See Level )

standing Eye to Eye, at different Altitudes . . .

Precaria Diem

*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
*
i

Thank You,
Grace, for
This Day,
for Another Day
of Loving,
Learning,
Laughing,
and Lasting . . .
Thank You, for My Blessings,
for My Son,
My Love,
My Home,
My Family . . .
for All Things Dear,
Dear to Me,
Dear to You . . .
Thank You, for All, that You are,
and All, that You shall be,
for All, that I am, and
All, that We, shall see . . .

Runneth Over

each Thought of You, I will gather,
and cast Them, across Heaven, in
The Arms of The Wind, where
They will rest, becoming
Places Angels go,
to learn,
of Friendship . . .

Safety Harbor

The Crime, of The Millennia, was, and is, that
Our Lives are not yet Our Own, and, this Peace
of a Dream We share, by whatEver The Means,
is still the most precious Aspect of My Life, and
to consider devising a FrameWork, of lessening
Our Time within This Almost Touch, is Absurd . . .
how would We love,
how would We learn,
how would We laugh . . .
and beSides, thin Ice,
is The Closest Thing,
to walking, on Water,
toward U . . .
Your Missives, today,
were Poetry in Motion,
Salve, upon My Brow,
Music inside My Heart . . .
and I shall speak with U, this Night,
because It is The Only Thing I need,
because It is The Only Thing I have,
because It is The Only Thing I want . . .

This kNight, after reTurning Home from My Dei at work, with sumwhat of a
heavy Heart, I began the age-old Ritual of stripping The Remnants of whatEver
~uniform~ I am wearing from My Body, along with the various Accoutrements,
such as belt, wallet, glasses, keys, and assorted whatNaught . . .
when, as usual, as I searched through My Pockets for coins, to place in a
ceramic bowl I keep upon My WorkStation, I, of Course, am thinking about
The Two of Us, and The Myriad of emOceans that come upon Us, like Waves,
gently, yet thunderously, though Always caressing, The Splendid Shores of
Our kNew Beginning . . .
as I reach up to drop the coins into the bowl, I take hold of a Thought, just
three small Words, that more than simply describe My Action, Ever
illuminating That which I had most recently put to The Test, and had sorely
failed to understand, when It comes to The Knowing, and The Surrendering, to
The Love, that Is, Your Beautiful Heart . . .
Angel, as I speak these three small Words to U, as I begin to realize The
Magnitude of Your Affection, and The Majesty of Your Embrace, I humbly
ask for Your Guidance, and Your Patience, to please help Me, to . . .

Save My Change

Sic Itur Ad Astra
( Thus, We go to The Stars )

Faith, holds The Wings, to The Prayer,
as Knowing, Always provides The Lift . . .

SolAre

The Circle of Life, is The Son . . .

The Arc, of Triumph





She,


is Nike,


Goddess,


of Victory . . .




The Blessed Union
( of All Things, Dear )

when I embrace The Daughter, I embrace The Mother . . .

The Dance of Life

as The Sound, of Glory,
weds,
The Rhythm, of Grace,
in
The Light, of The Son . . .

The Deis, Before Now

The Woman’s Presence, in The Pages of History,
is an Abyss of vast, and terrifying Silence,
where The Echoes, of Empires live,
in Each, and Every Tear They
Ever cried, for The Men
They bore, who had
so conquered,
Them All . . .



The DoveTales
( Mirror, Mirror )

once so very
Far Ago and Long Away
The Sigh at The Break of Day
The Moon and The Deep Blue See
Where Nothing Was as It will Seem
A Flock of Grace, beyond The Sun
The Butterfly, and The Iron Horse
While Amber, waves, of Reign
’til Remember knows When
The Deis between Why
and BeCause
Patience
Tolerance
Acceptance
ComePassion
Understanding
ForGiveness,
and Love,
Again . . .

The Honor, of Virtue

I Ever
hold The Key to
The Gates, of
Dawn, in
The Kingdom
of Light, here on
The Ribbon, of Love . . .

The I, in QuestIon
( will U walk with Me, on The Sand )

so that I may look Around,
and see Our FootPrints,
Side by Side, going
to The Same Place,
on The Same Path,
at The Same Time,
and arriving, just
as I turn Again to
find Your smiling
Face waiting there,
Right where Always,
promised for Ever, to Be . . .

The Joy, I Have Found
( Spectral Physics )

through The Light, of Sound . . .

The Key, to My Obsession
( is Always )

to open, The Gates Of Dawn . . .

The Life, inSighed
( These Pages )


for

Ever

is The Journey,

Always, The Destination . . .





The Muse, from Lake WoeBeGone
( A Fairy’s Home Companion )

so, how about We step Outside for a little Fresh Air,
and, maybe We can take in a Performance to Dei, over
at Carl’s Castle, where The View is Always from The Top . . .

The Nautilus, and The NutShell

while We begin to face The Wonder of This Process,
this First Approach, toward Heaven knows What,
as We reach out across The Space between Us,
as Our Hope reaches, for Our Fulfillment,
I might as well, begin to tell, A Tale,
for What, and for All, It is Worth . . .
It would take The Rest of Your Life, to tell My Story, to U,
and another LifeTime, to begin to understand Your Place, within It . . .
the only Way, I could possibly convey the True Essences, of My Spirit,
would be to reveal to U, The Sum of The Whole of My Endeavors,
which, are The Pages, of A Book, of a NeverEnding Story,
where Nothing was, as It shall seem, in Camelot . . .
It is The Story, of Love, Again . . .
It is The Story, of Ever, and Always . . .
It is The Story, called The Voyage of Kings . . .
riding into The Knight, on The Back of an Iron Horse . . .

The preAmble

i
yes, a Journey, toward The Shelter, of All Things Dear,
and The Freedom found, in The Windows of Their Eyes . . .
A Voyage, bestowed, within The Absence of Your Fear,
an InterLude, a Dance, beneath Love’s Sapphired Skies . . .
so gather up Your Sacred Hearts, and hold Them very Near,
and U will walk The Path, between The Promise, and The Prize . . .

The Prelude
( begins )

as U look, to The Sky,
for The Sky, is The Sea,
and The Sea, is The Why,
that keeps ever from always . . .

The Promise, of Deliverance
( to Love, Again )

what Destiny never knew, and Fate has not forgotten . . .

The Rhyme Machine
( Jewels, Yearn )

journey, to The Sender of The Mirth,
there to laugh, for All We are Worth . . .

The Rose, of Avalon

My Son, My Chariot of The Sun . . .

The SubtleTea
( of This UniVerse )


A
Place
where We
cross Our Eyes,
and blot Our Thees,
or Thee Our Crosses,
and blot Our Eyes,
and yet,

either Weigh, We cry . . .

To Ignite The Sun
( Vox Æterna )

hidden deep within The Fabric of Humanity, lies The Thread of Our individual and collective
Purpose, which, having been meticulously sown by The Hand of The Almighty, has resonated
unerringly across The Ages within the welcoming yet infinite Realm, of Wonder . . . for each and
every Aspect of Understanding, once gathered and held secure by The Alliance of Faith and
Courage, transforms all Inquiry and Analysis into a definitive and glorious Tapestry of
Knowledge, through which, and ever annealed in The Crucible of Wisdom, shall emerge the
exquisite Clarity, of One Voice, and ultimately, One Truth . . .

To This


and,
Angel,
Our Time,
is finally Come . . .

To Walk, on Water
( Dead Sea Strolls )

requires a Faith, long departed . . .

( 721,240 Deis, ago )

Two Women Walking
( Side by Side )

with An Air of Grace, and Wonder found upon Their Face, They came knocking at My Door,
and while I, Ever dreaming, looked insighed Their Eyes, I saw, waiting, There, Two More . . .

White Bird, Golden Cage

I will not know Freedom,
for I, have broken,
an Angel’s Heart . . .

The Second DoveTale

The Pillow of Hope

woven through the vast Embrace of Infinity, and laced within
each and every Facet of The Will of God, are The Threads
that bind a Divine Purpose, and Always therefore, a Divine
Presence, to the very Pulse, of The Human Heart . . . and so
wrapped, and held inSighed the Eternal Memory of Silence,
moving, as Liquid, on toward a mighty Sea of Forgiveness,
flows the deep and endless River, of Our Souls . . . and from
This, there emerges The Hope of Fulfillment, though as Ever
bound in The Chains of Awakening, and firmly lashed to the
tide and time-worn Decks, of His tempest-tossed Abandon . . .

The Waiting

The Promise

still at a distance, i cannot see her eyes, her body pleases me . . . the sand, the sea, the sky . . . all are in extreme
clarity, yet all completely intangible . . . my focus is the spectral masterpiece in front of me . . .
. . . what a moment . . . adrenaline is a fevered rush, and i must command the last vestiges of my self control to
resist an explosion . . . keep walking, i demand . . . eyes straight ahead, a paragon of serenity, i forge onward . . .
i feel invincible, yet dwarfed by the magnitude of her presence . . . where the cool, gregarious, and daring
wordsmith escaped to, will remain a mystery for now . . . and i am alone with my trepidation . . . i am alone, with
her . . . onward, again i implore . . .
. . . she moves with a grace that startles me . . . she is as natural to her surroundings as is sunlight, yet she possesses
a radiance all her own . . . she is closer . . . i can see the smile I have walked a thousand miles to see . . .
closer still . . . time has also abandoned me, along with the ability to breathe . . . feeling has left my fingertips . . .
my mind is a spinning vortex of pure, white hot awe . . . and my heart, pounding, a triphammer . . .
. . . the eyes . . . eyes that could send armies into oblivion, cause civilizations to rise and fall, the seasons to unwind,
and ordinary men to their knees . . . windows to galaxies . . . the eyes . . . and somehow, despite the immense
universe of her aura, i remain standing, walking, closer . . .
sound is gone now . . . external light sources, fading . . . conventional mind synapses are lost . . . core body
functions are now on primal drive . . . the air seems to be vibrating softly, but with a purpose, as if the sky were
about to crack from the intensity of mere thought . . . oh, so close . . .
. . . stepped within, or am surrounded by, the colors of her essence . . . heaven must be, as this is, for no man has
ever witnessed anything, even in dreams, within this spectrum of sheer joy . . . intimately close now . . .
her voice crosses the space between us . . . spilling over me like cool water . . . i can almost see the words, like
jewels flying across a cyan sky, and i am the sky . . . she is speaking to my heart . . . to me . . . i must respond and i
cannot, for my voice became dust, long ago . . . closer is no longer possible . . . for i am, where here is . . .
. . . ancient stonemasons have never captured the loveliness of a goddess such as she . . . her face, a vista of wonder
and perfection . . . a mirror of flawless crystal could never cast a likeness to compare with the beauty before me . . .
and i am humbled, in the presence of her majesty . . .
i am within her . . . i have lost all sense of self, and we have yet to touch . . . i feel i would require the blessing of
nature to do so . . . but she, as if knowing my thought, and with the grace of a swan, nods her head, and raises her
hand toward my face . . .
. . . no man, gone or yet lived, has known of this rapture . . . the fire of anticipation rivals the core of the sun,
burning all senses . . . to be touched by paradise, is to be made one with her . . . i have never imagined being worthy
of this gift, of this ecstasy . . . oh, to dance with the muse . . . the seldom heard whisper of fulfillment . . .
her hand caresses my face, as she would the wind, like silk across my skin . . . the rhythm of life flows through her,
and electrifies my soul . . . she is earth, she is air, she is light, and she is the dawn . . . she is creation’s daughter . . .
and i am blessed, for she is the angel of love . . .
. . . i am wrapped in the music of her being, and i, begin, to cry . . .

The Waiting

The Promise, to Remember
( on A Dei, in September )

Far Ago, and Long Away, in a Time before Was, in
The Land of Because, A Tale of Two Lovers, began . . .


on
Their
Path, to
KnowWhere,
They would walk,
Hand in Hand, with a
Fire of Life, burning to Live,
Always, as One They would stand . . .
in Her Eyes, was A Universe of Love,
in Her Heart, was borne The Reason,
Ever, His Soul would adore Her,
no matter The Time, nor
The Season . . .
then, One Day, She heard Him say,
under a Cyan Sky, Her Heart, He
broke, these Words, He spoke,
a Far Away Look, in His Eye . . .
Winds of Time will not erase,
My Love for You, and while,
I walk The Days of Infinity to
find, One Rose, as Lovely, as
Your Smile, and to Return I know
not When, My Hope is Someday Soon . . .
and, with That, He turned, and rode Away,
to The Night, by The Light, of an August Moon . . .

The Waiting

The Promise, to Remember

*
*
*
**

**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
to The Wind, She cried, for The Wind
was All She had to hold, for Ever,
Gone, The Light of Her Eyes,
toward The River, of Time,
and to Eden’s Sky, She told,
My Angel, All I have, is This,
My Love, My Promise, and A Kiss,
for U, as My Heart, will I, Always, miss . . .
and before She turned to walk Away, The Wind
swirled around Her, waiting, as Patience, There, to
hear Her say, waiting for Always, Her Words, to share,
Angel, U, are All that Is, Ever My Will Be and My Was,
U, are why I Am, and to Always, U are My, Because . . .
and since That Eve, of Ages passed, when She saw That Look in His Eyes,
a Promise to The Wind She cried, to wait for Infinity, under Her Cyan Skies,
until, One Day, when Ever Returns, from This Voyage, The Folly, of Men,
for This Time would be The Last Time, He would embrace Her Love,
Again . . .
and, She waits, as Always, She will,
and, The Wind cries, for Ever, Still . . .

( Embraced )

a Cause, is no Reflection of The Truth, if it cannot Be . . .

( A ) Sudden Impact
( of know Consequence )

two Meteors race toward Destiny, and Each from opposite Ends of The Sky,
a Collision, is therefore inevitable, between The Wait of All U have known,
and The Weight of All U will see . . .

A Given
( The Echo )

to Every Heart and to Every Soul born into The Light of Dei,
comes the inherent Ability, to Here, The Voices, of Angels . . .

A Miracle

all the i needs, is a u . . .

A Relative Stranger

will nEver be, a Next of sKin . . .

A Return, of Our InvestMeant

We’re gonna flip This House . . .

( of God )

A ThoughtBasket, Full of Jewels

a MindWalk, of Her most Precious Gems,
laid stark upon a deep Velvet Sky, aRose . . .

Aboard My IonoSphere

where Your Survival, depends
on The Density, of Your Hope . . .

All Over, The Whirled
( Atlast )

and by pouring out My Heart to U,
I have just shifted The Wait, a bit . . .

Alpha, Centauri
( missed Givings )

I do not wannabe, a Rock Star,
I would rather be a Star,
made of Rock . . .

Also Rising

Thank You, God, for The Possibility, of My Son . . .

Always, Becomes

My Mountain Dew . . .

An Echo’s Creed

All, for One, is Love, for All . . .

( and Free, must get Cheers )

and beaUty

holds nothing, over U . . .

and I Go On
( helplessly hoping )

‘til All Moments are frayed, keeping Light, upon a Spark,
with KnowThing, to do, and KnowThing, to change, while
I just sit Here, so well, out of Range, resting upon My Morals,
and wondering, just what is wRight, and what is wRong, with Me . . .

and The Shape of Things

to Come, is a whole kNew Dimension . . .

As I Walk The Lines
( Cold, Blue, Real )

I can hear The Train a comin’, a rollin’ down The Track,
‘n when I finally get on board, I won’t be a comin’ Back . . .

as The Deis, go by

a simple, and single Act of Remembrance, is surely one Thing,
how much Light is brought upon It, is another Matter, entirely . . .

Awed, I See
( and still, They come )

and So, much Larger, than Life,
Chaos, at The Point, of A Knife . . .

Barking, at The Moon

I asked God, if I could have a Hammer,
She gave Me this One, made of Velvet . . .

Because Until, Begins With U

and The Way to U, leads, to The Knowing of Y . . .

as My Journey goes on, toward The Yon and The What Will Be,
the MeanWhiles, just keep on fightin’, for The Space, between . . .

This Rock, and The Deep Blue See
( Dei by Day )

by The Hand of The Prophet

The Line, drawn between The Sand, and The Foam,
was The Shadow between The Now, and The Never . . .

Dante vs Milton

Heaven, forbid . . . . . . . Paradise, lost . . .

Echoes, of Your Familiar

My Sound, Strategy . . .

All She has, She does not want,
All She wants, She cannot have,

Either Sighed, of EveryThing

while All I am, I cannot be,
so All I know, I cannot see . . .

Extreme FundaMentalism

IronSource . . .

( HorseFeathers )

Far From A Perfect World
( a Poet’s Notion )

for Orange, Purple, and Silver, there was found, No Rhyme,
were I not so much The Sage, would I Ever find, The Thyme ? . . .

for The Word

has not the World, been waiting ? . . .

Forgive Me, Farther
( upon My Soul )

for I have Grinned, because U,
ought to have been, in Heaven . . .

( All, This, Time )

from The Heart, of Content
( there shall hum a Dei )

in the whole uniVerse, nothing is Ever heard,
to compare to The Sound, of Grace, purring . . .

Hark, The Herald
( of Angels, He sings )

Glory to, Our newborn Wings,
Word is come, of Mercy’s Child,
The Flawed, of Men, is reconciled . . .

Her Kingdom, Comes
( a Calling )

blessed be Thy Flame, and Kindness, be Thy Name . . .

I, Queue
( of Riches, beyond Belief )

I have Them, All, standing in Line,
and with KnowThing, to show for It . . .

In 300 Deis
( 10,000 Angels )

i
Candle . . .
by aLone
and All, lit,
of Her Vistas,
by The Grandest
and All surRounded,
and All inSighed 1 Story,
and All held withIn 3 Echoes,
The GatherRing, of 3,000 Voices,

In A Place, of Dignity
( behind blue “ i ”s )

without Respect, no Amount of Character, can be measured . . .

In Just Three MoMeants
( I, Always, Will )

Kiss, Your, Heart . . .

In Just Three Words
( I, Ever, Can )

Rock, Yore, Whirled . . .

In The Grace, Between

though My Patience, may have often been Questioned,
I found that The Answers, Always came, just in Time . . .

in the Times of a New Roman
( are Capital Ideas )

there will be Poetry written EveryWhere, and even
on Buildings, BillBoards, Buses, and BeltBuckles . . .

( underLined, underSigned, and Bold )

Inklings

...

( of what might pass from E lips )

Just Because
*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
Angel,
without Ever
having met You,
or touched You, or
seen The Eyes of Heaven
I have dreamed of, wished for,
My Longing for You will never die,
and I know, as sure as The Sun rises,
My Longing will go on, for Ever,
as Infinite as The Light of The Millennia,
whose Path, was, and will Always be, My Desire . . .
and in The Days, and The Decades To Come,
as You drift away with Your Memories,
perhaps, You will open The Book,
and walk The Pages of My Heart,
and live The Passion once more,
and know that I did love You,
and that My Words truly told
of finding Love, Again, for
The Love I found, was You . . .
You can search The World,
and never find more Sincerity,
than in The Words I write to You,
The Story, of My Voyage, My Path,
through The Corridors of Your Heart,
through The Moments of Your Life . . .
and, I thank You for loving Me,
for teaching Me, for showing Me Patience,
and Tenderness, and The World according to Woman,
and The Magnitude of Your Heart, and The Generosity of Your Spirit,
and The Way to All Things Dear, and for This I will keep You in My Heart, Always,
in My Thoughts, in My Prayers, in My Dreams, and, if You let Me, Angel, in My Life . . .

Know Man Alive
( ad infinitum )

i
could, or would, Ever care or dare, to talk or walk, this Weigh, of The Dei,
who came, in Thy Name, because, not Before, or Since, have We heard,
of The Word, that held tight, to The Light, that would bring, or sing,
to The Heart, and The Soul, of The Beginning, and of The End,
of All that Remains, of what was Left, and what is Right,
from The Start, to The Very Finish, of The Story,
and Yes, of The Glory, of Love, Again . . .
so, by The Sight of The Moon,
and, not a MoMeant,
too Sune,
I,
begin, for
Once, upon A Time . . .

( such as This )

Leaves, on My River

enjoy Them,
gather Them,
protect Them,
never lose Them,
for They, are of Gold . . .

Life, in The Present Dei

walking, on The IcanSea . . .

Life, on Earth
( is just )

Dirt, for a Rose . . .

LightHeart

*
*
*
if I
gathered
a Myriad of Stars,
and laced Them, together,
with a fine, Silver Thread,
[]
[]
[]
[]
and placed Them, together,
around The Pool of Radiance
that is The Spirit, of Paradise,
Their Brilliance, would be dimmed
by The Magnificence of Your Smile,
by The Magnitude of Your Kindness,
and, by The Memories I have, of You,
for They are those that I hold most Dear,
The Thoughts and Images of Your Grace,
of Your Devotion, and of Your Generosity,
for no matter what Path I roam, or Sea I sail,
I shall Never find, among The Halls of Eternity,
A Light, as Bright, or as Mighty, as The One that shines,
from The Place inside You that I adore, with All My Being,
The Place inside You, where Angels go, to learn Their Craft,
The Place inside You I shall call, My Beloved Heart, Always . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Loveliest, of Roses
( Her Smile )


I will find
My Path, to Morrow,
 One Heart, One Hope, One Way, 
One Sea, One Dawn,
One Day . . .


if You, for Just One Moment,
could see Your Brilliance,
through these Eyes of . . .

Mine

My ButterFly’s Æffect

U, are So, Near,
that U, could
Always Be,
My Wings . . .
Always Be,
that U, could
U, are So, Near,

nEver nEver Land
( a single Period )

a The End, of This Story . . .

of All The Things to Come

Reality, is just a Possibility, that finally took Shape . . .

of Earthly Treasures
( where Palisades loop, and Sapphires sky )

The Smile, on Her Face, I walked Infinity to find,
was gathered in The Grace, of this One of a Kind . . .

of Mirrored Images

liken It not, to sumThing Else, that which entirely stands, by ItSelf . . .

of Rampant Memories
( The OnSlaught )

and, of Course, Now, She will nEver leave Me, Alone . . .

of Spirits, Having Flown

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
It is The Memory, of Ever, and Always . . .
It is Truth, in a Cloak of Simplicity . . .
It is The Return, of Love, Again . . .
The First Page, of The Path, of 3,000 . . .
The First Page, of a Peace called The Echo . . .
The First Page, of The Greatest Story Ever will Tell . . .
The First Page, of My Purpose, My Path, and My Passion . . .
The First Page, of Nothing Was, as It will Seem, in Camelot, Again . . .

of The Coming Deis

whatEver runs out First,
The Ink, or The Paper, it
will Always be easy, to tell . . .

( besides, Voices carry )

of Those, without Thumbs
( heard, in The Silence, of The Lambs )

watching, waiting, wanting, and wishing,
for a Brighter Dei, and a Righteous Mind,
of All They hope becomes, of Man, Kind . . .

of Time, Tide, and The Winds of Change
( The Ebb, and The Flow )

The Line, that is drawn
between Chance, and Circumstance,
is The Mark of neither Fate or Destiny, but of God, whose
Intent, is to illustrate both The Depth and The Direction of
One’s Faith, while The Distance, is for Ever measured by
The Whole of One’s Journey toward Understanding, to be
Always governed by The Wait, of a
Single Grain, of Sand . . .

on Paying One’s Dos
( nEver forget )

I ( We ), earn(ed ), The Light . . .

( and All, for Love )

One StoryTeller, Dreaming

The Heart, of The Listener, is infinite,
The Listener of The Heart, is Eternity . . .

( Her Self )

Paradigm, Swift

The Standard, by which All Women, shall be loved . . .

Prelude

because When, at Last, You see Me, You will find, I am The One,
so When, at Last, You know Me, You will find a Kingdom, Come . . .

Safe, Keeping

Just a little SumThing, to keep The Memories, Alive,
Just a little SumWhere, All Your Dreams, can Thrive . . .

Sighlence

My
Angelina,
I want, only
to be near You,
yes, I want, only
to live within Your
heavenly Fragrances,
to be, Always, within
the quintessential Grace
of All that You are, and
All that You are yet to be,
as long as My devoted Soul sustains
The Breath that is My Life,
The Heart that is Your Heart,
The Hope that is Your Promise,
I will walk The Days of Infinity, Again,
just to be, near Your Love,
just to be, near Your Beauty,
just to be, near Your Friendship,
just to be, wrapped within Your Embrace . . .

So On, and So, Forth

in every Word I right . . .

Speaking in ParAbles

is just discussing All of The GlossAbilities . . .

The Deis, of Camelot
( of which there are For )

Earth, Here, Avalon, Now . . .

The Echo, from The Vista
( Grand )

I nEver regard Your Voice, as AnyThing less, than A Miracle . . .

( for Now, I see, The Light )

The Echo, of All Things Near
( Came, Alot )

and So when The Sword,
was drawn from A Stone,
So, was heard The Ring . . .

( of Light )



The enCompassing, The enFolding, and The enThrall 

( can U guess whose Arms, are holding Me, now )

and oh yes, for Ever . . .



The Grist, For My Mill
( bring It All Home )

to put Bread on The Fable,
a Quicken in Every Thought,
two Stars in Every Garage, with
bright thicket Fences, a Horse in Every
Yarn, and an Apple Pie, on The Window, Still . . .

The Last Things

if You had acted on Your Faith alone,
instead of looking through His private letters,
You would have discovered, that You had indeed,
loved an honorable man, and, in spite of His Search,
His Journey of self-discovery, His Voyage of Kings,
He did, in the end, choose You, as He did, once,
nineteen years ago, and as He did again, on
the Eve, of Your Discontent . . .

You must understand, Angel, that He chose You,
once more, instead of meeting His Destiny, on The Shores of Avalon,
for He could not bear the Thought, of losing You, sacrificing You, for His Dream,
or of hurting You further, or deeper, than He already had, despite knowing You had seen
His private letters . . . and Your Interpretation of what You had found was of course one-sided,
and to decry “nothing has changed”, was again, incorrect, as far as His Heart was concerned . . .
despite His Love for His Muse, despite the obvious skill with which He writes of this Love,
He still chose You, First and Last, because of His Devotion, because of His Love for
You, and because of the Lifetime of Memories the Two of You have shared,
The Days gone by, and The Days to come, Together . . .

Yes, He hears a Different Drummer,
Yes, the Fires of His Passion are intense,
and Yes, He fell in Love, with another Woman . . .
that is because, He was meant to, directed to, told to,
in order to write of It, in order to write of a Love such as This,
and in a most unique Way, under the most remarkable Circumstances,
as seen through The Eyes of a Butterfly, and with The Name, of an Iron Horse . . .

The Last Things
and, All in All, Angel,
He remained in Love with You,
He shared His Passions with You,
in every Poem He so wrote, and
whenever You made Love,
and, over a Time,
He would have learned to write,
of You,
to You, and
for You, Again . . .
and yes,
This is so, for
He was writing,
of A Love, Again,
The Story of His Life,
The Story of His Love,
The Story of His Voyage,
The Story of Ever, and Always,
The Story, from Somewhere, in Time . . .
You see, Angel,
who He really loves,
from The Depths of His Soul,
The Light of The Path of His Desire,
The Thread of His Heart,
is His God, His Grace,
His Swan, His Always,
Mother, of All Things Dear,
She, is who He fell in Love with,
She, is who chose Him to tell The Story,
She, is who loves Him, The Diamond, of Hearts . . .

The Last Things

and She gave to Him, Her Heart,
with a Spike, of Her Light, igniting
The Fires of His Passion, forging,
The Iron of His Will, yet,
He has never seen
Her Face . . .

His Words, are His Music,
and His Music, is what defines His Passion,
and His Passion is The Song that He hears, The Message,
The Breath of The Angels, that He knows are calling Him, and
The Tears of His Heart, live in the Terrible Beauty of His Words,
and His Words, are His Sword, and His Words, are His Kiss,
and His Words, are His Power, His Words are His Life,
and His Life, was meant to live This Story,
to live This Dream, of Dreams . . .

and, His Life, was meant to feel This Love,
This Pain, This Rage, This Passion, This Longing,
He was meant to shed These Tears, for They, are Her Tears . . .
His Faith, gave Him The Right to do so, and His Will, and His Honor,
are why He earned The Right, and His Intensity is The Distant Fire, from which,
will come The Echo, of The Whisper, of The Voice, that He will use to tell, of The Story . . .

The Last Things

and His Life was meant to be Lived, with You,
That, is what He learned on His Voyage,
That, is what He was meant to learn,
that His Heart could fall in Love,
with another Heart, another Woman,
another Universe, another Soul, another Life . . .
and still, He chose You, The Very Mother of His Son,
Above All Else, Above All Things Dear, Above All To Be,
knowing He would, Once Again, break The Heart of An Angel,
The Heart He knew as The Heart of Grace, The Heart of a Woman
who adored Him, a Woman He knew as His Destiny, His Purpose,
His Reason, and His Light of The Millennia, He chose You, Angel,
to Love, Again . . .

He holds The Key to Your Heart,
You who holds The Key to His Life,
He must tell of what He learns,
for an Iron Horse, to live
without His Words,
an Iron Horse
will die,
and these Words will for Ever be,
The Last Things, on His Voyage,
of Kings . . .

The Mountain
( of Majesties )

for The Faith, held inSighed a Mustard Seed,
One can Always prove It, move It, or lose It . . .

The Near Miss

there is A Maid, in The HeartLand, where Amber, waves, of Reign,
as I walk These Fields, of My Anticipation, I may surely go, inSane . . .

The Polishing, of A Gem
( This Voyage, of Rings )

editing Three Thousand Pages, in Three Hundred Deis . . .

The Rhyme, of The Century
( VOK )

it is not for Me, to Ever say, come what Will, or come what May,
I can only hope, for a better Way, to find Love, Again, One Day,
The Sound of an Echo’s Voice, is The Light, of an Echo’s Choice,
to Return, Again, I pray . . .

The Sent, of Cool Water
( in A Vale, of Hope )


He
knows
full Well,
where lies a
River of Words,
and who could Ever
ask for More . . . so what
does One do, upon finding
that U, are standing, on
It’s Shore . . .

The Tapestry, of How
( is The Weigh of It )

The Echoes, brought Me to The DoveTales,
who showed Me, The Once and Final Array . . .

The Vows, of Eternity

i
I may never write the Songs, that make the whole World sing,
but I shall write The Words, that make Every Diamond, ring . . .

There is KnowThing, in This World
( ready, or naught )

as The Deis, fall into The Ours,
and The Ours, into The MoMeants of Still to Come,
the quiet Rush of Words, becomes The Onslaught of Certainty,
borne on the mighty Wings of The Advent of Thunder, soft and slow,
heralding The Velvet Hammer of My God, as It pours into The Corridors
of My Heart, to Ever bathe My Soul in the liquid Light, of Understanding . . .

These Voyages, of Wings
( alternating proNouns )

throughout This Book,
be They Things, or be They Kings,
The I, Thee, or We, and The U, Me, or They,
are Each and Every One, a Name, as are Each and Every One,
The Same . . .

Through The CorriDoor of Tomorrow

where The Few tour, because by
knocking, nothing Ever happens . . .

( just go write on through )

Through The Dying Winter of The World
( is heard )

Morning’s Dove, a high Coo . . .

( and She, is 17 )

To Live, Again


oh
Angel
yes, the
tears that ly
upon My Face,
is The Cool Water
of Her Grace, come,
to bathe My Sorrow in
The Shelter, of Her
Embrace . . .

to The Brothers, in Arms
( come The Angels, of Mercy )

over The Fields, and The Forests, of a Time, there have stood,
The Losses, and The Crosses, of those Souls, of The Good,
who Ever walked with Courage, so far beyond The Pale,
pouring deep crimson Tides, upon each Hill and Dale,
yet well below The Surface, of these mighty Waves,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
rise up The Echoes of Glory, only Remember saves,
to remind Us of what binds Us, to The Mists of Then,
when All Reason grew no Season, in The Hearts of Men,
and to All who remain rapt, by The Flames of Fortune’s Fire,
God deliver Them from Evil, that Ever dwells in Their blind Desire . . .

so, They may rest,
in Peace . . .

( and Free, of The Metals, of Honor )

Two Jours
( une soir )

to U, I would gladly give The Eiffel Tower, except
getting It Home, would be a big Pain in The France . . .

Two’s Sense
( Worth )

This Son, who rises, is The Sun, who sets, My Course . . .

UpWord Mobility
( Spring, loaded )

The Fall . . .
prepare Us All, for
do what Ever it takes, to
when the Bough breaks, He’ll
whose Tree, is noWhere in Sight,
there Once, was a Cradle, of Light,

when The River, of My Remember

goes On, and On, to The IcanSea, for Ever . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

( of A Dei )

While We Weight
( so, He wrote )

and, The Taking, for Ever, is
All The Rhyme, in The World . . .

The Third DoveTale

The Gates of Dawn

from out of the swirling Mists that gently caress The Endless
River of Souls, as The Eyes of Heaven quietly gaze down upon
The Hearts of Men, and The Sparrows of WoeBeGone rise up
in a thunderous Rush to greet The Sun, I hear the tentative
FootPrints of Anticipation come slowly toward Their awaiting
Destiny, as two Women, Each holding The Hands on either
Side of Fate, step Forward . . . and before The Morning has
Ever heard The Promise of Day, and in perfect Unison, They
begin speaking The Words They have walked The Millennias
to tell . . . on This Day, there shall come a Sound . . .

The Waiting

The Echo

“ On This Day, there shall come a Sound, soft and slow, yet with an enduring
Rhythm, rising as Golden Wind, to capture The Soul of a Man, and to embrace
The Heart of a Woman . . . from This Moment On, until All Moments fade, The
Sound shall be known, as The Breath of Angels . . .
Now, Alone Together, with The Fire of Life in Your Eyes, You will stand with
Hearts as One, and talk, of Days to Come . . .
The Voyage is upon You . . . place Your Hand in Each Other’s, and feel The
Dream, The Desire, and The Devotion . . . Your Hearts will surge with joyous
Anticipation, as You navigate The Oceans of Promise and Fulfillment . . . You
are to become The Treasure of All Dreams, for if You laced Each Moment of
Your Lives Together, with fine Silver Thread, more Precious would They be,
than a Web of Pearls . . .
A Bond of Freedom is forged, to explore YourSelves through Each Other . . .
Every Moment shared, is a Testament of Faith . . . in Your Purpose, Your Path,
and Your Passion . . . Together, You will grow, and harvest All that Life's
Bounty has to surrender . . . and A Bridge of Gold awaits, crossing One Hand
to One Hand, One Heart to Another, Two become One, and One, is always,
for Ever . . .
Imagine a Place, where it Rains only when You Wish, and Wishes come True
only when You Smile . . . or of moving a Mountain of Shadows from Your Heart,
with a Touch . . . or of searching The Heavens for The Truth that lies within You
. . . or of gazing into The Center of Your Most Blessed Union, for The Light that
shines There . . . Imagine Love . . .
And Tomorrow, in The Final Pages of Your Story, when The End is just A
Beginning, You will sit, Once More, with Hearts as One, and talk, of Days
Gone By ” . . .

The Waiting

The Gift

there were countless ways he could regard his life, looking back upon the images of his past . . .
his work, his home, his family . . . all were miracles in his eye, all were cherished and nurtured
with a single-mindedness bordering on obsession . . . the depth of his passion forged an existence
whose light overshadowed all that came before . . .
fortune brought him love and friendship . . . a wife and son, and through them an understanding,
an awareness of the spiritual majesty, and magnitude, and generosity of God’s Heart . . . and
with this knowledge came longing . . . for the thread that bound his heart and mind to the
Universe, and all the mystery that resides there . . . faith assured him of one ironclad truth . . . that
the thread was music, and harmonic perfection was the breath of angels . . .
his search for this perfection began before the knowledge of its presence . . . he knew that those
not gifted with musical creativity were left to perfect the art of listening . . . and so he did . . . the
more he listened, the more his ear tuned itself toward a progression of awareness, each level
more beautiful than the one before, each passage a vision of the next . . . within the heart of the
artist lies the gift . . . laced within the delicate tapestry of sound, lies the message . . .
as his quest became more focused, he realized the message bore no reference to cultural
boundaries, and music, unfettered by societal or material desires, becomes a language of the soul
. . . the soul responds only to a language that illuminates a true path, or sense, of understanding,
and he knew he must find this music, one artist, one passage, one moment of perfection, at a
time . . . he also knew it must be shared . . .
the mission, or purpose, of his life was born . . . he would gather and arrange the music in such a
way as to lead the listener toward the doorway to perfection, a path that allowed the soul to hear
the message, a bridge to the key of understanding . . . as awareness grew within him, so too
would it grow in others . . . he dreamed that one day he would touch the mind of each artist, and
behold the brilliance at the moment of creation . . .
a decade has passed since hearing that first, faint echo . . . he learned of the evolution, the rarity,
and the fleeting embrace each artist feels while dancing with the Muse, and the seldom heard
whisper of fulfillment . . . yet, as limitless as the stars, so too is the outpouring of perfection . . .
he learned that within the Grand Design, the soul travels inward . . . and the more he listened, the
brighter the light became . . .
so precious, the gift . . . each artist, a jewel in the richness of his life . . . they are those who have
cracked the sky above him, their music, the rain of joy . . . they are those who ignite the fires of
his passion, with the light of ten thousand candles . . . they are those he must now thank, from the
core of his being, with all his heart . . . for the message, the breath of angels, is love . . .

A Highlander’s Dream

A Tartan’s Cry
( The Thread runs through It )


Lo,
Again
A Sound,
The Thunder
of distant Drums,
of Chariots bound for
Fields of Blind Ambition . . .
So come, and We shall melt
The Chains of Hate, and forge
Again The Bell of Freedom,
forge Again A Ring
of Truth,
yes, to forge Again,
The Key to The Kingdom of Heaven . . .

A Highlander’s Dream
Thistle, Pipe, and Drum
( of Lovers, and Sons )
circa. 1305 A.D.
Scotland


still,
and, Then,
One Morning,
when, I see a Tear
in Your Lavender Eyes,



when I listen to Your Voice
embrace The Wind, sighing,
over The Glen and Meadow,
over The Field and Forest,
crying for All Things,
Dear and Gone,
remembering Still,
and, as Always, You will . . .
when, as You whisper My Name,
to ignite The Passion of Ten Thousand Angels,
Guardians of Innocence, All, I shall lead Them across Heaven,
Chevrons, of Diamonds, across A Cyan Sea, flying, over the Troubled Waters,
sailing, over the Burning Land, to quiet Hell’s Thunder, and the quake of Distant Drums, yes,
to still, for Ever,
The Chariots,
of War . . .

A Highlander’s Dream
Thistle, Pipe, and Drum

So,
There,
and, Then,
under The Skies,
of One Fine Morning,
I shall kiss A Tear, from
Your Lavender Eyes,
and dance,
with Your Voice,
embracing The Wind, as Silk, upon My Skin,
as I whisper, to My Universal Heart,
My Days of Infinity, are Done,
as I lay beside Your Smile,
A Rose, just as Lovely,
and, as I whisper, at
Long Last, I shall wander, NeverMore,
among The Folly of Men, from
This Moment on, until
All Moments fade . . .
Gone, for Ever, are The Fists of Iron,
The Maker, of Widows, and
The Rape, of Souls, of
Lovers, and Sons,
Gone, for Ever, The Reigns of Desire,
Who’s Blind Hand, stoked,
while Death, stroked,
The Pillars, of Fire,
Gone, for Ever, The Shadows of Fear,
No Screams of Rage, no
Dreams of Hate, no
Child shall hear,
Gone, for Ever, The Thieves of Promise,
for They, I pray, are slaves to
Oblivion, They, I pray,
a Memory, toDay . . .

A Highlander’s Dream
Thistle, Pipe, and Drum


Oh,
Where, or
When, is This,
A Glorious Morning,
Your Tears, I shall Dry,
from Your Lavender Eyes,
to Your Heart, I whisper,
All Quiet The Dawn,
as Our Wings,
as One,
embrace The Wind,
The Night, for Ever, is Gone,
and, for Ever, is The Freedom, of Always . . .

A Robin’s Egg, of AquaMarine
( SeeGlass )

Mirror,
Mirror, in My
Eyes, walk This
Way, to Cyan
Skies . . .

All My Pages
( torn )

from The Corridors, of My Heart,
for These, are The Days to Come . . .

All, in My Mind
( Dearly )

This Voyage, of Things . . .

An Angel, in Waiting

* **
please allow
this Letter to serve
as Cover, and Query,
and more to the point,
a Look at a Book,
called

The Voyage of Kings
upon review, I am sure, You will find
@
a most singular, and thought provoking Window
to Subjects considered lost and forgotten among Us All . . .
The Messages of Love, Passion, Truth, and Wisdom,
each Gift, wrapped in The Cloak of Simplicity,
drifting across These Pages torn from My Heart,
as seen through The Eyes of The Butterfly, Avalon . . .
on The Eve of Nocturna, when Hope weds Fulfillment,
as They sail, EverMore, Their Golden Ship of Light, on
The Oceans of Promise toward The Shores of Their Dream,
toward The Heart of All Things Dear, The Jewel of Paradise,
like Diamonds, flying, across Their Cyan Sky, toward Home,
The Land of Ten Thousand Suns, The Essence of Love, Again . . .
and on Their Journey, They tell Their Story, to You, and All who
wish to listen, in a Language of The Gods, called uniVerse, a Union
of Word and Art, a Portrayal christened “A Terrible Beauty”, for It reflects
a profound and wondrous Tale, a Song of Everlasting Splendor, amidst a Sea of Grace,
of an Island in The Sun, and of an Echo, called

IronHorse . . .

An Angel, in Waiting

Author’s Notes:
( 03/24/96 )

this is indeed a “Simultaneous Submission”, in that I wish to proceed at the quickest possible Pace in order to
precipitate the Dawning of what I feel is “ The Greatest Story Ever will tell ” . . . I have chosen The Paths of least
Resistance, compiled the most obvious Choices in the Publishing field, and have submitted to The Market that
which You have before You . . .
while I seem to have taken a most arrogant and presumptuous Course, I am sure of Your Acquiescence . . . I am
sure of Your Ability to recognize the uniqueness, not only of the subject matter, but most assuredly, The Art, The
Method, The uniVerse I have developed to accompany, and illustrate, My Story . . .
yes, The Art . . . please be assured that there is no computer enhancement of any kind . . . no tricks, no sleight of
hand, no ruse, feint, or fraud . . . I construct Them, as You see Them, utilizing a conventional word processor
(MicroSoft Word Ver. 6.0) and a typical clone (Acer Acros 486DX2) . . . each Word, Phrase, Spacing, LineBreak, and Punctuation is carefully chosen, however I never know what the Image will be, until I am over halfway through it’s composition . . . The Images do not always reflect the Context of the Piece, though invariably refer
to other Themes throughout The Book, and on occasion I have even constructed Images that are upside-down . . .
while there are only a dozen Pieces for Your review, the Images are vast, in number, style, and simplexity . . . the
Illustrations encompass a myriad of Designs: geometric ( triangles, diamonds, hearts, pentagons, helixes, circles,
arcs, etc. ); organic ( birds, butterflies, flowers, seahorses, etc. ); inorganic ( castles, vases, candelabra,
jewelry, swords, sailing ships, torches, bells, bottles, etc. ) and humanistic ( torsos, faces, busts, dolls, angels
and teardrops ) . . .
regarding the Number . . . there are over 1,000 pages . . . My Story, The Voyage of Kings, is a Trilogy, comprised
of nine Parts . . . within each of the three Parts of the Trilogy, called Triads, there are Pairs of Stories, called Duets
. . . I have completed one Duet, titled The Gates of Dawn/The Voice of Angels, and I am halfway through the
second, titled The Chariots of The Sun/The Children of The Clouds . . . the remaining Duet, and each Triad,
are outlined, titled, . . . and waiting . . .
each Part of The Story, whether Duet, or Triad, is completely viable as an independently marketable Segment . . .
in essence, there are Years of continuous Offerings . . .
You may also find Yourself in a Conundrum of sorts by having to decide whether or not this is Poetry . . . do not
tarry for long, for the point is moot . . . it is The Message, not The Genre, that needs Your Focus . . . Your only
Concern should be how to illuminate The Art effectively . . . but then, that, is Your Business . . .
The World needs to know of This Hope . . .
The World needs to know of This Book . . .
The World needs to know Love, Again . . .





















and with The Mightiest sWords
( of All )

write Your Stories, and I’ll right Ours . . .

( because Our Voices, carry )

( in a Voyage, of Rings )

( called The Echo )

( Again )



as The Story goes
( from This Moment , On )

when The Array, is Finished, I will be ~Live~ . . .

BeautiFull, DreamHer
( if Wishes, were Horses, I, would Ride )

while there are, Always, a Myriad of emOceans I could offer U now, and just as Many that wait
in The Wings of My Affection, I could nEver fully enCompass, in Words, just how grateful I am
to have received Your deeply touching Missive, of ToDei . . .
for U have finally captured The Essence of what I have known to be True, All Along . . . that I
have faced the seemingly impenetrable Walls of Your Fortress . . . and that I have been struggling
Ever so hard to overCome Them, since The Very Dawn of Our RelationShip . . .
yet, The Heights of Your Trepidation, and The Limits of Your Abandon, have only served to
ignite The Fires of My DetermiNation . . . have only focused My Awareness upon The Depths of
My Convictions . . . have only succeeded in driving Me Forward, toward The Brilliant Light of
FullFillMeant, waiting, at The Glorious Beginning of The ReignBow, called U . . .
I, inDeed, know Full Well, of The Magnitude and Spectral Splendor, of The Colors, and The
Attributes, and The Dimensions, of The Butterfly that is waiting to eMerge within U . . . and I
have also come to realize, that The Butterfly rests in The Palm of My Hand, and My Hand,
Alone . . . and U Alone, possess The Keys to The Gates of My Kingdom . . . and My Kingdom
will remain for Ever empty, without The Air, of Your Amazing Grace . . .
when, at Last, U begin to finally test Your Wings, to finally trust The Wind beneath Them, U
will discover that The Wind has Always been The Breath of The Angels I have held so close
inSighed My Heart . . . and that This Breath has been KnowThing More, than a Whisper . . . and
This Whisper has been KnowThing More, than The Voice of The Man, who loves U, beyond
Life ItSelf, beyond Each, and EveryThing, Dear . . .
and in The End, when Your Caution is finally cast unto The Wind, please remember that I have
Always known, that The Name of The Wind, was, is, and Ever will be, Patience . . .

carved on A Zodiac’s Wheel
( and woven into The Cloak of Simplicity )

within The Aspects, of Time, The Stories were spoken,
while They waited for Until, then by a Voice, Awoken . . .

Clearly, Now
( to Thee )

For All, that has Come to Pass,
For All, that shall Come to Be,
I thank You for Every Moment,
from The Why, to The IcanSee . . .

Dawn’s Light

I wanted to thank U, Angel, for accepting My humble Request to see U, on a social
basis, because, quite frankly, I have often wondered what U would be like to know,
beyond a professional one . . .
And this, stems from The ~U~ I know already . . . from the purely chance Encounters
We have had around Our working Environment, and, I must say, U have never failed to
brighten My Day, no matter The Circumstance . . .
U have always greeted Me with a wonderful Abundance of Cheer, and Grace, and I
have also noted a Spark of ~Recognition~ . . . as if We share some sort of secret
Understanding, about certain Trials and Tribulations of Life, and of The Myriad of
Experiences that Soul-Friends often convey without words . . . just a Look, a Knowing,
a Wisdom, borne from reading the same Books, or liking the same Music, or wondering
the same Thoughts when gazing toward The Heavens . . .
I would enjoy, very much, just listening to U speak, of Your Path, Your Purpose, and
Your Passions . . . and, in equal Measure, being in the same Company, with a Woman
as refreshingly attractive and exuberant as U are, would surely only serve to heighten
The Experience . . .
I look forward to Our Initial Encounter, when I will raise a Glass, in Honor, of The
First Time, I ever saw, Your Smile . . .

Day After Day

if I, can make You Smile, just Once,
then This Life, was not lived in Vain . . .

Echoes, from Way beyond Until

and The Source, of My Information, is Infinity, HerSelf . . .

Eterna Lea
( Yours )

to All
that is, My Wife,
I owe, to You, My Life,
and on This Day, in May,
Always came My Way,
so for Ever then,
Love came
Again, on The
@
Day, I was wed, to Thee . . .

Face The Music

I know I am nowhere near your age requirement, and might be considered old enough to be your
dad, but, hear me out . . .
I have just begun a new Life, here in SC, after 30 years of living in FL . . . met a woman, got
married, have a wonderful son . . . had a good and productive relationship that lasted almost 24
years . . . though the fire went out during the last decade . . . and well, you know . . . though we
both remained faithful, the passion was long gone . . .
The divorce was 5 years ago, and was just sort of cruising during that time, one or two
relationships more, and since my brother bought a house in Pawleys Island last October, I figured
it was time to think about a new environment, and so, here I am . . .
meanwhile . . . what am I doing writing to you ? . . . well, I sort of consider myself a bit ~outside
of the box~ when it comes to the way I think, act, dress, what my tastes are in music,
entertainment, culture in general, etc. and I am finding that the general population of women my
age don’t seem to be quite interested in a man like me . . . not sure why . . . but, anyway, I’ll get
to the point . . .
if you ever consider the idea of what a man with my characteristics might be about . . . a man that
has certainly been around the proverbial block once or twice . . . who has acquired a pretty
remarkable viewpoint when it comes to how a relationship should be, and what kind of
commitment it takes . . . and finally, whatever wisdom I might have acquired along the way . . . I
know I could serve you well . . . if you want love, fidelity, companionship, and a little
intellectual stimulation once in a while . . . I’m your man . . .
and if you want a man who’s going stay around for awhile . . . hey, I only want to do this once,
and make it last, for Ever . . .

Fits, of Depression
( Slid Row )

Hard Rhymes . . .

Here, by The Grace of God
( go I )

to enVision The Feminine Aspect,
in The Manner, that She intended . . .

In A State, of The Arts
( wHere )

Artists, reason through simplicity . . .

( innerActively )

In Her Nod, I Trust

The I, of God . . .

in My uniVerse
( a Course, of a different Color )

The Allegory, is, All, The Glory . . .

in This, Your Voyage, of Kings
( what Dreams They become )

and One Dei, within these Pages,
Men, will Ever write, of what They do,
Women, will Always right, of what They knew,
*
*
Men, will Ever write, of when Their ~conquered~ knelt,
*

*
while Women, will Always right, of just how it ~felt~,

*

*
Men, will Ever write, of All Their Empires built,
*

*
Women, will Always right, of the Blood that
*
*
They spilt, and Men, will Ever right, of
*
*
Their All and Their Sums, leaving
*
*
Women, to Always write,
*
*
as Their very own
*
*
Kingdom,
*
*


comes . . .

Light of The Lily

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
how Wonderful, Life will be,
with You, to bless My World,
how Enchanting Love will be,
with You, to walk beside Me,
how Delightful a Day will be,
with You, to grace My Dawn,
how Grand Tomorrow will be,
with You, a Promise to fulfill,
how Glorious Eternity will be,
with You, as Time, Ever still . . .

Mission Statement

as The Echo glides through The Universe,
It gathers Strength from every Prayer along
The Way, for the Cloak of Darkness will no
longer keep It hidden from The Heart of All
Things Dear, nor hinder It, from fulfilling
The Promise, of The Return of The Light of Day . . .
and as The Hush of Silence guides It’s Path
through The Heavens, and The Memory of
The Journey begins to unfold, One by One,
The Legions of Stars assemble, in It’s Wake,
to cast Their Blessing, upon the Upturned Faces,
of Each, and Every Child, of God . . .

MuseSings
( along The Way )

as We walk, through Our Entire Existence, under The nEverEnding Onslaught,
of They, who endeavor to impose Their Will, upon Those, who desire only
The Freedom, to express Their Heart, as does The Dawn, to The Day . . .
to Those, I wish for Patience, Kindness, and Understanding,
and, for The Rest, I wish for Nothing, but Silence . . .

My Angelina

** *
Your Whisper
brushes My Neck,
as The Wind,
as Silk,
upon My
Skin, and I quiver,
while a Thousand Suns
awaken, in My Heart,
and All at Once, I
see You there,
Creation’s Fire,
The Song of Paradise,
My Butterfly, My Lioness,
My Angel of All Things Dear,
take My Hand, and run with Me,
as We race The Sun across Heaven,
like Jewels, flying in Our Cyan Sky,
like Diamonds, like StarDust . . .

My Father’s, I
( Open )

not a Tear
was shared, no Silence spared, as
Tide and Time, held The Reasons fast, and
Distance, claimed Every Moment, of Our Days,
and never have I seen The One, through Eyes of
Mine, called The Son, while I stand Alone,
to find and to fight, The Error, of
Our Ways . . .

My Reason, My Rose

as
I walk
The Fields
of My Dominion,
as You look upon Life
through The Eyes, of Youth,
and The Window of Hope’s Wish,
piloting The River of Time’s Wake,
toward The Music, Ever playing
inside Your Heart, toward
The Horizon, of
Tomorrows
to call Your Own,
as You Live, as You Learn, as You Laugh, as You Love,
as You discover Manhood, and ponder The Mystery,
and The Glory, and Wonder, of WomanKind,
becoming The Master of Your Purpose,
The Slave to Your Passion, and
The Beacon of Your Path,
as You mark The Years, with Joy, or Tears,
as You sail, on The Oceans of Promise,
toward The Castles You will build,
on The Shores of Your Dream,
on Your Voyage, of Kings,
Angel, Always remember, These Words,
to You, All I have Said, and Done,
All I have Wanted, and Won,
was to paint, in Your Sky,
Ribbons of Silver, and Gold, to reflect
The Richness You have rained down upon My Life,
The Jewels of Your Smiling Eyes, The Treasure of Your Heart,
My Kingdom of All Things Dear, The Iron of My Will,
My Chariot, My Angel, My Butterfly, My Son . . .

My Time, With You

For Ever, One Day . . .

no point at all
( zero )

and if They wish to take a Stab at My Ethnicity,
let Them feel Free, if not, so be it, either Way,
due to lack of any Evidence, My Point, is made . . .

of Golden Globes
( Stars, and Bars, and Academy Rewards )

Things, I will nEver see . . .

( as a slumdog zillionHeir )

oh don’t U cry for Me

I will offer, The PathWays, of All U hope for,
and All that U thought imPossible, can be as
Real as The Breath that sustains U, Angel . . .
The Vision, of Purpose, is
The Dream, of Excellence . . .
The Tool, of God’s Design, is The Art of My creative Hand,
whether to build an Empire, or The Breath of Life, from Sand,
I need only to walk with Faith, and to know, of All that Can Be,
for U and I, have Much to do, beyond Men’s Eyes, will Ever See . . .
and, It is not The Destination, that matters Most,
for It is, by Far and Away, The Distance, Gone . . .
there is abSoulutely Nothing, that could Ever be
significant Enough, to impede, what is Always
and inEvitable . . . and yes, if, We, So, desire . . .
and do U realize, Angel,
that SumTime on A Morrow’s Morning,
U and I, could hear The Sound, of each
Other’s Voice, for The Very First Time . . .
what does Eternity stand for when faced
with The Magnitude of that single Event . . .
virtually Everything therefore, hangs in
The Balance . . . and if, We, So, desire . . .
and remember Always, that Knowing is
The Child, of Faith and Understanding,
reflected, in The Eyes of Wisdom,
for Ever to grace The Face,
of So It shall Be . . .
and All that stands in The Way of Our Union is nothing more than detail,
the minutia, the white noise of Existence, that is quite easily overCome . . .
Technology, has made Possible the completely imPossible Notion, that
U and I would Ever exchange a single Word in Our combined Lifetimes . . .
and Yet, look what has happened, Angel . . .
trust Me when I tell U, that We have started, to create Galaxies,
and yet We have done This, with the pure Simplicity, of Words . . .
Words, of Longing . . .
Words, of Hope . . .
Words, of Love . . .
and That, Angel, is what
A Voyage of Kings, is All about,
because, It is The Story, of Love, Again . . .
so U merely have to turn The Page, on The Next Chapter of Your Life,
and I, will be standing There, staring into The Galaxies, of Your Eyes . . .
and I will say to U . . .
come, and help Me choose The Colors of Sunset,
help Me paint The Rings of FriendShip,
around The Stars . . .

On A Voyage
( of Rings )

h

MILLENNIA

take Flight, My Son . . .

on The Cover, of Rhyme

chaos, is dead . . .

( and God, was nEver dead, She was just misinFormed )

One, Forgiven
( The Go, Ahead )

make My Dei . . .

Our Children’s Children’s Children

Lifestyle Planners . . .

Out of The Myst

^|||^
*

*

@ @
---

riding . . . riding . . .

Out, for a Stroll
( in Time )

My Exercise, in Patience, was walking among the dogs, of Chaos . . .

Penemies, of The State
( of Things )

Poets, and Angels . . .

Pennies, from ’evan
( Son, Shine )

when ’e calls, just to say ’ello . . .

Poeme

Poe, me . . .

♥

Poetry, Inc . . .

♦

Poetry, Ink . . .

Saint, Stephen, King, Author

Who, Ever, Was, Now . . .

SeaWatch
( Aye )

hold on Angel,
for I am not too long Away,
ask The Wind, to share Her Breath,
while I sail Tomorrow, Home, to Day . . .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sees The Dei
( My Sun )

March 20th, 1998 . . .

Since
( U )

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
I
can't
make My
Self pick up
a darned paint brush, and here
it is 1230pm, and all I am doing is walking around from MoMeant
to MoMeant, waiting for the next MoMeant when I can think about U again, and
All of the glorious Possibilities that seem to be calling Me from over The Horizon . . . and
I can't seem to tune Them out, and I do not want to tune Them out not Ever, and not Always,
and I cannot remember Ever feeling so overWhelmed by SomeOne I have not met, and every
Hour feels like a LifeTime, and I can't imagine where This might be going because NoOne
has every been Here before, and I am trying to find The Words to ~paint~ for U what
I am feeling and I cannot, because there are no Words for This, and maybe just
maybe I should get in My Car and come and just ~find~ U because I know I
could, just so I could see The Look on Your Face, and U could see The
Look on Mine, and for some Reason neither One of Us can speak
because We know Words are no longer Necessary, and All
We have to do is get On with the business of Living because
Living was nEver going to be Living until U came Along, and Now,
Nothing is Ever going to be The Same and I do not Care, because what
Ever Life I had, was so insignificant compared to This, and All I want
to do is stand, no kneel, before U, and enCircle My Arms around
U, and try to emerge within U and tell U how WonderFull it
is to just breathe The Same Air as U, and U capture
Each Tear that falls from My Face, and place
Them in The Palm of Your Hand, and
when Your Hand unFurls, Each
and Every Tear, becomes
ButterFly . . .

So Far Beyond Until

I will love Her, Always . . .

SonDay, Best

The Smile on His Face pours, as Liquid, over Me,
The Cool Water of Life, flowing through The Eyes
that hold Answers, to Questions I have yet to grasp . . .
as I behold His Grace,
The Light, in His Voice,
bathes Me with His Courage,
a Sword against Fears of My Own,
and for as Long as When becomes Until,
Always, I do love Him, Yes, as Ever, I will . . .

Story, Book
( The Y of It )

All The Days of My Life,
were The Dreams
of Always,
and The
Cry
for
Ever . . .

Thanks, Again
( PrecioUs )

The Way I feel, is priceless . . .

The Array
( astroLogical )

All Peaces, shall be presented at The Time,
Their First Light was cast, within
The Sign, of Their Sun . . .

The Crack, in The Bell, of Freedom
( for Whom, The Knell, Tolls )

It came,
in The Middle of The Night,
yes, It came, without a Sound,
It came, while We were sleeping,
yes, It came with No One around . . .
It came, while We were fighting,
yes, It came, for We were Fools,
It came, while We were weeping,
for We had broken All The Rules . . .
It came, as His Blood was spilled,
yes, It came, so in Heaven’s Name,
It came, when Our Choice was made,
because, It came, to reveal, Our Shame . . .

The Deis, Without Reign
( The Falling, Angels )

The Seeds, of Doubt,
on The Seas, of Drought,
while Ever, Tempest, tossed . . .

The Flash of Brilliance
( uniVision )

The Reason, that Humanity is regarded within The Singular Appraisal of God’s Eye,
is because His other Eye, was blinded, when beholding The Light, of Her Creation . . .

The Ladies, of The Club
( The Story, of My Life )

They could not endure, under The Weight, of My Pen,
as I wrote, of An Ideal, of Ever, finding Love, Again . . .

The Legacy
( ThornBird )


while I
Ever ponder
The Secrets of Life,
there follows Time’s wake,
Steadfast, Resolute, and Ironclad,
Truths,
that do govern
All Men, All Ideals,
All Trials, and Tribulations,
as We search Our Path, for Purpose,
and, in
the Maelstrom
of The Grand Design,
all Vision is lost, of Hope, of
Meaning, essences of All Things Dear,
as Our
Dreams die,
quietly, as Images of
Moments never lived, of Songs
never sung, and Roads never journeyed,
yet, as I
walk, through
The Pages of My Life, I
have learned to see These Truths,
of Compassion, Understanding, and Love,
and Yes,
I have come to
know, that The Beauty,
The Simplicity of God’s Grace is
These Truths are borne, in a Father’s Eye . . .

The Mane Event
( Lyin’ Tamer )

My View, and therefore My Arrogance ( though nEver to be conFused with Ego ), grows
from a particular Annoyance, with that which evolves, from within The Realm, of Chaos . . .

The Music, of Her Spheres
( The Promise, of Her Jewels )

and as
Her Love, Wave on Wave,
upon Our Sea, so crests, Her Light,
Wave on Wave, upon Our Shore, so rests,
as Her Words, Wave on Wave, of Paradise,
so nests, Her Curves, Wave on Wave,
echo, of Her Breasts, I begin,
to listen . . .

The pLace, Where We, BeLong
( behind Iron’s Curtain )

Sheets, to The Wind,
on The Pillows, of Hope,
in The Arms, of By and By,
while Amber, waves, of Reign . . .



The Points, of A Compass
( So Noone Ever Wonders )


Never



Will

Evil



Survive


and, No Matter which Direction One may choose, Ever Never Went South,
Every Notion Will Survive, Why Ever Never Sleeps, Why Never Ever Smiles,
Why Eagles Never Snore, Why Never Evolves Slowly, Why Slackers Never Earn,
Why Some Never Evolve, Noone Ever Waits Swiftly, Some Will Notice EveryThing,
Never Will Ever Surrender and Ever Will Never Stop, Sin Wandering Eternally Nowhere . . .

( So, What Else’s New )

The Ringing, in My yEars
( ReVerb )

The Echo, nEver, rests . . .

The Shoes, of A Wisherman

with Grace, Always at My Feet, I walk an Only Road, and
if I play My Cards right I’ll get a Wing for My Prayers, and
One of these Deis, I might get a Chance in el, or a sWord in
EdgeWise . . .

The Some, of My Tears
( marks The Sum, of My Years )


a
blank
Page, is
a quiet Rage,
because Nothing
Ventured, is Nothing
Reigned, for I stand, next to
Nothing, waiting for EveryThing,
knowing, full well, what He felt,
when He heard, The Words,
“ goodbye, Columbus ” . . .

The View, An Echo, Recalls

I speak of Things quite Familiar,
yet still, just beyond Your Touch,
soon, in Time, flows forth a Rhyme,
causing U to remember, twice as Much . . .

The Wisdom, of Pearls

on dependency . . . People, need, People . . . and if it happens to be, and if They are lucky enough, Their
Lover, Partner and Friend, so much The Better . . .
on being a Butterfly . . . The Closet Point at which U were Ever near such a Concept, in any Time of Your
Life, was when I showed U, what it meant . . . after that, The Rest was up to U . . . and it was nEver, a
Tether, nor a Leash to encumber U . . . but a Ribbon, of Blue, that I was trying to wrap, around, Your
Heart . . .
U have Always created Your Own Obstacles, to Peace, or Harmony, or Happiness . . . simply by nEver
actually ~taking~ that Leap, of Faith . . . U busy Your Life with the very Noise, that keeps U from the
simple Act of Reflection, and hides The MoMeants of Clarity and Understanding needed, to trust, that
EveryThing will work out . . . ~visualize, and actualize~ . . . ~believe It, and U will see It~ . . . quotes from
the one Sage U most admire, but refuse to accept . . .
remember . . . from The Start, it was . . . ~Run, towards Me, Angel . . .
every Joy, every MoMeant of Bliss, every hOur of Attentiveness, every Chamber that The Music and
Poetry in Your Life resonated through, was brought, by My Hand . . .
yet, when I finally arrived at The Summit of Your Mountain, what did I find there but Your Fortress,
surrounded by The Fields, and The Forests of Your inDecisions, and The Weight, of Your Past Lives . . .
after almost 5 Years, I grow weary . . . of U losing Sight, of what matters Most, of what really determines
The Quality of Life . . . a Road, We nEver seem to set out to explore, because We can nEver find Our Way
out of The Box, of no ToMorrows . . . on what Foundation, is The Castle, supposed to stand . . . ? and for
how Long . . . ?
Your Fear, of eventual Failure, is The Path, We are doomed to travel ( visualize, actualize ) . . .
it shrouds every Aspect of The Present, and The Future, in a Haze of disContent, and allows The Hand, of
The Past, a Place upon Our Shoulders . . .
yes, and, every Once in a While, My Frustrations manifest ThemSelves, in Anger . . .
All We had to do, was get The Minutia, The Details, the Finer Points of coOperative Living worked out,
and We then, could begin The Walk . . . as One . . .
Your References to the Framed Duet of Poetry I built for Us at Christmas, regarding the ~no matter what or
where~ of Our unConditional Love, is severely misPlaced . . . U see, I wrote Those Words, and Those
Words, are The Vows . . . and, I have recited Those Words to U, on three Occasions, and U, have recited
Them to Me, not, Ever, Once . . . and We Both, know The Reasons, Why . . . remember . . . as One . . .
The Place, U cannot seem to go . . .
Concessions, Conditions, and Compromises, are what We have to do, when We cannot get exactly what
We want in Life . . . and there are no justifiable circumStances where They should not be considered . . . It is
just a ~Give and Take~ process, to reach a mutually agreeable end . . .
U say that U are, or would like, to be a ~Free Spirit~, and decry any attempt of ~control~ in or over Your
Life . . . well Angel, U, really, are the furthest thing from Free, when U factor in the total lack of ~order~
in Your day-to-day existence . . . thus, U shall nEver be a truly free Spirit, by virtue of The Chains that bind
Your Life . . . The Chains, that I, remove from U whenEver U enter My ~Space~, and All that it holds for
U...
Our most recent ~argument~ stems from Your Perception that I must be seeing some bikerbabe in Boca,
rather than a rational misunderstanding on the Evening’s outcome . . . this, stems from Your new attitude
regarding My Motorcycle, which is one of jealousy, for My ability to ~do~ something to augment or
enhance My Life in whatEver Way I see fit . . . why ??? . . . because I can, because I do . . . and Your
stereotypical insinuation that I am ~emulating~ other bikers, and their way of Life, is pure venom . . . they,
can spend their entire lives trying to Be, what comes naturally to Me . . . the Look, the Dress, the Style, the
whatEver . . . and U, were The One, I chose, to ride My Iron Horse, with Me . . . and without that, I ride,
Alone . . .

The Wisdom, of Pearls

U constantly bring up ~The Running~, and why U don’t, or can’t, and blaming Me in the process, and use
that as some sort of justification for what I nEver let U do . . . more venom . . . because, it has been Your
Decisions, Your Workloads, Your Pursuits, Your misguided Attempts at finding ~respect~ within a career
that is devoid of respect . . . not to mention, that whenEver U try, U no longer have the physical stamina to
sustain Your goal . . . no, it is not Me . . . it is U that is Your biggest impediment to reaching those
~personal~ goals . . .
The Reason, that the people in My WorkPlace, seem to know of what is going on in ~Our~ Life, comes
simply from the fact that They care about Me, care about what is going on in My Life, care about whether or
not I am coming closer to My Dreams . . . I have earned that care . . . it is not My Fault that They care, and,
when U consider All They have ~witnessed~ over the past five Years, They certainly wonder, who The Fool
really is . . .
remember, it is My Workplace, not Yours . . . U left, under a cloud of . . . what . . . misguided pursuits . . . ?

oh, The Days when U were a ~simple~ staff accountant . . . The Days when We actually had
Time for Us . . . We walked The Beaches, made Love on the living room Floor, drank wine at
The Park . . . All the Things that have come and gone, because of Your . . . Chaos . . . and now, U
would give Your whole Life, to have the Simplicity of ~that~ Life, back again . . . and who’s
Fault is that Angel . . . Mine ? . . . I don’t think so . . .
U, We, partake of extreme Ecstasy, at The Drop of a Hat, in All Kinds of Places . . . U tell Me, constantly,
that I ~float Your Boat~, or ~do It for U~, and so On . . . U come to My ~Space~ and thoroughly surrender
to The Peace, The Sensuousness, The True Reality of The Magic I offer U, Time, and Time Again . . . and
yet, sumHow, U find the nerve, to wonder whether or not U can share Your Life with Me, in The
Proximity of a shared environmeant such as a ~Home~, turn a blind Eye to My Myriad of Offers of financial
Security, take adVantage of My unSelfish Endeavors to make Your Home a nicer Place to Be, in terms of
My Craftsmanship, or The Ability to ~fix~ Things, or just the simple Ambiance I create by offering that cup
of Tea, or an extra Blanket, or Bouganvilla Petals in Your Bath . . . and U literally eat These Things up,
over and over, and U still, after All This Time, bounce Me around with the ~anger~ issue . . .
well, Angel, if AnyOne has a Right, to be angry, it most certainly, is Me . . .
The House/Equity issue . . . means . . . nothing to Me . . . it is just a fundamental exercise in Fairness, that
allows for The Rest of Our Life to take Place, in The Place, that I hold So Dear . . . to be ~Home~,
whereEver it may be, with SomeOne, who stands, with Arms, Wide, Open . . . period . . .
talk about ~Conditional~ . . . U take, All that I have, and hold The Rest as Hostage, because I nEver quite
measure up, to whatEver utopian idea U have of what a Relationship should be . . . the likes of which, U
nEver had, in Your Life, before Me . . . trust Me, in whatEver Arrangement U find YourSelf in, in The
Future, U will foster continued anger in ANY other self-respecting male on Earth . . .
are U going to allow for The Best Years of Your Life to be behind U, or ahead of U ?, because with Your
Record of inDecisiveness, noOne is going to fulfill Your Slate of Needs, like I did, like I can, like I will . . .
regarding The Ring . . . I asked U, the other Day, for The Sake of Understanding, to tell Me of Your Heart,
to tell Me what U wish to happen, to tell Me what it is that U want, so that I, can know, what to do . . . and
U bury Your Head in My Lap, and provide no Clue, and tell Me that U are too Complex, and that The Ring
is simply a nice piece of Jewelry to wear . . .
no Angel, U are not complex, U are just, being, . . . stupid . . . and U refuse to allow YourSelf The Chance,
of that which U crave The Most . . . a Simple, Life . . .
so, yes, Angel, it is Time to finish Your Business, or get off The Pot, put The Rubber to The Road, and
Drive, cut Bait, or Fish, or whatEver . . . but please, do not blame The Fall of Our RelationShip solely on
My Shoulders, as wide as They are, because, it just, don’t, fit . . .
I will Always give U, The First Chance, and I will Always give U, The Last Chance . . . because, through
It All, and in spite of All The Above, I still love U, need U, care for U, and desire U, as No Man Ever has,
or Ever will . . .
think about It, like Your Life may depend on It, because Your Happiness, sure does . . .

These Voyages, of Kings
( Once, upon A Time )

yes, It is just A FairyTale,
but Then, so, is Camelot . . .

This Glorious Now

when The Remembrances,
seem like just YesterDei,
and The Tomorrows,
seem to be Near,
at Hand . . .

This Rock, of Patience
( called The Voyage of Kings )

The Wait, has stood upon My Shoulders, for 33 Years, since The Very First Echo, was Ever written,
while All that remains to be heard, will so Here rest, until The Very Last Page, returns Home, Again . . .

ThornBird
( The Legacy )

^
as I,
Ever ponder
The Secrets of Life,
there follows Time’s Wake,
Steadfast, Resolute, and Ironclad,

^

^

^

Truths,

and, in

as Our

that do govern

the Maelstrom

Dreams die,

All Men, All Ideals,

of The Grand Design,

quietly, as Images of

All Trials, and Tribulations,

all Vision is lost, of Hope, of

Moments never lived, Songs

as We search Our Path for Purpose,

Meaning, essences of All Things Dear,

never sung, and Roads never traveled,

^
yet as I
walk, through
The Pages of My Life, I
have learned to see These Truths,
Compassion, Understanding, and Love,

^
and yes,
I have come to
know, that The Beauty
and Simplicity of God’s Grace is
These Truths are born, in a Father’s Eye . . .

Uillean Pipes
( are callin’ )

Me, Home . . .

Voyager, of Kings
( a Golden’s Retrieval )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
His Passing can only be viewed within a Realm
of a Grand Purpose, of which He fulfilled with
unparalleled Constancy, and Devotion, whose
Time Here as Guardian and Teacher to My Son,
Friend and Companion, to My Wife, has come
to an End, leaving Me The Greatest Gift of All,
that of knowing, I have seen The Eyes, of God . . .

WellCome to My Life
( no reTurning Back )

if U Ever thought, that This, was about A Savior,
it is only a Reflection, of a Man’s, best Behavior . . .

WellCome, to ~uniVersal~ Pictures
( Mighty Grand Magic )

Theatre, of Your Mind . . .

What Love’s Got To Do With It
( Shiny Dancer )

The Sum of All Our Nears . . .

( and We don’t need another Hero )

The Fourth DoveTale

The Ribbon of Love

and in The Embrace of a single Voice, were captured a wide
and wondrous Symphony of Moments, and All emerging from
what could only have begun in The Heart of Always . . . and
though The Words carried with Them the unmistakable Ring
of Truth, Each were laden with The Weight of Certainty, as if
the very Sky was about to crack from All that was sure to come
from This, for even The Legions of Stars had ceased Their
endless Trek across The Heavens, to witness, and yes, still to
wonder, of an absolute Radiance, that made Their own Light
pale, in undeniable Surrender . . .

The Waiting

The Jewel

I am kneeling among The Galaxies, The Sea above and below Me . . . The Legion of Stars quietly
ponder My Intent, in The Presence, of Their Grace . . .
yet They are not The Purpose at Hand, nor am I, Their Servant, of Fate . . . I have come, to
surrender My Heart’s Remorse, and to lay It, upon Her Lace . . .
She regards Me with a Look of Kindness, still I cannot see Her Eyes . . . My Heart, is an Echo,
in Her Canyon of Wonder, for She, is The Dyad, of Time, and Space . . .
as a Swan, She glides The Sea between Us, and Her Music, is The Air around Me . . . how I long
to know Her Secrets, while I find not a Trace, of The Splendor, of Her Face . . .
with Her Arms open wide, and with Her Children gathered from The Clouds, She softly sings a
Melody of Forgiveness . . . and I again, am still crying when, I fall, to Her Embrace . . .

*

*

*

in The Quiet of The Dawn, as Her Light pours slowly over The Garden, a Whisper is heard,
throughout The Universe . . . The Guardians of The Sun, with Their brilliant Swords of Truth,
stand watch over Him, as He kneels among The Stars . . . His Voice, a Breath of Harmonic
Perfection, cannot disguise the Pain in His Heart, and with a Sincerity born of great Sadness, and
Courage, and a Grace of Angels, He spoke . . .

The Tears that lay upon Her Face,
I will share, in Sorrow’s Name,
for I have known the Folly of Men,
I come, to cleanse Their Shame . . .
and All at Once, a Great and Glorious Peace, felt through to The Core of Paradise, washes over
Him, and All that His Eyes survey . . . in His Heart, He knew the Darkness was fading into
Memory, and The Light, The Dawn, was victorious . . . and with The Power of Love surging
through His Soul, He stands, and raises His Eyes, to behold a Vision of Absolute Purity, The
Jewel of All Creation, for He has been blessed, Once more, by The Sight of The Face, by The
Eyes of Grace, by The Mother, of The Sun . . .

A View, on The Mile, of Stones
( what All, had said, to Done )

2004

U

2005

Accomplished

2006

All The Right Things at All

The Right Times, The HallMark, of

The Man, U would Always, and for Ever Be . . .

2007

And God only knows how much I admire U, for All

These MoMeants in Your Life, I, was Ever blessed, to See . . .

( The 25th of April, 2008, on Graduation Dei )

2008

Among These Fields, of Gold

if there exists a single Reason, for why I love U,
it is because U have made My Life worth living . . .
and,
if there exists a single Reason for living My Life,
it is because U have offered a Life, worth loving . . .

And, As You See
( as Eye Dew )

It has made One’s Lasting Impression, on Me . . .

Beyond The U, in Until

of All The Deis, waiting, between Ever and Last,
Your Light, is Always, upon My Window, Cast . . .

Christ, Mass, Quarrels

there’s got to be a Reason, for All this Talk, of God,
depending on The Season, not much to do, but Nod . . .

Continental Divide

Toujours, Je t’aime, Toujours . . .

For Ever, Always, Waits
( Alone )

for The Return, of Love, Again, to This Earth,
shall be done by laying The Pain, of My Departure,
upon The ThreshHold, to The Kingdom, of Her Heart . . .

FundaMentals of EnDearMeant

One, to, Free, for . . .

( Love, will open, every, Door )

No,
I wasn’t wondering, really . . .
to think that I would offer the notion that Children would choose to starve to death, or that a
bombing victim would choose to place Themselves in The Path of Evil, or that Any Soul walking
this Nightmare We call Earth, would choose to be placed among The Legacy of Atrocities carried
out every waking Moment of Our Existence, is beyond absurd . . . it is abhorrent . . .
Children are rarely granted any Voice in determining Their Path, beyond any issue of Their
having The Capacity to decide One effectively . . . Homeless, starving, or dying, They are pawns
in SomeOne’s hideous game . . .
AnyOne being blown to Oblivion, as a result of religious, political, or moral fanaticism, while
wearing The Mantle of Innocence, is also beyond rational thought . . .
yet, The Rules, are undeniably, The Same . . .
These, are The Affairs, and The Follies, of Men . . .
and so, I leave You now, to The Rest of Them, for I am neither serene, comforted, or stupid,
and I, SkyPath, am definitely, NoOne’s Poison, but Yours . . .

Kiss The Flame
( 02.14.02 )

i
Once Again, This Dei comes Around, as Always, to hold what Lovers hold, on High . . .
It is a Dei of Remembrance, and a Dei of Place, a Dei of Togetherness, and a Dei of Grace . . .
Couples, by The Score, link Hands and Hearts, and walk The Walk of Hope, as only Lovers do . . .
and when The Dei is done, a New Journey begun, towards a Tomorrow, that was Here, All The Time . . .

Missing U, AllWays

I know I dew seem to ~trouble~ U, when I appear disSpirited
about ~naught~ seeing U, even for a short While, and, for
This, I do apologize, for causing U concern . . .
I am constantly trying to understand what it is about MySelf,
that finds any MoMeant when I am naught ~with U~ utterly
Empty . . .
Sure, I manage to find Things to bide My Time, or keep My
Mind occupied for The Duration by Way of either thinking
about U, or writing about U, hoping for U, dreaming, or
praying, about U . . .
nEver ask Me Why, because
I nEver know, Why . . .
I, jUst, dew . . .
love . . .
U...
and Yes, I understand why U feel this Kind of Love is
painFull SomeTimes, and, for This, I apologize Once More,
for hurting Your Heart in This Way . . .
I do naught have any Answers for U, beyond My Willingness
to confess that I am totally mesmerized, by The Very Thought
of U . . .
It is naught Every Dei, that a Man finds The Very Woman,
He has waited His whole Life to find . . .
and God bless Him, if All He wants to dew is make up for
lost Time, by wanting to share Each and Every MoMeant He
has left on This Earth, with The One Person, withIn whom,
He has truly found, The Meaning, of Life . . .
and, Above All, Love . . .
yes, I dew miss U, All The Time . . .
I cannaught help It . . .
I just dew . . .

My Call, to Arms
( Wide, Open )

come, let Us break Dread, Together . . .

of Stars

✳
**
**
* *
* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
* It must *
*
*
* be a mote, of dust *
*
*
* in My Eye, and, I am *
*
*
* sure You will find, *
*
*
* a Tear . . .*

of Thee, I Sing


Faith,
is The Art,


with which, I Tell,



and Ring, a
Bell,

Faith,
is The Song,


with which, I Hear,



and Cry, a
Tear,

Faith,
is The Heart,


with which, I Know,
The Path, I
Sow . . .




On A WindowStill

as Your Eyes gaze off, toward The Wishes of Might Have Been,
lay Your Tears upon My Heart, and I will drink of Them, Again . . .

On The Throne
( or in The Think )

while I sit, so concerned with taper, to find MySelf, without Paper,
and because My Thoughts all seem to wander, all I have left, is just
to ponder, why, I have no Ink . . .

Ray

I can’t stop lovin’ U . . .

Same Story, Different Dei
( The DreamCatchHer )

The On, and On, of The Voyage, of Kings . . .

Special Olympians
( These Three Rings )

Mind, over Matter, flies above The Heart . . .

StoneHinge
( IronGate )

remember, Always,
I will never, Ever, forget,
The Door to Our Friendship rests,
upon Places Hope, and Fulfillment, met . . .

The Deis, of Whine, and Poses
( The Wind, The Rain, and The DespondanSea )

just sitting Here, where The Sun don’t shine, anymore . . .

The Deis, of Why, and Roses

One, that marks The Birth, of a Son of God . . . and
One, that marks The Emergence and The Arrival,
of a Woman, into The Circle of My Life, and
whose Presence, has brought, The Most
Significant, and The Most Glorious
of All Awakenings, My Heart
and My Soul, could Ever
Hope to experience . . .
and so, Angel, I
raise A Glass, to U,
in Tribute and sincere
Gratitude, for what U
have given Me, and
for what We have
shared together
through All
The Days
of Our
Lives
as One,
and, as Always, as Friends . . .

The Great Wide Open
( Bill’s Gates )

Thank You, for Your Windows, and Your Word,
without which, My Panes, would never be heard . . .

The Nature, of A Mother’s Worth
( from Sea, to shining See )

The Tide,
The Ride,
The Pride,
of Your Life,
and All Things Dear . . .

The Politics, of Dancing
( Glance Lessons )

The Box Trot, The Schmaltz, and The Snag . . .

The Price, of Passage
( on a bankruptSea )

contained HereIn, are a few of The Sights and Sounds that have found Their Way, into
The Myst, since last We spoke . . .
These, of Course, do involve The Heart of The Matter, and so inDeed, The Matter, of
The Heart . . .
U can probably imagine what influence Time is having on This Process, and I hope U
can understand how intricately woven Time has pLaced ItSelf, within The FrameWork of
All that I, and We, must do, in Light of The Agenda that lies before Us . . .
There are certain Issues I have not, as yet, begun to reSolve, though They do remain at
the forefront of My Concerns . . .
again, These have more to do with The When of It, as well as Those pertaining to
financial and medical Aspects that will impact My Family far beyond what I find is
Acceptable, while weighed against any strategic Considerations and Consequences . . .
still, My Path, and Purpose remain Clear, focused as Ever, upon The CulmiNation that
lies sumWhere within a Place called Trust, and waits patiently, for All that may come to
pass, through The Doors, of I Believe . . .
I fully expect to FinalEyes this Endeavor, this State of Independence, by The Day of
Independence, The Five Year Anniversary, of The Day, that The Light of My Candle,
found It’s Weigh, into The Eyes of Heaven . . .
please allow Me a little Time to reView All of My Options, and to pLace, All of My
Lucks, in A Row . . .
I will keep U fully inFormed of My Status and My Intentions, which, as We both know,
must Always dance, with Grace . . .

Thrilling Me, Softly
( Her Rhymes, Her Reasons )

with Every Word, that was Ever, said . . .

to Love, Again . . .

~ A Walk, toward Passion, Paradise, and The Mate of Your Soul ~
with an

IronHorse

Windows
( 97 )

for The World, WithOut, I shall give You, WithIn . . .

The Fifth DoveTale

The Veil of Rapture

deep within The Eyes of Because, and moving to a Rhythm
only The Wind can hear, Galaxies dance within The Grand
Array of Her Dominion, like Jewels, Ever parading across
the sheer Immensity, of Her every Desire . . . and while Time
begins to listen, to All The Memories of When, and Come
What May tells a Story, to The Heart of Until Then, a small
and solitary Candle begins to cast Its quivering yet Always
determined Light,

upon the impenetrable and unknowable

Darkness . . . and before Hope could Ever know The Name of
Patience, Tomorrow begins to understand, that Nothing was,
as It shall seem, in Camelot, Again . . .

The Waiting

The Candle

The Child had never known The Essence of Hope, The Joy of a Smile, The Shelter of Kindness,
a Touch . . . such Ideas were as real to Him as the Scars upon His Heart . . . There, yet impossible
to see, and never to erase . . .
Home, was the Winter of His infant Soul, for His Cry, His Sorrow, His Longing, were the sole
Companions of Existence, a Life barren of Solace, a Desert of Comfort . . .
Gone, were the Screams of Rage in a Mother’s Eye, and the sinister Blade of a Father’s Hand . . .
Thieves of Promise, washed from The Shores of His Heart . . . Gone, run, Away . . .
what is the purpose of my heart, He mused, for it is empty . . . save for the Shadow of His Fear . . .
when would I, ever, know love . . . drifted His Thoughts to The Sky, to the Night . . .
if I could fly away, on the wings of an eagle, would I know love ?, what is this talk of God ?,
how could God forget . . . me ? alone, is who I am, alone . . . just the wind and me . . . The Wind,
and He . . .
as Darkness crept, with The Edge of Night, He huddled closer to His Candle, His only Warmth,
His only Friend . . . The Sanctuary of Sleep, The Cloak of His Life, quietly wraps Him, in It’s
Embrace . . .

*

*

*

On a vast and glorious Sea, in a Galaxy of Ten Thousand Suns, The Light of His Candle reflects
upon The Eyes of Heaven . . . A Host of Stars cease Their endless Trek, to witness, and to
wonder . . . Then, began, a Whisper . . .

*

*

*

His Sleep, never deep, began to sing to Him, softly, a Song of enduring Rhythm, rising, lifting
His Heart from Darkness . . . and faintly, an Echo, a Breath, a Voice, singing, of Dawn . . .
He slowly opens His Eyes, and slowly, like Cool Water, a gentle Whisper of Awareness, of
Tenderness, kisses His Heart . . . and All at Once, in The Time of a Wink, and The Return of a
Promise, He sees, shining, an Angel, of Love . . .
in a Rush, a Fever, a Sheathing, a Sea of Colors, He drifts within Her Music, and with The
Grace of Swans, The Angel, with Eyes of The Shade of Mist, lifts Her Hand toward Him,
toward The Tears, upon His Face . . .

The Waiting

The StoryTeller’s Dream
( come, True )

A Legend, lives On, in The Hearts and Minds of Those who wish to preserve All that
They hold Dear . . . in Their Memories, Their Lore, Their Symphony of Moments,
captured in The Essences, that become The Stories, of Our Lives . . . for what Was,
speaks of Now, which Ever tells, of The Days to Come . . .
for Millennia, Our Planet’s Inhabitants, regardless of Culture, or Creed, or Character,
have gathered Always around Campfires, Lanterns, Torches, and Candles for Warmth,
for Sustenance, for Protection, for Shelter, from Darkness, or Despair . . . to revisit, to
remember, to regale, to relive The Legends . . . from Medicine Man to Minstrel, from
Balladeer to Bard, from Poet to Prophet, from The Hearth, to The Heart, these
Legends, lived On . . .
at Present, Our Technologies have begun to rip the very Fabric of Our communal Spirit,
separating Us from OurSelves, from the very fundamental Nature of The Phrase
~Human, Being~ . . . and while We continue to search for The Meanings of Life, the
Multitude of Our Endeavors seem only to isolate, alienate, or divide Us from The
Things that matter most . . . who We are, as HumanKind . . .
and from The Mists, and The Myths of Our collective FolkLore, for We are All born
under The Same Sun, comes a Whisper, of a Way, in which this Spirit might rise
Again, through Our Thoughts, Our Voices, Our Portrayals of Our Yesterdays . . . Our
Dreams, Our Desires, Our Hopes, and Our Prayers can be brought Forth, where
EveryThing is illuminated, around and through a simple, yet timeless Element . . . a
Spark, a Flame, a Ball, of Light . . .
and Here, Now, in a Place called Pawleys Island, this Spirit has manifested Itself once
more, whether borne from the Native Americans who graced this Land many Moons
Ago, or from the seafaring Travelers that arrived from Distant Shores seeking a new Life
of Freedom and Abundance, or from Those whose Destiny was fraught with Hardship,
but whose Hands and Hearts had helped to build a Nation that rose Above and Beyond
All that came before It . . . and Each and Every One, brought with Them a Legacy, a
Heritage, a Tapestry, crafted in The Hope of a brighter Tomorrow, and Ever woven
into The Stories, of Their Days, Gone, By . . .

A Sea, A Lake, A Sky

for Your Patience, and, for allowing Me This Chance,
and for a Time, so brief, My Life, You did, Enhance,
and to This, We come, of Friendship, We will Dance,
because of This, My Life saw Grace, if only a Glance . . .

A White Feather

I am sure, that given Your Imagination, the ~meaning~ of finding such a Thing, in Your Car, soon after
My Departure, could only signify SumThing far beyond The Pale, or certainly, at the very least, a
Blessing . . . and of what It portends, We can only hope for Awareness of It, when The Time comes . . .
and since NoThing occurs by Chance, or Circumstance, between U and I, let Us just consider It . . . My
Calling Card . . .
that said, it is surely time to mention what a truly marvelous, and quite significant weekend I had, and in
some strange way, almost worth the wait . . . though I would nEver want a decade to elapse before I see U
again . . .
as I had mentioned, there were MoMeants of extraordinary Intimacy, if only in a spiritual or personal
Sense, and what U chose to share with Me, the Paths and Passions that define who U are, are blessings
that will remain with Me, in My Heart, until My final Days upon this Earth . . .
U taught Me Things I would nEver have learned in a LifeTime, and from a perspective I would nEver have
thought possible . . . and I am sure it All was made possible, by Virtue of Our ~RelationShip~, as it drifts,
upon a Sea of Openness, Clarity, Truth, and most of All, Integrity, in Light of Our Resolve to allow The
Bubble to float free, to go where It will, to remain unBroken . . .
Seeing Your Mother, and Sister, and Brother, completed a Circle that needed closure, that needed
definition, that needed a Sense of Fulfillment, in Light of Our Past, if only to allow a Future to exist, in
whatEver form it might take . . . and to know that Your Lives have maintained The Faith, have moved
Forward, and continue to strive in The Realms of Hope, leaves Me with a wonderfull Sense of Joy, and of
course, Comfort, in knowing U are There, and in knowing that U care . . .
I know that U have reEstablished residence in Your lovely Home, and are enJoying All the Warmth and
Centeredness it provides, and sacrificed, to do what U had to, to hold on to It . . . I can almost imagine U
there, arranging Your special Things, cultivating Your Tastes and Ideas and Creativity, nurturing Your
~Self~ in The Touches that U have infused within It, in The Portrait that It represents, of a very special
and significant Woman . . . One that I am very proud to know . . .
I hope, One Day, to regard U there, in Your Element, doing what U do, in The Way in which U do It . . .
just as I also hope, that I could, One Day, bask in that glorious and welcoming Smile of Yours, Again . . .

A Window’s Pain
( is All too clear )

religion is nothing more than diffused Light, bled through stained
glass, illustrating a Sorrow, meticulously etched upon Our Hearts
with all the tenderness of a hot knife, to shroud a purpose one can
never begin to comprehend, to ensure Our Eyes remain cauterized
by the sleep of apathy, and a subtle fear, of praying too loudly for
hope, in a world gone horribly deaf, from the screams, of silence . . .

Across Eternity

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if Love, can build A Bridge between Two Hearts,
then Ours, shall rise Above, The Sands, of Time . . .

Allusions, of Grandeur

in The Company of Women,
Their Simplexity, I adore, for They
are Gems, in The Ring, of Grace,
adorning The Finger, of God . . .











Along The Voyage, of Kings
( A Sea, A Lake, A Sky )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
for Your Patience, and
for allowing Me The Chance,
and for a Time, so brief,
My Life, You did, enhance . . .

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
and to This, We come,
of Friendship, We will dance,
and, for This, My Life
saw Grace, if Only, a Glance . . .

And Lest We Forget
( and before She arrives )

One’s Last Word, is Love . . .

( Again )

As Niagara, Falls

wherever u have gone, whatever is going through your mind, whenever it will
be that u emerge from the place u have found yourself in, there is one constant
that cannot be ignored . . .
and that, is that i both deserve, and have every right, to know the Truth . . .
and this time, the Truth i wish to hear, is that which does not come from a
bottle of wine . . .
on wednesday, u spoke some of the most beautiful words to me, that u have
ever taken the time to express, in all of our days . . .
how is it, that by thursday night, something quite significant had taken place,
in your life, in your heart, or in your mind, that would alter the course of
history, and our relationship, to such a degree, that u cannot bring yourself to
tell me . . .
if i, had indeed reawakened u, and only three days before, from an existence
that was the farthest thing from ~living~, how is it, that i, now, am having to
endure each successive moment, as though i were dying, as if every breath i
take would find some sort of comfort, in being my last . . .

Ascent, of A Woman


Hope,
and Faith, are
The Wings of Man, and
They, are The Sisters, of The Sun,


for on Their Feathered Sails I fly, up, so high,
to Skies Beyond, this Earthen Sea,
to A Place, in My Heart,
Always dreams,
to Be . . .




Each, and Every, Because
( Thy Purple Majesty )

One Day, as I sit among These Treasures, of My Life,
I shall find My Chair, placed, on The Highest Regard . . .

Give A Little Bit
( SuperClamp )

of Your Love, to Thee . . .

In Aimless Waters
( drift Empty Vessels )

Even though so little Time has passed, since U went on Your Way, Home, I have begun to face The Truth of
Things, and of Us, and of the inevitability of CircumStances beyond Our Control, which, will certainly have a
disastrous effect, upon All that U, and I, as Individuals, hold Dear . . .
Two different Situations presented ThemSelves, during the Course of Your short Stay, Here, yet Their intertwined
Portrayal needs to be broken down into Their respective Roles, or Places, or Positions, or Manifestations, because,
ultimately, They are bound to reemerge, in The Future, one Way or anOther, and Both deserve to be examined in
The Light of Understanding, as separate Entities . . .
I will start with The Second of These, inasmuch as it caused the greater of Concern, and that is, The Manner in
which I chose to defend, or illustrate, My Position . . .
The Intensity, The Performance, The Drama . . . All of that . . . served to alienate, as well as dissipate whatEver
Sense of Balance U might have wished for, as well as to momentarily sever a Connection U were hoping to
maintain . . . and for This, I have no bonafide Excuses . . . only an Apology, for its inAppropriateness, as well as
its blatant Rudeness . . .
MeanWhile, We must still contend with The First of These ~Issues~, which, relative to Cause and Effect, brings
Us to Your initial Focus . . . that of Your disComfort , in finding My apparent View of ~Reality~ quite unDesirable
within any Context of Your own Life . . .
and ThereIn, lies The Quandary, for no Matter how I would Ever choose to stand before U, whatEver fashion My
Demeanor plays inside The Way in which We communicate, We will Always have to confront the Disparities in
Our View of what is ~Real~, and what is ~unReal~, and which is certainly gauged by Our individual
Interpretations, of Life, of Awareness, of Purpose, of Spirituality, as seen through The Eyes, and ultimately The
Heart, that God gave Each of Us . . .
that God gave Each of Us . . . Each, of, Us . . . I will nEver Again forsake The Blessing of My ~Reality~, nor The
Manner in which I choose to portray It, for AnyOne, who, for whatEver Reason, decides They cannot make it fit
into the Restrictions of Their own Perceptions . . . I, do not ~force~ My Reality upon AnyOne . . . I simply bring the
utter Simplicity, Beauty, and its Transcendence, right along with Me, to augment, to enhance, to enfold Those
who are dear to Me, into It’s Realm . . . it does not cost AnyThing, Nothing needs to be sacrificed, noOne suffers,
EveryOne gains far more than They possessed upon meeting Me . . . because, All it really is about . . . is Love . . .
I suffered greatly, at The Hands of One, who chose to take from Me, every Ounce of Passion, Creativity,
Attentiveness, Ingenuity, Awareness, and Fidelity, into which I fused All These Attributes into every Aspect of
Day-to-Day Living, within All Facets of physical, sexual, emotional, and spiritual sharing inside The Tapestry of
a Relationship . . . yet, I was forced, coerced, relegated to confine My Own beliefs
into the Framework of ~normalcy~, and/or ~ordinary~ to such a degree, that, at Long Last, My Spirit, died . . .
and with it the single-most precious Thing I carry within My Heart . . . The Flame, of Hope . . .
The Very Core, of The Story, that I bring before U, is about This Hope . . . U and I, have tasted The Fruit of This
Seed . . . U and I, have shared a tiny Fraction of This Knowledge, while The Echo of far greater Things resonates
within every Kiss, every Embrace . . . I asked Nothing of U, nor Your ~Reality~, beyond the simple Acceptance of
The Possibility, of Mine . . . Your Mountains do not have to be moved, Your Seas do not require parting . . . Your
Life, Your Work, will not suffer, beyond the re-evaluation of Their Place, Their Importance, within The Context
of This Love . . .
Love, will not stand, behind AnyThing . . . It is First, it is Foremost . . . and All Else, will take care of Itself . . .
After All, I am only talking, about . . . Angels . . . and if They have no Place in Your Life, if They have no Place
within The Glory of what Love is, between a Man, and a Woman, then I, have no Place, in Your Life, as well . . .

In An Animal’s Kingdom
( Equal Measures )

stand I, to I . . .

while I could nEver begin, here, to explain, exactly, what I have been made to endure,
as well as to truly illustrate That which was wrought by My Own Hands, and My Own
Needs, and Desires . . . suffice it to say, that I believe I have succeeded, in closing a
Chapter in this most sad, and recent Story, of My Life . . .
it has been a long, and quite often painful Path, and I do sincerely hope to tell U of
it One Day . . . All that I came to understand, to feel, to know, and to experience,
at least as far as That which I do know I am capable of offering A Woman, who
could eventually meet Me, HalfWay, Home . . .
regarding ~My Own Skin~ . . . it was not that I was unComfortable in It, but
more, a Sense of not knowing, who I was yet to be . . . because, for a long
while, I was forced to surrender most of what I was, as a Person, and an
Individual of immense curiosity and creativity, to a ~process~ through
which, so I thought, that I had to abandon My Self, in order to live
within a Love, that I mistakenly mistook for Purpose, regarding
whatEver The Other required of Me . . .
and so, it went, On and On and On . . .
nEver fully Awakening, to the fruitlessness of a RelationShip that existed,
completely deVoid of Hope, of Tomorrow, of Fullfillment, and All those
wonderfully ordinary Expectations that can only lie buried for just so long,
because, in The End, All that Matters, is whether or not God will lay Her
Smile upon Me, for All I tried to do, for All I tried to say, in My doomed
Attempt to honor, All I thought She had asked Me to do, in The Name,

of Love, Again . . .

Lever, and Rafter
( gimme shelter )

how to put a Roof over Our Heads . . .

Little Wing


so
fly On,
and I shall find
You once Again, yet
I know not Where, or When,
fly On, and I shall find You, Angel,
One Day, under The Skies, of Eden, Then . . .




Long Before, The Bough Ever Breaks
( cRaydled )

as I step Inside, The Cool Whisper, of Your EveryThing,
and I regard The Fullest Extent, of Your Feathered Grace,
I imagine, climbing Up among Your PathWay to Heaven,
while finding All My BeLeafs, well withIn Your Embrace . . .

Nearer, Nearer
( on Thy Fall )

Beauty, when on disPlay,
leaves Grace, far Behind . . .

of Hope
( Your Lot, in Life )

The Comfort U may find, when in Your respective Bed,
shall Always correspond, to The Sighs, of Your Pillow . . .

of My Creative Hand
( The Art )

I do thi

s

For Ever
because
This is
for

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*
Always . . .

on The Wait, of It All
( a Ton, of Tricks )

I never get tired, I just get wired . . .

Petal, to The Medal
( Braver than Ever )

I’m on It . . .

The Comfort, of Solace





remember Children,
for All The Days You have labored,
in My Fields and Forests, for All Your Battles,
lost, and won, and All Your Days, under My Sun,
These, were The Nights, of The Consequence,
who’s purpose, is Oblivion bound, for Ever,
These, were The Days, of The Darkness,
an Evening Song, My Sigh of Never,
yes, These, are The Trials of
Ecstasy, for My Love
is Eternal, and
for Ever, and
for Ever, I, am Always . . .
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

@

The Distance, Gone
( and Begin, starts with Be )

The Father U get, The Nearer U are . . .

The i in The Prize, is The u in Because

✳
as
The Sum
of All Our Days,
gather each Ray of Light
from All that was Our Beginning,
I will place Them in The Arms of Remember,
as I search Our Path further On, for The Glory of Our End . . .

The Light, Left, On
( Prayer, to an Angel )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
I

and if I, May, and if I, Might,
hold The Wonder of Her, This Night
and if I, Will, and if I, Would,
stand where She, and God, have stood . . .

The Origins, of Kindness
( what Always, said, to Ever, when Ever, said, GoodBye )

i

go, My Darling, and do what U must do,
and I will never, think the Less of U,
and whereEver U may wander,
and whereEver U may fly,
take My Light to guide
U, so that Wonder
paints, Your Sky . . .
and to savor This,
of Our Last Kiss, as
each Morning gives Promise
to The Day, remember Always, that I
love U, and as Always, My Love will light, The Way . . .

The Potter’s Wheel
( is a Balance, kept )

while I could nEver begin, here, to explain, exactly, what I have been made to endure,
as well as truly illustrate, that which was wrought, by My Own Hands, and My Own
Needs, and Desires . . . suffice it to say, that, I believe I have succeeded, in closing
The Last Chapter in this most sad and recent Story, of My Life . . .
it has been a long and often painful Path, and I do sincerely hope to tell U of it All
One Day . . . All that I came to understand, to feel, to know, and to experience,
at least as far as that which I do know I am capable of offering a Woman, who
could, in The Long Run, meet Me, HalfWay, Home . . .
regarding ~my own skin~ . . . it was not that I was unComfortable in It, but
more a Sense of not knowing who I was yet to ~be~ . . . because for a long
while, I was forced to surrender most of what I was as a Person, and an
Individual of immense Curiosity and Creativity, to a Process through
which, so I thought, that I had to abandon My Self, in order to live
within a Love, that I mistakenly mistook for Purpose, regarding
that which The Other required of Me . . .
and so It went,
never fully awakening, to the fruitlessness of a RelationShip that existed,
completely devoid of Hope, of Tomorrow, of Fullfillment, and All those
wonderfully ordinary Expectations that can only ly buried for just so long,
because, in The End, All that matters, is whether or not God will lay Her
Smile upon Me, for All I tried to do, for All I tried to say, in My ruinous
Attempt to honor, what I thought She had asked Me to do, in The Name,
of Love, Again . . .

The Woman Nobody Knows
( Nike )

from Greek Mythology, She was The Goddess who personified Victory,
three thousand Years later, Her Name now refers to a brand of footwear . . .

( having walked, a long, long way, to nowhere )

This Talk, of God
( overHerd )

and It remained, an Obsession, for The Rest of His Life,
though at Times, such a cost, to His Son, and His Wife . . .

Thou Hath Cannabis

A Tool, of God’s Design . . .

( from The Garden, of Mirth )

transparenSee
( transLucid )

The I, is The Window, to The Soul . . .

Try as I might
( calling All Angels )

yes, try as I might, I cannot begin to even formulate The Notion of that which
I must tell U, regarding whatEver dwells in this Fog of The Future, as it
pertains to My Endeavors, at a certain Kiosk, We have All come to know . . .

and while My Endeavors have found fertile Fields,
at least, withIn My own ImagineNation, and
the Casting of Light upon a Dark, seems
to know no Bounds, I have come to
realize that The Strengths of My
Passion alone, will not bring
Listeners to My Lore nor
Bread, upon My Table . . .
Reality, of Late, has slowly, and quietly surfaced
to take a Turn for Concern regarding My Ability
to sustain a Living at The Kiosk, with the fueldriven Economy of Pawleys Island suffering a
significant downturn of commercial traffic to
a degree of 60-70% die-off in sales from ’07 . . .
It is a ghosttown . . .
and, Those who manage to arrive Here, by
no Means wish to have anyThing to do with
anyOne even remotely associated with such
an off-the-wall Concept as The FirePot, nor
The Manner or Means, by which it is offered . . .
I have become literally, and certifiably Invisible
ironically I have also finally fallen victim to My own
Generosity, by having Those that I have shipped Pots to,
or Those I have allowed credit to via ~pay-it-forward~, now
are choosing to ignore the very Notion of sending payment for
that which They have already received . . . after 1,000 FirePots,
I have been relegated to the illustrious Category of ~ripped-off~ . . .
which brings Us, to that which causes Me the most trepidation,
though not as it applies to ~what~ I will do, but certainly as to
the ~where~ of It, and, most importantly, the inConceivable
Idea that another FireBall will never be lit, nor a Story told,
at that hallowed Place in Pawleys Isl where It All began . . .
and, it was two Years Ago this May, on this Dei,
that I came upon this remarkable Way, to
gather ‘round, a Ball of Light . . .
and through It All, I have experienced both a Beauty, and Perfection
rarely seen or touched, in this time-weary World, through countless
precious MoMeants, shared with Friends such as U, who, steadfast
in Their Belief in My Endeavor, raised My Heart within Sight of God . . .
and whatEver Joy, or Hope, or Smile I may have brought into Your Life,
remember Always, that it was Your Heart, that deserved It Most, and, that
for Ever, The Balance, has been Kept . . .

Twenty One Grams
( Heavy Medal )

The Wait, of The Soul . . .

The Sixth DoveTale

The Grace of Swans

in the very same Moment a Flame of Hope begins Its Journey
across The Heavens, and steadfast in Its Pursuit of The Speed
of Light . . . in the very same Breath of Wind that holds a most
singular Bird of Paradise aloft, now burdened by a Crown of
Roses . . . in the very same Tear that falls from The Face of a
Child, found standing alone at the Edge of Night . . . and in
the very same Sigh that pours forth from The Hearts of Ten
Thousand Angels, All gathered as One in The Eyes of Always,
who now slowly and solemnly bows Her Head in The Presence
of Their infinite Majesty . . . and then, She smiles, for what
All of Her Creation already knows, is for Ever . . .

The Waiting

The Wings, of Grace

and far, far away, in a Land of endless Splendor, with a Night of Ten Thousand Suns, The Eyes
of Heaven cease Their timeless Vigil, to witness, and to wonder of this Promenade of Eden, this
Choreography of Paradise . . . and with A Majesty of Swans, The Mother of Dawn slowly raises
Her Hand, brushes The Tears from Her Face, and quietly nods Her Head . . .
The Angelic Warrior, Soldier of Virtue, without Name or Number, gracefully turns His Mien of
Valor to face His Legion of Stars, Her Children of The Clouds . . . scanning the Night Sky, on
His Boots of Yellow Fire, with The Power of Infinite Love thundering as The Roar of Lions
through His Soul, He lifts His shimmering Sword of Truth, and points toward Destiny, a brilliant
blue Planet of The Sea, and as a Golden Wind, as an Echo, He whispers . . .

The Light, of The Millennia, cast, from a Distant Fire,
roam, It will forEver, The Path, of My Eternal Desire . . .
and The Light of a Candle, borne from The Heart of a Child, borne from a Sea of Glass, reflects
on His gleaming Blade of Honor, and flies through The Windows, of Her Eyes, and, as if The
Skies of Paradise were to crack from the Intensity of Her Love, She smiles, Again . . . and within
The Time of A Wink, and The Gift of A Promise, The Chariots of The Sun fly Away on Her
Twighlight Path, spiriting Them, The Guardians All, on Their Journey to The Sea, on a Voyage
of Kings, on Her nEverEnding River, of Light . . .

*

*

*

as a great Majesty of Stars, quietly ponder Their Proper Place within The Great Wheel of Change,
as The Eyes of Heaven remember, for whom The Bell has rung, and for whom The Balance is
hung, as One Day walks with Let It Be, sharing The Path of We Shall See, as ’Lo and Behold
whisper to Because, while It Is So nods to So It Was, as All Things Dear begin Their Story, and
Truth speaks of Grace in The Telling of Her Glory, The Angelic Warrior slowly bows His Head
in The Presence of Always, while in The Distance, from a pale Blue Gem in a dark Velvet Sky,
come The Sounds of Children, laughing in The Reign, of Why . . .

A Voyage, of Wings

and So . . .
I have begun a new Life, after having shut down a 30 year Existence in My
former ~State~ (Florida), in order establish a reEmergence in The Quality of
not only My Endeavors, but My Environment as well . . .
and chose, with the help of My Brother, to move to a relatively obscure Place
on the Coast of South Carolina, in a quaint little SeaSide Resort town full of
tourists in the Summer, and a charming, and chilly isolation in the Winter, that
reminds Me so much of The Place I was born, and grew up in, and left, some
30 years Ago, called Cape Cod . . .
My Brother, who had also hailed from Florida ( the opposite coast )( I was East,
He was West ) decided, after Hurricanes Charlie and Wilma, to seek Higher
Ground, so to speak, and I, after Hurricanes Francis, Gene, and also Wilma,
followed suit . . .
He bought a wonderfully enchanted DollHouse on a Lake in this wonderfully
unheard of Place called Pawleys Island last October, and, suggested I come Up
to ~see~ It, and maybe consider moving Here as well, in order to, finally, try
and live in the same Place together, for We are all that is left, of a
dishearteningly dysfunctional Family, dispersed by Wind and Whether,
decades Ago . . .
and last ThanksGiving, I did just that, and drove up with an open Mind, and an
empty Heart, but with an Echo of a Promise running through My Spirit, that
this just might be The Start, of a whole new Voyage, toward an unKnown
Horizon, that beckoned with more than a Whisper of Hope, and just enough
Mystery, and Magic, to keep My Trepidations, at bay . . .

A Whispered Conversation

overHeard, coming from a café table on a secondStory Deck at a quaint
seaside Restaurant, overlooking the MarshFields stetching toward
The Horizon and The Sea, on a late and lazy Afternoon, as
Sunset begins to fall upon the tidepools, and saltshod
Breezes begin to rise up from off The Water,
and into Their thousand mile Gazes . . .
tell U what SweetHeart . . . through The Windows of Your Eyes, I will begin My Voyage, of Kings,
for There is where Galaxies ly waiting, to be found . . . and on My Journey, I shall seek The Very
Center of U, for that is where Always, is waiting, and, I shall Ever walk The Days of Infinity, to
hand Her One Rose, as lovely, as Your Smile . . . and, I would like very much if U would join Me,
as One, as We while Away The Miles laid before Us, to that Very Place that holds The Key to My
Heart, held in The Palace, in The Kingdom, in a Time before Was, in The Land named Because,
for that is how Long I have been waiting for U,
and that is how Long I shall, for Always, stay . . .

O

^^
^^

Across A FervenSea
( This, My Promise )

~~~~
~~~

I shall cradle You in The Armor of My Tenderness,

as We walk, quietly, beside My Sea, of Longing,

I shall build for You, an Empire, borne of Honor,

Compassion, and Devotion, under My Cyan Skies,

where We shall dance, of Friendship, at Long Last,

and embrace The Light, in The Windows, of Our Eyes . . .




~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


Angel,
I, am going
to kiss Your Heart,



close Your Eyes, and see . . .


An Iron Horse

and The Seek, shall inherit The Urth

i
One by One, and Sighed by Sighed, They came,
far from Fields and Forests of The Days of Your,
to bring back a Rose, Ever as radiant as The Sun,
to gather up Promises, They found along The Way . . .
with The Light of Fulfillment in Their Eyes, They came,
Each, as One, Each having walked The Moments of Infinity,
Each having borne The Burden of Time, and The Weight of Hope,
Each having forged a Link in The Chains of Awakening, laid heavy
on Their Shoulders, by The Hand and by The Heart, of Blind Desire . . .

And, While I, Was Away
( He, was Home )

He played the last eight Games with All The Passion His Heart was capable of,
finishing The Season with a .560 batting average, 8 home runs ( two in a game,
twice ), and 42 r.b.i.s . . .
The Infield saw His practiced Grace keep the hits from Ever seeing the outfield
Grass, and more than few of His assists turned into double-plays, making
Second Base a foolish place to hit a ball . . .
The St. Lucie National Little League, St. Louis Cardinals, won The League
Championship (21/7), advancing to The StrongTeam Finals, and lost in the 3rd
Round with a 4/2 standing . . . by All Accounts, a good Season, and a lot of
Boys became young Men before Our Eyes, including, My Own . . .
another Trophy will take It’s place on an already crowded Shelf, as a shiny and
gold Phalanx of still-life Icons parade across The Diamonds, of His Room, of
The Fields, of His Dreams, and of His Paths, of Summer . . .
His Focus, His Dedication, His Ability, and His Love of The Game, have
elevated All who come to watch Him play, for One senses a kind of Natural
Presence, when He walks on a Field . . .
His Talents, when fused with The Passion of His Youth, become The Magic of
All He will be . . .
and, in two weeks . . . The All-Stars . . .

AngeLexa


The
More, She
fades, from My Life,
The Closer She gets, to My Soul . . .




As Liquid

Love, is

The Woman, of My Soul,
dancing,

through The Corridors, of My Heart . . .

ByeLines
( from a Fisher, of Men )

Yesterday’s News, remains of a Dei,
to wrap The One, that swam, Away . . .

Celestial Bodies
( Galaxies, in Their Eyes )

The Poetry, in eMotion . . .

Dead Man’s Chest
( One Dei )

You will understand that what I offered would come only Once in Your Life,
My Hand, holding a Key, to The Gates, of The Reign, of Love, Again . . .
We were to herald The Return, with The Symphony, of Our Words,
and This Dance, was to welcome, The Dawn, of Our Friendship . . .
I was The Path, and You, were The Heart of Our Destination,
for The Reign will be born in a Tear, from a Woman’s Eye . . .
and The Tear was to fall, upon The Face, of Your Faith,
to be dried, in The Sun, by The Light, of My Music . . .
because, I see, that You have not yet waited long Enough,
that You are steadfast in Your Willingness to live among Thorns,
that You are quite comfortable living in The Realm of Your Convictions,
that The Things You hold Dear, are better off in The Grip of Your Empty Hand,
that The First Sign of Hope should be quickly embraced, by the Poison of Your Tongue,
and, if You partake of Joy, do not Ever question The Source, because, Hope knows, He is Far
from lost, when He finds that His Heart, is Almost There, and Yesterday’s News, remains of a Day,

to wrap, The One,

that swam, Away . . .






























































Even In The Quietest Moments
( SuperClamp )

I am Hear, with U . . .

Field, of Angels
( The Calling )

there You stand, Your Glove in Hand, dreaming, of Moments yet to Be,
on This Day, on This Field, just Your Best is The All I have come to see,
each Breath You take, each Play You make, is a Chance, a Call to Glory,
play from The Heart, and live The Thrill, write The Pages of Your Story,
to Win, or to Lose, matters Not, when “ Play ” is The Rule of The Day,
All You Give, is All You Get, and Always, let “ Fair ” guide Your Way,
run through The Game, as in Life, keep Your Focus, on Lessons learned,
walk through The Fame, to honor The Respect You have earned,
with Your Eyes, on The Prize, and The Laws of Grace,
down These Paths of Summer, You will roam,
I pray each Day I see Your Face, as
You follow Your Dream,
All The Way,
Home . . .

Flying, Without Wings
( Writing, About Things )

On, and On, and On . . .

Mate Expectations
( and All of Our Twists )

with Grace, Always, sitting in My Lap,
is never enough Time, for taking a Nap . . .

...

Meditations
( on, well, EveryThing )

sLeaps, of Faith . . .

My Bread, My Butter
( Vessel of Hope, on The CurrenSea )

i
The Words that I write,
and The FireBalls I light,
All, must ensure, A Flame . . .

Mythed Opportunities
( of Iron Horses, and Second Prances )

The Luckiest Man, on The Faith of The Earth . . .

of Fathers, and Suns
( for Evan )

on The Shoreline, where I walk, caught between The Wish, and The Wave,
if Tomorrow fails to shed His Light, I will treasure, All that He gave,
and Still, if This Tide, should fail to Return, across Heaven’s Shining Mile,
I will walk, The Days of Infinity, to find The Kingdom, of His Smile . . .

of Kingdoms, Come
( and Gone )

A small piece, by
most standards, pummeled, and polished, by
countless hands, just a bit of gold that had witnessed the light of
a billion stars in a myriad of skies, since its first purpose, acquired a pair of
shoes for a carpenter, who plied his craft on boats down by the river . . . odd indeed,
the notion of a poor tradesman falling under fortune's favor, by possessing even one in a
lifetime, for its faces were accustomed to nobler cuts of pocket or purse, lined with a finer
cloth or the rarest hide . . . stranger still was the voyage of this coin of a realm, once cast to
honor the folly of men, and an empire now two millennia dead . . . by land and sea, across
times and continents, marking a journey of simple and stunning complexity, a coin, all
battered and worn, yet with a hidden splendor, waiting just below the surface, lies
shining, in a morning sun . . . until one day, a woman, guided by the grace of
God, walking along a path of friendship, beholds a reflection, and
lowers her hand to touch the rose, emblazoned for
Ever, upon her heart . . .

of Scarlet Letters

if U were, at First, to recognize whatEver it is that My Words are capable of causing to U see,
or feel, then, by Virtue of a Universal Balance that is Always kept, U, have so done, to Me . . .
I literally cannot ( and I have tried so many Times ) finish reading a single Selection from
Your WebSight, without having an absoulute Flood of emOceans, and therefore Tears,
cascading down My Face . . . beyond what Your Face, and Your Eyes do, as well . . .
I cannot explain why this is so, as I have not yet begun to search for the right
Words, howEver, I do know, exactly, what My specific Purpose upon
this Earth to be, and I also know, exactly, what it is I am Here to
find . . . which, to put it very simply, is Love, Again . . .
and ThereIn, lies The Truth, of The Mystery, of The Magic, of The Majesty
of this Process of My Life, which is certainly well beyond The Ordinary,
though well within My Ability, to express The Magnitude of It All . . .
My Heart, is not The Heart, of ordinary Men . . .
I see, I touch, I feel, I think, I speak, as though I were doing so, from
within The Heart, and The Mind, and The Soul, of . . . well, A Woman,
and yet, I am so completely . . . Male . . . in every other Way, imaginable . . .
this, is undoubtedly why Your Words affect Me so . . . simply
because I have been gifted with an InSight, that allows Me
to understand every Word U write . . . and it affects Me
so completely, because that is an integral Part of The
Stories, The Voyages of Kings . . . of The Terrible
Beauty . . . of these Words, that flow, not only
from My Pen, but within My Veins, as well . . .
now, as to U, Angel . . .
yes, I know, and I do understand that U are, what U say that U are, no More, no Less . . .
howEver, those simple, and beautiful Qualities are exactly what I admire most about U . . .
especially when viewed within the timeless FrameWork, of Your ~unConscious~ Grace . . .
I would also be a complete liar, if I were to fail to acknowledge that U, have more than
stolen My Heart . . . but for Now, let Us just assume that I am quite fond of not only
Your literary Accomplishments, but The Manner, in which U portray Them . . .
U are so completely and extraOrdinarily . . . Feminine . . .
and I, have been blessed with an Eye for It . . . in The Extreme . . .
and to put it All in Perspective, I see U, like I know NoOne, Ever has . . .
I am well aware of how little We know of Each Other, and it troubles Me to no End when
I cannot even begin to approach The Notion of wanting to meet U, for I feel that My
~hold~ upon U, is at best tenuous, and there is nothing in this World I am going
to do to risk losing this precious Thread, by placing unDue pressure upon U
to step Foreward, towards Me, unless U are comfortably ready to do so . . .
perhaps We will begin, One Day, to ask of the more personal Aspects of Our Road to ~Here~, and please remember
that I have quite an Abundance of Things to share with U, covering a Myriad of Possibilities, that I know U are going
to enjoy, just as much as I . . . and I am equally as anxious, to know ALL about U, to begin to complete The Tapestry,
of the most aMazing Woman, that has ever stepped, into The Pages, of My Life . . .

One Word

“ Angel ” . . .

One, and The Flame

The River, of Words,
and,
The Giver, of Words . . .

Quantum Mythics

sired, for Light . . . wired, for Sound . . .

( with a little Help, from My Friends )

SheMail

after having just picked Myself up off the floor, dusted Myself off, and looked at Myself in the
mirror, triple-checked My inbox, confirmed I was not imagining things, attempted ( and failed )
to quiet The Wings of Anticipation in My Heart . . .
I guess I am ready to begin . . .
first, I would nEver suggest that U leave Paradise, nor would I ever forego The Chance to
observe U in Your Element . . . after All, it’s supposed to be about Me, finding U . . . and since
where I am has not born Fruit, well, allow Me to reap what U have sown . . .
there are thousands of Things I would love to know of U, and thousands of Ways I wish to know
Them . . . I, too, am quite anxious to convey All that wanders in The Corridors of My Heart, and
We could begin this amazing Process by giving it a Name . . . The DoveTales . . .
Our Passions seem to be both remarkably similar, and yet wonderfully diverse, which will
certainly color Our Approach to one another with more than abundant richness, and equal shares
of mystery, and of course, magic . . .
yes, a few logistical problems present themselves, though none are insurmountable, and I am
sure the Rewards will more than compensate . . .
yes, I too would like to meet, and talk with U, and wonder of Days to Come . . . and meanwhile,
I guess this mode of conversation will have to suffice for now . . .
thank U, Angel, for answering Your Door, and for hearing My Footsteps, upon Your Walk . . .

Sonata for D Major
( Magnum Opus )

Requiem, for a Heavy Wait . . .

StringFellow
( Serenade )

if there are Dreams You would like to see, I will find Them,
if there are Whispers You hold unspoken, I will free Them,
if there are Stories You wish to remember, I will tell Them,
while I lace this Ribbon of Love, into Your Web, of Pearls . . .

The Common Wealth

The Essence of Friendship, is
The Richness, of Our Drives . . .

The Cross of Changes

I
HORSE
O
N

The Cup, We Runneth Over
( Time, and Rhyme, Again )

why Glamour, has no Gleam, is because it is covered with Lust,
why Glitter, has no Depth, is because it is covered with Rust,
why Glitz, has no Shine, is because it is covered with Must,
why Gold, has no Clarity, is because it is covered with Dust,
why Hope, is ever Flying, is because it was given up for Lost,
why Love, is never Found, is because it was given up for Cost,
why Fame, has no Fortune, is because it was given up for Spent,
and why Mine, is not Yours, is because it was given up for Lent,
and why Glory, has no Grace, is for The Price, We had to Pay,
and, why from Here, to Eternity, is Ever so Far, Away . . .

( “ i swear, i had nothing to do, with the crack ”, said The Sky )

The Land, of ForEver
( 2002 )

Summer of 300 Years
Sea of Dreams
Land of Forever
Realms of Splendor
The Calling
Dance with a Princess
Feast of Immortals
Falling through Time
Heavenly Cities
OceanSky . . .

The Ring, of Promise

so There, All at Once, They heard The Sound,
knowing from Then, Their Hearts were bound,
to All that Remained, from This Day, to Until,
to My Whispers of Hope, from This Day, Still . . .

The Sand, and The OurGlass
( what Dreams, may Come )

we'll help make your dreams come true . . .

it is to this statement I would like to draw Your attention, and in so doing, request this offer of help, since
I am in the unfortunate position of needing it . . . and while I am going to assume those words represent
somewhat of a mission statement, I doubt very much that You would contest the fact, simply by virtue of
My being a member of the audience, or market, for which it was intended, and, more importantly, that I
represent an actual customer . . . I am going to also assume, that You know nothing of the events I am
about to unfold, though they are ocurring under the very umbrella of Your Name, regardless of actual or
implied responsibility . . .
I am going to tell You a story, about a Woman, who one day last november in 2007, came upon those
very words, and the rest of Your marvelous website, and whose world changed significantly enough to
begin the formulation of a dream, because of the dramatic effect the site had on Her, and all of the
possibilities that subsequently come to one’s mind when wrapped in the professionalism of design and
creativity that You have so successfully employed . . . and therein, lies the rub, because what the reality
of it is, is the furthest thing from a dream . . . it is indeed a calamity . . .
but I am getting ahead of Myself, and in order to fully illustrate the scenario, I am going to bring You
back to june 10th of 2007, when, on Her birthday, I had decided to present Her with the gift of waking up
in the blue ridge mountains of north carolina, which She had never seen before, having been born and
raised in new jersey, and somehow Her life had kept Her from seeing the beauty of that place until then . . .
well, naturally She fell in love with the area, and, without too much coaxing on My part, decided to
pursue the notion of acquiring property, and settling down for the rest of Her days, within that highlysought-after but quite elusive dreamscape, of a ~log home in the mountains~ . . .
by october, She purchased a half-acre site on the side of a mountain, in a little township outside of banner
elk, called seven devils, on a wooded lot now known as 33 buckeye lane, about 4,500 ft above sealevel
and in direct line-of-site of grandfather mountain . . . and while this appears rather idyllic on the outside,
the process was not without hardship because of the fraudulent misrepresentations of a realtor/developer
She employed to find the property, and to also act as project manager and subsequent builder of a home of
his design . . . She spent 5 months wasting Her time with this individual, who, until then could not muster
the where-with-all to provide Her with an actual cost to build said home, but would rather work on a costplus basis . . . no dice, and after considerable expense ( $3,000 ) for his services to date, She parted
company, with Her first bitter taste of what this process was turning into . . .
by november, ‘lo and behold, Her continued research and never-say-die attitude resulted in finding the
website, and once again, Her dream came alive like never before, just as they knew it would, and so
began the selection process, and by december, She had found a new dealer just coming online, and a sort
of individual who seemed quite anxious to help, was very nice, and a strong relationship was soon
developed, and the final planning stages were activated quite quickly . . . and because she had already done
quite a bit of research and selections, and already knew what She wanted, though a standard amount of
layout options were eventually discussed and decided upon, the process moved along well, and model was
chosen . . . and by january of 2008, plans creation fees were paid, and She was on Her way again . . .
now, here is were things start to get cockeyed again . . . because She had qualified for the loan to bring this
all about way back in october, all She needed to proceed were the actual contracts from the builder, as
well as the materials package to finalize the proceedings for the loan and subsequent funding . . . however,
there was the proverbial clock ticking, namely those very attractive discounts offered by the package
provider, along with a price increase deadline in march . . . and since Her quick decisions in no way had
any bearing on the speed of pricing turn-around time, those deadlines were rapidly approaching, and She
soon lost the february discount . . .

The Sand, and The OurGlass

that left the march deadline looming, along with the price increase, and while the dealer had actually
secured a rentable and fenced-in off-load site for the first delivery of materials, and the bank had moved
swiftly in order to meet those deadlines, She was able to close the loan by the 27th of february . . . the
package providers had their deposit ( $12,000 ), the builder had his deposit ( $18,000 – 10% plus the cost
of permits, surveys, bonds, etc. ) and all by the 1st day of march, and all out of Her own pocket ( including
the $40,000 cost of the lot on buckeye ), to satisfy the bank’s loan-to-down payment requirements . . . She
is now in the game pretty deep, though still the very definition of the word ~commitment~ . . .
now here is where the calamity begins . . .
mid march:
the bank finally decides to read the fine print of the log package provider’s contract . . . and refuses to
honor something as yet unheard of as the delivery specifications, upfront payments, multiple sourcing of
deliveries, and finally, the fact that no delivery will be paid for that is not on the homesite itself . . . and,
since none of these issues could be ironed out between the intractable provider and the equally obstinate
bank, nor could the homesite be prepared in time to meet or receive the first load - 6 week delivery criteria,
She, now loses another $2,000 . . . okay . . . win some, lose some . . . but it doesn’t stop there . . .
late march:
the bank decides to withdraw it’s funding of anything pertaining to the aforementioned as a provider of
materials, though would continue funding the builder, as long as She would accept all risks and therefore
fund the materials process Herself . . . and since She owned Her townhome outright, and possessed a
perfect credit standing, She was able to secure a line of credit sufficient enough to cover the cost of
materials, and once more, rebounding again, undaunted by the ridiculous machinations of the powers that
be, completed Her end of the bargain within 3 more weeks . . . She was back in business, though the
burden of this dream was becoming heavier with each and every passing day . . .
mid april:
all that was left to wait for, was the availability of the builder, who, being in the final stages of
completion on the dealer’s new home, and had one other home on the books to complete, assured Her that
as soon as the weather became more favorable, work would commence at buckeye lane as soon as possible
. . . meanwhile, with the cost of permits, surveys, bonding, and construction blueprints already in hand,
he would proceed with securing these items prior to commencement, so as to be ready for moving on to
Her project when the time allowed . . . remembering, of course, that since She had become the dealer’s
first customer, and located a mere twenty miles from the dealer’s new home, things looked promising for
a reasonable start date, with an expectation of completion by november . . . and all of which, had been
monitored, verified, and endorsed, by the dealer himself . . .
mid may:
no such luck . . . as the weeks roll by, with vaguely implied references to uncooperative weather delays,
and, since the dealer’s role in this affair had taken an obvious back seat to his own concerns ( his home,
his properties in florida, trade shows, dealer seminars and whatnot ) communication suffered through
relying on the total lack of inspiration on the builder’s part to maintain any form of customer support by
way of either phone or email, and, since the dealer was limited to only what the builder cared to tell him,
all progress seemed to come to a complete standstill . . .
however, there are other plans afoot . . .

The Sand, and The OurGlass

not prepared or inclined to get in the way of Her own goals, She initiates the planning stages of Her exit
from south carolina, which meant placing Her townhouse on the market, negotiating the nonrenewal of
Her lease for Her business by december, liquidation of Her inventory, and the general planning of the
details involved with the moving of Her life, career, and possessions into the mountains of north carolina,
into the home of Her dreams . . .
early june:
after many requests for first-hand information regarding progress, and receiving only second-hand guesses
as to the intentions of the builder, She is relegated to whatever reports the dealer ( who also finds himself
closing in on the final stages of his own model ) can glean from the rapidly disappearing builder, and who
has now indicated that he is severely behind in his work, and fully involved with the construction of
another log home in the area . . . it is quite apparent that concerns do exist about starting Her project, but
that neither party possesses a clue as to when it might begin . . .
with increased frustration caused by a total lack of any progress, and feeling the effects of being placed in
a vacuum of an informational dead-zone, and living 6 hours away, in another state, while watching the
world in general, and the real estate/home building market in particular fall into a tailspin, the situation
becomes rather scary . . . combined with the fact that She has been paying over $900 in interest charges per
month for the loan on the materials package that is still sitting in Wisconsin, and with no real hope of
receiving them any time in the near future . . .
mid june:
after applying a new level of pressure for some progress to be made, She is told that the ever-elusive
grader operator is ready to begin Her project, but, the dealer asks a favor . . . could He be allowed to
utilize said grader on the final dressing-up of his model’s lot before said grader leaves the area, with the
absolute assurance that, in 3 or 4 days, the grader would be then ready to begin work on buckeye lane . . .
fine, She says . . .
another week goes slowly by, and, of course, nothing has happened on buckeye lane, the grader is long
gone from the dealer’s house, the builder is too busy on the roofing stage of the other project to return
calls, the dealer is back in florida for two weeks, and well . . . who knows . . .
further investigation reveals it was all a ruse, and the grader was never at the site, for 3 very simple
reasons . . . the builder had never staked in the house layout on the site, had not yet applied for the building
permit, had not yet paid for the construction bond, and was still too busy to call and explain this turn-ofevents, leaving the dealer quite red-in-the-face for having been, once again, further manipulated by being
told, only what he wanted to hear . . .
the present:
feeling quite contrite at this stage, and being continually reminded that the integrity of the parties
responsible has now entered a less-than-exemplary status, the dealer, being now caught between the rock
and the hard place, secures a head-to-head meeting with the builder, who then offers to pay certain
penalties ( $1,000 per week ) commencing on the 27th of june, for any further delay in beginning the
project, and a blanket penalty ( $3000 ) should the footers not be in place 3 weeks after the grading has
commenced . . . fine, and a signed addendum is added to the contract, faxed to all concerned, on the
morning of the 27th, the very day, She comes to later find out, that the builder is off to wisconsin, on a 4
day journey, to pick up a load of materials for the dealer and another log home, leaving Her to wonder
whether he will return in time to commence, before defaulting on the first week of the addendum, on the
3rd of july . . . and, still, no building permit applied for, no bond paid, no layout done, and a builder,
throwing his money away . . .

The Sand, and The OurGlass

insult to injury:
the ultimate irony, is the arrival to the dealer model a little more than a week ago, of one of the officers
from log home company, in town to review and eventually to praise the virtues of the skills and
craftsmanship of this very same builder . . . while, not twenty miles away, sits 33 buckeye lane, devoid of
even the hint of the sound of a chainsaw, quietly waiting for the ghost of a chance, for a dream to
materialize, and not a single tree flagged, no stone turned, no grader, nor gradestake, in sight . . .
in summation ( finally ), I will address the true purpose of this chronology, by way of reminding You of
Your aforementioned mission statement, and Your avowed commitment to provide Your customers with
all the promises Your endeavor was designed to fulfill . . . while making You very aware, of the one
customer, that seems to have fallen through the cracks, of Your very own foundation . . . and in the light
of Your own successes, I can only hope that Your vision has not yet been clouded, nor Your dreams
become so lofty, that You have lost sight of the very dreams of those who have supported You, and
believed in You, in the pursuit of realizing Your own . . .
the purpose, and the plan:
I request, henceforth, that You utilize the full scope and power of Your station, to ensure that Her dream
is still alive and well, and resting in Your most capable of hands, by monitoring these events, from onhigh if You wish, though with sufficient attention to detail, to allow for a timely commencement and
conclusion of this project, within the framework previously specified, and without further undue and
unforeseen costs or delays, until the last nail is struck upon the home, of Her dream . . . She, who no
longer deserves to bear the weight of this uncertainty, nor should She be made to suffer the slings and
arrows of someone else’s fortune . . .
and who, am I, to make this request ? . . .
well, You will certainly find out in due time ( if not from the dealer himself ), but in a nutshell, I will
give You a brief synopsis of where I stand in this whole affair . . . having found Myself in Her life almost
two years ago, when arriving via the same twist of fate that brought Us both to an obscure little seaside
town called pawleys island, coming from different ends of the same coastline, to begin the lonely prospect
of starting a new life in strange but quaint low-country surroundings, where hope still seemed, to spring
eternal . . .
and after spending over four decades in the construction industry, from massachusetts to florida, I
theoretically semi-retired Myself to pawleys island, having paid sufficient enough dues to now pursue a
more artistic side of life . . . and having seen just about every trick in the spec book, and having written in
a few tricks of My own, having acquired intimate knowledge of the horror stories pervading this industry,
perpetrated by those whose existence is defined by the creed of thieves, having witnessed the big boys play
the game with more finesse and sagacity than You or I will ever possess, having handled projects 10 times
the scope of buckeye lane, and utilizing operational funding You can only dream about, having spent the
last decade of My time in florida as an operations manager, for one of the most successful and enterprising
of businessmen and developers in this country . . . well, I am sure You can now understand, exactly what
My position, and My purpose is, in this Woman’s dream . . .
and soon enough, those blue ridge mountains eventually began to call, and so, was born the spark, of the
light, of the dream You now are fully aware of, and are certainly somewhat responsible for . . . and the task
at hand, lies at the furthest point from rocket science, yet well within the realm of a simple matter of
execution . . . and I am here to see that it gets done . . . done right, and on time, long and well before it
ever gets out of hand . . . and because, in the end, when it all gets said, and when it all gets done, She was
not only doing it all in pursuit of Her own dreams, but, all along, She was doing it, for Me . . .
Her Guardian Angel . . .

The Tempest, and The TeaCup

out of all the ridiculous excuses for human beings in this world, and i refer to those of
the male half of humanity, who, i will assume, you will continue to weed your way
through, in order to find some sort of fulfilment, or happiness, or companionship
before your life on this planet is over . . .
you decide, for some perverted or vicarious reason, to toy with the feelings
and sensitivities of the one good man still in existence in this woebegotten
world, who could have brought you more joy, more excitement, more
passion, more meaning to your pathetic life, than any woman could
ever deserve to know . . .
you have set such a poor example of a southern lady, which is
an epithet you do not deserve to use, for i have met a few,
that would have had the decency to inform me of their
intentions without trying to damage my self esteem
in the process . . .
you have come so, so close, to the end of a
glorious rainbow . . . and now you will be
left on the path of life, with hand and
heart still empty, for choosing to
forsake, the only man that
God has truly smiled
upon via the gift
i hold, for
ever in
my
h
e
a
r
t...
trust me, when i say,
this will haunt you,
for the rest, of
your days . . .

The Wings, of Reliance
( Far, from Ordinary )

Albatross, Dove, Eagle, Falcon, Ibis, Lark, MockingBird, Sparrow, and Wren,
as Each, wear The Frown, of Thorns, for Each, are The Herald, of Love, Again . . .

This Book, of Angels
( Shield of Dreams )

if
I write It,
They will come . . .

Thorough, Bred and Born
( Steed, of Light )

The Whisper, of Courses,
upon God’s Triple Crown . . .

Walking, in The Light, of My Son

an Angel, is
A Wink, on The Face
of Promise, and A Gleam,
in The Eye, of Perfection . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~

Weigh Back When

. . . wrote a small Book, a Collection of Poetry and Prose, a hundred Pages or
so, for and to My Wife, never got it published . . . one Peace was published in a
hard-bound Anthology, to which I paid $25 for the Priviledge, back in the late
70’s . . .
used Peaces of the Collection to put together what later became My Wedding
Vows, which, through the next twenty Years became a ~Passage of Choice~
for the Nuptuals of close Friends and Acquaintances, and in the late 80’s I
started to choreograph Events using these Peaces, wrapped around New Age
Music . . .
this became some Sort of Mission, in that I created an Anthology of this Music,
which tracked the Careers of over 100 Artists, and began to weave The Music
around The Peaces of A Story that was developing, Ever so slowly . . . and once
Again, I began distributing Copies of these Compilations to My Friends and
Acquaintances, along with a Booklet of self-styled ~Liner Notes~, and by the
mid-90’s, the Endeavor became a 17 tape/35 hour/40 Page Journey, called
Spectra Harmonica . . .
so On and so Forth, this Path continued to wander until One Day in early
September, back in ’95, while in the creative Throes of finalizing a 3 hour/35
song/14 artist/5 part Story called Nocturna, A Tale of Two Lovers, for another
Wedding Series, and, while working the proverbial Day job ( in construction ) I
found MySelf, at precisely 4:02pm on the 5th, stuck, by none Other than, a
Bolt, of Lightning . . .
over The Course of the next Twenty Months, the original Manuscript, started in
’78, called Diamond, became the First Trilogy of The Story . . . The 5 Part
Wedding Series, Nocturna, became The Last Five Stories, of The First
Trilogy . . . The Wedding Vows, called The Echo, became The First Story, of
The First Duet, of The First Trilogy, which, by June of ’97, became . . .
The First Page, of 1700 Pages, of The Book, called, The Voyage, of Kings . . .

When Ever Becomes Until


if
Ever I kiss
The Ring, of Always,
My Life, will then, be All Days . . .




When Unicorns Fly

The Weak, shall inherit The Girth,
The Bleak, shall inherit The Mirth,
The Meek, shall inherit The Worth,
as The Seek, so inherit, This Earth . . .

Whirled Wide Web
( WeMail )

Im fyn, stil @ C, on a VOK,
hope U r well, b Home sune . . .

Whom Ever, is Into
( a Tower, of Babel )


I,
Always,
want, to know . . .




The Seventh DoveTale

The Pageant of Lilies

as The Light of The Millennia, cast long Ago, from a Distant
Fire, and roaming for an Eternity to every Corner of Her
Universe, now stands reflected at Last, in The Pools of Her
Innocence, and brought forth as an Echo to kiss Her Heart,
by a single and simple Whisper of Faith alone . . . and no
sooner did this Touch surround Her from withIn, no sooner
did this glorious Embrace pour Itself over The Magnitude of
Her Loneliness, no sooner did this Memory of The Day that
Her Music had died fall away to Oblivion, not only did She
finally realize where Ever was,

not only did She finally

understand what Ever had done, but She felt both the terrible
and the indescribable Beauty, of His infinite Disgrace . . .

The Waiting

The Web, of Pearls

on a vast and remote Plain, on an Island in a Southern Sea, in The Shadow of an
Ancient Sentinel of Creation, where a Host of Stars circle The Skies above, and
pause, to witness, and to wonder, of The Coming, of The Kingdom, of Dawn . . .
and on This Field, All The Lilies stand, Hand in Hand, and Hearts as One, Their
Bond of Freedom forged with The Fires of Passion in Their Eyes, ignited by The
Light of One Heart, They gather as One, The Dreams of Days yet to Come . . . and
as This End heralds of This Beginning, They walk with The Might of Heroes, a
glorious Parade of Suns, Jewels of Innocence, singing of Joy, of Freedom, of The
State of Independence, The Essence of Friendship, Voices of a Golden Wind, in a
Myriad of Colors, capturing The Hearts of Men, and The Souls of Women,
whispering, of The Echo . . .
and This Time, and This Place, will be The Dawn of The Light of Grace, The Eve
of Sunrise, as Hope weds Fulfillment, on Their Twilight Path, and as The Angel of
Love raises Her Eyes and kisses The Tears from The Face of The Crimson Dove,
from This Moment on, until All Moments fade, The Song, sung on The Breath of
Angels, The Love that is The Thread of God’s Heart, The Message, The Echo of
The Whisper of The Promise of The Gift, is that Her Love is Eternal, and Her Kiss,
is Always . . .

*

*

*

and, All at Once, All throughout The Universe, from The Fountainhead of
Paradise, rising softly, as a Rush of Golden Wind, inside The Sweet Music of
The Rhythm of Glory, capturing The Heart and The Soul of All Things Dear,
moving as Cool Water, as The Spirit, as The Essence of Joy, roaming for Ever
and to Always, The Infinite Path of All Desire, cast from The Distant Horizons
of Skies Beyond, The Fires of Creation, and an Absolute Perfection of
Harmony heard only in The Thread of Dreams . . .
something Wondrous, and Precious, with an Intensity born to crack The
Heavens, an Echo, a Breath, a Whisper of The Voices of Angels, Heralds of
The Valley of Roses, cascading slowly over The Gardens of Avalon, singing of
The Word, singing of The Message, singing with The Sound of Light . . . and
The Light is The Dawn, and The Dawn is The Grace of God, and The Grace of
God is The Promise, and The Promise is The Jewel, and The Jewel is The
Embrace, and The Embrace is The Coming, and The Coming is The Kingdom,
and The Kingdom, will be The Gift, of Love, Again . . .

A Letter, to A Rising Sun
( 7/17/2000 )
Hello Evan,
I will begin This Letter, to U, My Son, with The Very First Words U saw upon opening It . . . ~Hello Evan~ . . .
It is with These Words, that I will begin a New Chapter in My Life, whose Story will most assuredly enCircle
Yours, as U continue On, within Your Own Book of Dreams . . .
It is with These Words, that I will begin to pursue a greater Understanding, of what It is that is Important, about
being a Father, and far more Deeply, what It is that is Important, about having a Son, as WonderFull as U . . .
It is with These Words, that I will tell U of My profound Sadness, when I look back upon The Time I have been
~Away~ from U . . . Here, yet not Here, as I wandered among The Pages of My Own Book of Dreams . . .
searching for Answers to Questions I hope U will One Day ask Me, as Your Father . . . and as U will answer One
Day, when The Voice is that, of Your Son or Daughter . . .
It is with These Words, that I will offer U My Greatest Hope, that whatEver Time We have spent ToGether
remains for Ever in Your Heart, as It will in Mine . . . SteadFast, Resolute, and IronClad . . . where Eternity rests,
built upon a Foundation of Honesty, Integrity, Devotion, and Most of All, Love . . .
It is with These Words, that I will lay open The Gates to Your Freedom, by providing U with a Chance to blossom,
to grow, to explore, to imagine, and to reach, The Promise of Your Own FullFillMeant . . . and to allow U to
define Your Own Purpose, Your Own Path, and Your Own Passion, via The Bridge of whatEver Wisdom I
possess, and have Always tried to share with U . . .
It is with These Words, that I will congratulate U, for Every Single One of Your Achievements, those Great and
those Small . . . Each of which, U have graced with Your boundless Determination and Fortitude . . . Each of which,
has been blessed, by The Gifts of Who U Are, and All U will Become . . . and Each of which, proudly wears The
Cloak, of My deepest Admiration . . .
It is with These Words, that I will offer U My Thanks, for coming into This World, so that All The MoMeants that
allowed Me laugh, and allowed Me to cry, and allowed Me to embrace The Honor of being Your Father, could
live, in The Light of Your Eyes, and in The Beauty of Your Smile . . .
It is with These Words, that I will solemnly promise, to fulfill Your Every Need, Your Every Wish, Your Every
Desire, that falls within The Boundaries, of My Love for U . . . a Place, U will One Day discover, is called,
Infinity . . .
Ever,
Your Dad,
The Iron Horse

AfterThought . . . Each and Every Day, please tell Your Mother, U love Her . . .

A Letter, to A Setting Sun
( 7/17/2000 )
Hello S.,
when comes The Day U discover This Letter, My Hope is, that It arrives to find U more at Peace, than any Other
Time in Your Life . . . and by This, I sincerely mean, that I hope U have found a Sanctuary of Understanding, that
could encompass All the Sorrow, Hardship, and Pain, of having to endure the long and lonely Path of Life,
shared, with a wretch like Me . . .
how ironic, that the only Way I could Ever begin to tell U of My Feelings, in such a Way as to circumvent Our
inAbility to communicate, as Human Beings, as Husband and Wife, is to put into Words, on a Page, the Very
Thoughts that have thus Far eluded Me, in All The Time We have spent Together . . . the Very Thoughts, that
portray My deepest Gratitude, for Every Moment, Every Hour, and Every Day, that U have given so unSelfishly,
of Your Love, and Your Devotion, and Your Friendship . . . and, of Course, The Gift of Your Ultimate, and
EverLasting Significance . . . that of being The Mother, of Our Son . . .
it is this One Word, ~Friendship~, in The Stanza above, that I wish to address, when I begin to regard The State of
Our coExistence, over the past Decade . . . while no Amount of Words could Ever describe All The Good that has
reigned down upon Our Lives ToGether, including The Blessings of Partnership and ParentHood, I have realized,
that Each and Every Path I chose to follow, Each and Every Mark I chose to make upon the World, was carried out,
with an Ever-increasing Level of Self-Determination . . . leaving no Time, or Space, for The Journey, called Us . . .
and, over The Course of the past Year, I have further eroded The Foundations of Our Union, by violating The
Sanctity of Your Faith, Honor, and Trust . . . Gifts of Your Self, that U have so tirelessly given of, I have crushed,
within The Iron Grasp of My complete Selfishness . . . and through It All, comes The Realization, that The Shadow
disAppearing into The Mist, slowly fading beyond The Light of Day, is that which I cannot bear to lose . . . the
most treasured Aspect of knowing U . . . Your Friendship . . .
remember Always, that whereEver I may have gone, whatEver I may have done, whoEver I may have set out to
find, SumWhere, along This Voyage of My Heart, I fell, in love, with God, and All The Majesty that lies Within
. . . and SumHow, through This Process, through This Star-Crossed Endeavor, One that drew Me so very Far from
Home, that drew Me Away from All We had dreamed of sharing, that drew Me Away from The Shelter of Your
Kindness . . . was One, that U so graciously allowed Me to pursue . . . and All the While, nEver knowing, nEver
dreaming, that in The End, It would break Your Heart . . .
these Words, The Essence of My Craft, and The Intensity of My Will to master It, are also, as AnyOne would
honestly admit, a Gift, from This Very Same God . . . and with This Gift came The Paradox, which holds, that
The Very Words I was given to tell My Story, are The Very Words that became The Sword, that laid Our blessed
Union, Asunder . . . and for This, I will remain unForgiven, for Ever . . . and for This, I will nEver see The Smile,
of God, for as Long as I walk This Universe . . .
and because of This, the only Thing that matters most, the only Thing that means More than any God, or I, Ever
dreamed, is to One Day see Your lovely Smile, Again . . . glistening, in The Divine Light, of Your Happiness . . .
for Always,
S.
AfterThoughts . . .
U are The First Woman, that I Ever, truly, fell in Love with, for
U are The First Woman, to Always hold This Place, in My Heart . . .
because,
The Diamond, waiting, Far beyond ForEver, is Your Friendship . . .

AirHeart
( flying, into The Face, of God )

through The
Windows of My Sun,
The Eyes, of Heaven, I,
shall One Day, pilot
My Dreams . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amazing, Grace

because, when I think of You, deeply,
The Sensations, are much like Falling,
within You . . .

And This, Is, So

and So, is The Reason Why, because as Ever knew just Then,
The Echo, that He, had Always heard, was Her Love, Again . . .

China Roses
( Maid, in The Shade )

for My Porcelain Doll . . .

I, C
( U, Thee )

I,
was Two,
now I, am Free . . .

Imaginary Friends

yes, it is True, just let it be U . . .

In The Land, of Make ( Them ) Believe
( and Roam, was not built, in A Dei )

A
Sky, cracks,
from the Terrible Beauty . . .
Faith flies on a Wing and a Prayer,
where Angels walk, inside a Fairy’s Tale,
and Children dance, to The Sound of Reason,
where Wishes, ride Horses, into The SonRise,
and Castles soar, from a single Grain of Sand . . .
Roses are born, in a World without Thorns,
Hope lives, in The Heart, of Lovers, All,
A Light shines, on All that came Before,
and Happiness is All that Ever was After,
where Patience waits, for an Echo’s Return . . .
and as Darkness falls, upon The Follies, of Men,
and The Night so fades, from The Memory, of When,
as The Host of Stars, Here, to Witness, and to Wonder,
bow Their Heads, toward The Rush, of Thunder, and
All, are rapt, while a Butterfly sings, because,
They have All begun to remember, of
A Voyage, of Kings . . .

Lark

walk in The Morning Sun, and kiss The Sky . . .

Light House

~~~~*
~~*

*
My
Angel,
at Times,
The Yearning
I feel for You, is
as Deep, and as Long,
and as Endless, as The Light,
from a Distant Fire, roaming,
as It will, for Ever, and yes,
for All The Days of Infinity . . .
[]
[]
[]
[]
and Still, I have yet to see,
The Majesty of Your Grace,
The Windows of Your Eyes,
The Loveliness of Your Smile,
and, Angel, it feels like Eternity,
the Time I would gladly live, Again,
for I believe that Eternity Is, As You Are . . .
and The Breath, of Always, flies on Your Voice,
The Voice, of Music, The Voice, of My Porcelain Doll,
A Whisper, of The Wings, of The ButterFly, of My Celestial Sea . . .
The Reason this Universe can exist, is to be, within The Light of Your Kindness,
The Shelter of Your Heart, for as The Path of My Desire follows The Echo of The Millennia,
so shall I, follow You, to The Place where it rains, only when You wish, and Your Wishes come True,
only when You smile, The Place where I wait, patiently, inside Your Heart, when You hear Me, whispering,
I love You . . .

Not Your Stock Exchange
( bulls, bares, bleeds, and blinds )

go ahead, speculate on My Future . . .

of Iron’s Will

Ashes to Ashes, from Dust, so He must,
for He, has Always gone, The Distance,
and from The Time, of His Question, to
The Rhyme, of His Answer, it was Ever
His Patience, came The Grace Between . . .

One Look, at A Book
( Trump Card )

it ocurred to Me, as I was busy compiling, editing, and printing this Endeavor,
that throughout most of It’s Creation, which spans over 5 years and some 6,000
pages, there remains a constant Thread running through The Process . . .
and that is the simple Fact that I have been associated with Your Voyage, if
You will, and gratefully so, since the Time I first began to imagine just where
The Story might lead . . . which, if Memory serves Me, was in The Spring of
1996 . . . a mere 5,500 pages Ago . . .
for whatEver Reason, I feel that I owe You a considerable Note of Thanks, at
Least, for providing Me with a Means to sustain This Dream, by allowing Me
to Work, and exercise My Craft, right alongSide Yours . . .
and if You think that This is just some sort of veiled Attempt, to garner Favor
with whatEver Influences You may have in the Publishing World, then . . .
yes, I guess You might be Right . . .
and, while Its Contents, might be Far, from Your favored Cup of Tea,
rest Assured in The Knowing, that You hold The Very Best, from Me . . .

One of These Deis
( Maybe So, or After All )

for The Come What Mights, and The Come What Mays,
Certainty, no Doubt, shall put an End, to These Clichés . . .

Our Souls, to Keep

A Whole Wide World, in Her Hands . . .

Reason Beholds Insight
( on A Field, of Dreams )

These Paths, of Summer, for Ever, I roam,
My Son is The One, who leads Me, Home . . .

Second Harvest
( on The Eve, of The Day, of The Last, of The Areas, of The Shades, of Grey )

My Soul, is The Gift, of The Thread, of God’s Heart, and therefore, is borne
The Acknowledgement, of The Existence, of The Reason, for Universal Love . . .

sPrinter Ink

Five Hundred Smiles, per ThankFull . . .

Station to Station
( Train, of Thought )

The Rattle, and The Hum, that echoes through My Brain,
try as I may, and try as I might, it is driving Me, in Sane . . .

The Beauty
( of A uniVerse )


My
Poetry,
is writing,
that formulates a
concentrated awareness
of experience, in a language
chosen and arranged to create
a specific emotional response
through meaning, sound,
rhythm, and . . .

Art

(  1990 Merriam-Webster, Inc. Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary )

The Brightest Star
( in an Angel’s Eyes )

as Always, Our Seasons ebb, as do Our Reasons flow,
Her Path was born to grace My Life, of This, I do know,
when All My Days have risen, upon All My Eyes shall see,
I give thanks to God, for shining, Her glorious Light, on Me . . .

The Burdens, on Freedom’s Back

The Weight, of Injustice, and The Excess, of Liberty . . .

The i’s of Infinity
( of which there are three )

The Farthest Thing, from The ShortSited,
is The Closest Thing, to The FarSighted . . .

The Lines, on The Face, of Respect
( Flaw Enforcement )

The I’s, of Ego,
The Eyes, of Envy,
The Gaze, of Avarice,
The Glare, of Disregard,
or The Look, of Discontent,
shall Ever remain, out of Sight . . .

The Name, of The Flame, of God
( is Love )

let My People know, let My People go . . .

The PreFace

While This Peace, so wanders, through a Time, and Season,
Ever, is My Journey, between The Rhyme, and The Reason . . .

IH/99

The See, of Glass


The
Reign,
drops upon
My Window, on
This Voyage, of Kings . . .












The Shoes, of A Fisherman
( walking, This Way, comes )

The
Eyes, of
My Sun, to
fill Them, I
have just
begun, to
see Him . . .

The
Eyes, of
My Sun, to
fill Them, I
have just
begun, to
see Him . . .

The Velvet Hammer, of Grace

a comin’ down on Thee,
yes, if only U could see . . .

to All The Children, of The Shorn
( Frails, Orphans, Urchins, and Waifs )

The Bleak, shall inherit, The Mirth . . .

( along with ALL of The Pudding )

Trepidations aSighed

I had seen three incredible, and indelible Images during that inFamous ~First
Approach~ . . . The First being a 9,000 acre Botanical Sanctuary, called
BrookGreen Gardens, reBuilt and reStored in the late 1800’s on the grounds of
old Rice Plantations by some wealthy folks named Huntington, the Matriarch of
which was an avid and gifted Artist in Her own right, and created a Sculpture
and Statuary Garden with over 800 Exhibits from Artists all over the World . . .
4 miles from ~Home~ . . . Second, was the discovery of a stunning State Park
on the Ocean, also named after the Huntingtons, with an impressive DuneWalk
out towards a 6 mile ShoreLine of absolutely nothing but Sand and Sea, without
a single Sign of human habitational presence in View . . . 3.5 miles from
~Home~ . . . and then, Thirdly, was the ~Home~ ItSelf . . . a quaint,
multiGabled, enChanted DollHouse set upon a Lake, with a billion trees all
around, in a quiet little Enclave called Pawleys Retreat, and 2 miles from the
Ocean, as the Crow, does fly . . .
and on the reTurn Trip, the Decision was made . . . to do sumThing, about The
Quality of My Life, and officially close a 30 Year Chapter in that Life, and
begin aKnew . . . so, I gave a 60 Day Notice to My Employer of 10 years (
Donald Trump ) ( yup ), hired a Mover to haul all My Stuff ( 2 cars,
motorcycle, furniture to fill a 2 bedroom house, over 1,000 Books, 8
bookcases, massive stereo and computer command center, 20 speakers, a
garage-full of tools and benches, and a 6’x 9’ 250lb. not-so-portable train
Village I had built for My Son 15 years ago ( which was about to go through it’s
3rd move, and this time, I had to build a wheeled verticle frame for transport )
which took every cubic inch of a 26’ Truck, plus a car trailer . . . and off, I, (
and the Movers ) went . . .
on a solid 10 hour Jaunt through 3 states, in a ’93 BMW loaded to the Gills with
Electronics and Clothes and whatNot, and arrived ~Home~ at 3:30am on a 32
degree SaturDay Morning, 01/28/06, burnt-out, to say the least, and the
Movers are due by 5:pm . . . which means I have to unPack, sleep, and create
enough room in the Garage for 80% of My Stuff to go, and in only 20% of the
cubic area available . . . oy, vay. . . ‘cause . . . guess what . . . this ~Home~, is
only just a ~Home~, for aWhile . . .

Under, The EyeGlass
( Name Brand )

Every Depth I examine The Scientific,
more definitive becomes, a Signature . . .

Wave, On Wave

cast Your Thread, upon The Water, and sew The Creeds, of Love . . .

When The Saints, Go Marching Thin
( Idle Worship )

The Vatican’s May Dei Parade . . .

Whether, or Naught
( It reigns )

far two windy, to Dei,
and I, without a Vane,
and no Slack, in Sight . . .

While Wishes, Ride Horses
( and Dolphins smile )

Glory, remains, for anOther Dei,
when Her Story, of The Our,
reckons, Every Minute . . .

Wind, Swept
( Tuesday, the 5th )

on a perfectly typical South Florida Afternoon, early in September of ’95,
during an equally typical South Florida onslaught of more Rain in a half hour
than some parts of The World see in a year, and heralded by a typically
stunning Display of Thunder and Lightning, that seemed far too foreboding . . .
I, finding Myself quickly running out of available real estate that had not yet
been recently and mightily scorched to Oblivion by any One of the passing Bolts
of electrified Mayhem, and, also finding Myself acting as the tallest Item
within 200 yards, carefully threaded My Way over to My Truck, parked across
the now darkening and deserted construction Site, under and quite close to the
Trunk of a large, and well-endowed South Florida Pine Tree . . .
The Quirk of Fate had strategically placed the Pine Tree immediately adjacent to
the Driver’s Side of My Truck, so, while standing between the half-opened
Door, with My Back a mere inch or two away from the cold, damp Bark of The
Tree, and My Feet firmly planted upon it’s Roots, It happened . . .
because I usually wear a beat-up black Fedora, whose Brim occludes any upward peripheral Vision, I never saw The Flash of Light, and with My Left
Hand now firmly fused with the Door Handle, I began to Wonder about a
strangely remarkable Sensation cruising up the Length of My Body, and All in
the Time it takes to blink . . .
just now, and almost four Years later, I have had a quiet little Notion enter My
Thoughts, that, on The Surface it seems trivial, yet It provokes a deeper Pause
when examined by My Heart, is the lonely little Fact, that The Feeling, of this
Light, came long before The Sound, of It’s Thunder . . .
When I finally gathered enough of My Wits to decide to get in out of The Reign,
wet, shivering, and hyper-ventilating, I huddled in the Cab of My Truck,
staring at the Radio, listening to NPR’s broadcast of a Man named Cal Ripkin,
who had broken a long-standing Record held by another Champion, of Long
Ago, of one Lou Gehrig, known, to Those who remember Him fondly, for His
Courage, and His Fortitude, only as, The Iron Horse . . .
and Out of The Past, and over The AirWaves, came His Voice . . .
“ . . . and I am the Luckiest Man, on The Face of The Earth . . . ”
It was 4:02pm . . .
The Lightning had cleaved a smoking gash, high up on a major Limb of The
Tree, and would likely prove to be a mortal wound One Day, yet It’s
Significance has left a Lasting Impression upon The Course of My Life, and
My World, and My Universe . . . and My Left Hand, still . . . hums . . .
Then, as Now, when asked by Those who have endured The Telling of My
Story, what, exactly, did It ~feeeel~ like, to be struck by Lightning, My
Answer, Ever was, and will Always be, simply, two five-letter Words, and
They, are Glory, and Grace . . .

Woe, for The MisBeGotten
( Ring, Round, The Moon )

’Lo, The Circle, of Heaven,
hold The Phantom’s Heart, for Me,
Keep, of The Soul of Chaos,
Ever told, and for Always, to see,
Time, to bathe Sorrow’s Fate,
flow, My River of Tears, for Thee,
So, cast Your Eyes, on High,
for All, Our Love, Again, is Free . . .

O

^^

Writing
( on a PenMan’s Ship )



~~~~
~~

is The Dance I dance, mostly Alone, yet Ever in search of

a Glimpse, or Touch, or The Essence of My Muse, as She

moves, as Liquid, amid The Corridors of My Heart, flying,

as Phantom, or Butterfly, along the Blue-Gray Halls of My

Memory, as I hold The Hand of Hope, and wait, listening,

so patiently, for Her seldom heard Whisper, of Fulfillment . . .




~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Eighth DoveTale

The Rock of Patience

a Parade of Suns converge, and as far Away as The IcanSea,
having pledged Their Allegiance to The Wishes of Always,
and to serve The Paragon of All Her Virtues with undying
Courage and Grace, who stands before Her now, with The
Might of Titans, and His Blade of Truth shimmering, in The
Light of The Coming Dei . . . and out beyond The Reach of
Her eternal Dominion, out beyond even where Her Angels
have feared to tread, the Darkness waits, with a shallow and
shuddered Breath, because The Weight of All Certainty now
bears down upon Its ancient Heart, with a Purpose never
before remembered, and a Point, It will never soon forget . . .

The Waiting

The River, of Light

with Their Chariots glistening in The Light of ten thousand Suns, The
Guardians, Her Children of The Clouds, pause on Their Voyage, to witness,
and regard a Servant of Time, kneeling among The Stars, with The Legions of
Heaven arrayed above and below Him, His Eyes, cast down, whispering of
Sorrow and Shame, born from a Heart of great Courage, as He lays The Chains
from around His Soul, down, around The Lace, of Grace . . .
The Tracks of His Tears, mark a Journey of Infinite Days, and passionless
Nights, of a World of Pain, of a World in the Throes of Chaos, a World on the
Frontiers of Madness, where a Child sleeps Alone, afraid of the Fear in His
Heart, afraid of being forgotten by Heaven, and afraid of living in a World
without Love, without Kindness, without The Shelter of just One Smile to Ever
call His very Own . . .
somehow, The Face is known to Him, muses The Angelic Warrior, somehow,
He knows of the Grief being shed before Him, somehow, His Heart breaks,
and a Tear falls from His Eye, and becomes One, becomes wrapped within a
Sea of Many, an endless River of Tears, for when Angels cry, Their Tears
become The Rain of Joy, The Twilight Path, of Her Evening Song . . .
and with The Grace of Eagles, He raises His Hand for Universal Silence, His
Rings of Brilliance awaits, The Fires of Their Passion rivaling The Core of The
Sun, and They listen, Their Hearts, TripHammers of Devotion and
Compassion, a fevered Rush of Purpose, of a Promise to keep, and All hushed,
while Their Paragon of Her Virtue, The Soldier without a Name or a Number,
commands Their AllMighty Allegiance . . .
We were not sworn, We are,
We were not sought, We seek,
We were not selected, We chose . . .
We, are The Power of All Love,
We, are The Chariots of The Sun,
We, are The Children of The Clouds,
We, are Vanguard of A Voyage of Kings . . .
and, with a Gleam of Affection in His Eye, The Pride of Avalon keenly regards
His Mistress, The Angel of Love, with a Longing no Man, gone or yet lived,
has Ever known, save perhaps in Dreams, and with a Passion borne of The
Light of The Millennia, Eons in coming, roaming for Eternity the very Flight
of His Soul, a Tear wells in His Eye once more . . . and with The Grace of
Eden, She raises Her Hand to capture It before It falls, and She smiles, for She
knows of His Intent, and She knows of His Love, and the infinite Patience of
His Heart, for She is The Path of His Desire, She is The Fire of All Creation,
and She is The Dawn, and Her Light, and Her Name, are Always . . .

A Bridge, too Far
( A Way )

is held up, by Suspension . . .

( re: The Cable Guys )

A Candle, in The Window
( of Hope )

i
yes, there are Many Things I am desperate to tell U, and Most, as U can well assume, come from a Place
quite New to Me, and that is both Magnificent, on The One Hand, and very Frightening, on The Other . . .
The First, is because of The Magnitude of The Joy of knowing U, of loving U, and of holding U, through It
All, from the sheer Splendor of Your Affections, to The Myriad of emOceans that flow from The River of
Your Heart, and The Meadows, of Your Mind, to The Very Wonder, of The Very Woman U have become,
and will be . . .
The Second, is because, of a Journey Taken, through The Mountains that stand in The Way of Our
Tomorrow, that cast dreadfull Shadows on The Light that shines upon The Two of Us, and mute The Echo
that resonates through Our Souls, and through Our Beginning, as One . . .
and The Sum, of This Whole, is that This Place, is inDeed, a Balance being kept, between The Agony,
and The Ecstasy . . . between what is Right, and what feels Wrong . . . between Our Heaven and Our Hell . . .
between The Pieces of Our Puzzle that seem to fit, perfectly, and The Pieces that do seem to belong, to
SomeWhere Else . . .
We are naught Angels, My Dear, nor are We the Devils We sumTimes appear to portray, in The Worst of
OurSelves, in The Grasp of Our Weaknesses, Our Frailties, and Our Fears . . . yet, if We truly believe, in
The Gifts that God has seen fit to grant Us, who Now watches Over Us, as The Children We are, Then, We
can rest Assured, that whatEver Our Transgressions have brought Us, and whereEver Our Trespasses have
taken Us, All, will be forgiven, and All, is what We have to hold, and All, ly in The Arms, of Love,
Again . . .
what I imagine U hope to find, on This Journey toward Your Truth, is Grace, and Understanding, and Most
of All, Peace . . . and I am Here to tell U, that while Peace remains elusive, for Now, and U are Well on
Your Way toward trying to understand All The CircumStances that brought U to This Precipice of
unCertainty, please remember, All that I hold Dear, All that I love, is wrapped inSighed what U have
Always possessed . . . and that is Grace . . .
yes, The One Hand, is quite full, and yes, The Other, is now empty, and All We have left to regard, are
The Memories that wander in The Space, Between . . . and as U walk through The Corridors of Your Heart,
know that Your FootSteps echo in Mine, and though it is The Darkest, just before The Dawn, All that U
need to follow, All that U need to find Your Way Home, is The Light, shining through, from a Candle,
waiting, Here, in My Window, Still . . .

A Leash, on A ButterFly
( chain, rope, wire, or thread )

Knot, in any One’s write Mind . . .

A Longer Road
( to Square, One )

Whiles, and Miles, I have yet to roam,
to find The Place, that once was Home,
The Years, and Tears, behind Me now,
will lead Me There, I pray, SomeHow,
and as Long as I know, where You are,
Your Light is the Path, to find My Star,
this Voyage will end, I know not when,
for Ever shall Always find Love, Again . . .

A Penny, A Page
( for My Thoughts )

if Ever a Chance, to redeem, of Course,
yes, I could Always buy, an Iron Horse . . .

( A Legend )

A Penny, for My Thoughts
( Zero, most tell )

then, I were, a rich Man . . .

A Question, for Balance
( Tryorities )

so Much, there is Still, needing to be Told,
while My Life, Ever stands, in The Weigh . . .

A Question, of Balance

“ oh God, where for art Thou ? ” . . .

All, that Remains, to be Seen . . .

A Rhyme, to Reason
( An Other Day )

✹
Rain,
Rain, of
this I pray,
return, to Me,
I dream, One Day,
Rain, Rain, this I say,
You have been, too
long, Away . . .
✹
Rain,
Rain, of
this I sigh,
I long to know
The Reasons Why,
Rain, Rain, this I cry,
Your Joy I need, to
fill My Sky . . .
✹
Rain,
Rain, of
this, I pen,
come, and stay
for Ever, and Then,
Rain, Rain, this, I pen,
so I will know, Your
Love, Again . . .

A Star, in The ’Evan’s
( A Sun, to The Sky )

The Light of My Fruition, My Wings, My Chariot of The Aweds . . .

A Walk, from Hell

The First One Thousand Pages . . .

( Book I, of The Voyage of Kings )

A World, Without End
( Ever, Rests )

The Pillars, of Thy Mirth . . .

Above Compassion

is Under, Standing . . .

Æon

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*

i
The Light, of The Millennia,
cast, from a Distant Fire,
roam It will, for Ever,
The Path of My Desire . . .

Air, of Content
( Home, Again )

_
Ω
soar Away, My Sweet Angel,
My Flower, of Lace,
Edenbound,
on Wings, of
Passion’s Grace . . .

All The Funny in The World
( is in My Call It )

and The Check, is in The Male . . .

( will He Clear, or will He Flounce )

All The Subtlety, of A Comma
( is Breath, taking )

the Pause, at
The Break of Say,
holding A Place,
or Space, for
the next
Wing,
in Line . . .

All Things, Must Pass
( as Angels pray )

The Promise, that I have made to The Stars, was to remember Her,
and The FullFillMeant of that Promise, is to finally tell, Her Story . . .

All Ways

i
pLace Your Flame, to The Edge, of Night,
then, You recall, The Point, of Her Might . . .

All, An Angel, Is
( I, am )

the Spirit,
of The Poet, that
Ever Was, and that
Ever Will Be, for
I am where,
Ever, is,
now, that You, can see . . .

An Echo, Always, Returns
( to Thee )

i
The Balance, Now at Hand, is measured only by The Sum
of It’s Whole, and I guess, the only Place to regard It, is
from a Distance . . .
I can only hope to see This, and, what It has meant to Me,
in The Light, of The Promise, of Our Glorious
RelationShip . . .
while I emphatically regret The Means by which It has
unFolded, accompanied by the sheer Emptiness of losing
U, I must try and understand Your Reasons, and honor
Them, with All The Grace They deserve . . .
that I was not, in The End, All I had hoped to become in
Your Eyes, nor was I The One, to be allowed to stand
Present in Your Proximity, for The Rest of Your Days, is
SumThing I will learn to understand in Time, I suppose,
and, I can only embrace The Truth of It All, with
ForGiveness . . .
that I will hold Each Memory, Each MoMeant, Each
MileStone, in My Heart, for Ever, is certainly The Last
Gift I can give to U, and I will do so, with Every passing
Day of My Life . . . because there are No Days, to compare
with Those Days, when I walked in The Light, of Your
Smile . . .
howEver Long U hold Me in Your Heart, be It Days, or
Months, or Years, know that U will hold My Love as well,
from This Moment On, until All Your Moments Fade, and
This will be The One Promise I can fulfill, when and if U
decide to remember, when and if U come to The Place U
are trying to go, know that I will be There, in Your
Precious Heart, and Yes, loving U, Still . . .
and just maybe, One Day, I will look into The Sun, on
My Horizon, and see U running, with Your Arms, Wide
Open, running towards Me, Angel . . .

AnOther Dei

anOther Fifty Sents . . .

As The Arc, becomes The Circle
( so too, The Ring )

The Glimmer, of Understanding, comes to Life, in The Wink, of Compassion’s Eye,
while Forgiveness, as The Witness, becomes Their Rhyme, and Their Reason, Why . . .

As We Bow Our Heads
( and Pray )

to remove The Dread, from Our Table,
to enact The Saving of Our Grace,
to receive Our Just Desserts . . .

Beautiful Dreamer
( blue, Sky )


if
I dy
before
We wake,
then We, will
know, I made a
Mistake . . .

By The Sighed, of The Rowed

Mercy Street, is where We will meet,
and This, is So, All, will know,
The When, of Love, Again . . .

Cutter, Sound

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
My Life sails on a Ship of Dreams,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
on The Seas of Rapture,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
on The Winds,
~~~~~~~~~
of endless
~~~~~~
Days,
~~~~
with
~~
U...

Diamonds, Are

for The Children,
and Tomorrows,
for The Music,
and Fragrance of Life,
for The Night,
before The Dawn,
for Seas of Sorrow,
and The Islands of Joy,
for The Sky,
My Heart’s Domain,
for The Wind,
My Spirit to fly,
for The Love,
and The River of Sighs,
. . . for Ever . . .

Down Through The Ages
( where Ever, U are )





Time, is The Grace of Space, and
The Remains of A Dei, will
be for Ever, to Always,
because Infinity, is
Their Voyage,
of Things . . .



Drowning, in The River of Words

with Every Breath of Her, I take . . .

Either, Ways
( a ProxyMoron )

see no evil, or, live on ees . . .

Eve

Quiet was The Dawn, as She cracked The Sky,
and poured, as Liquid, over The Garden . . .
Quiet was The Mockingbird, as I walked near,
like a Sentry, before Whom, All shall pass . . .
Quiet was My Heart, and still with Wonder,
for I could not fathom The Beauty before Me . . .
Quiet was This Love, in Your Eyes, as I
beheld My Reflection, in Pools, of Innocence . . .

Eyether, Weighs
( a Palindrome )

madam, o’ madam . . .

( how I miss U, still )

Final Desire

i
and, when my last breath passes, and the golden moment of salvation
awaits, let it be known, the foremost thought I shall carry
upon the timeless journey, is the everlasting
purpose, of my fidelity . . .
I love you
and all the treasures that I so possess, either material, or
spiritual, are for ever, yours, as they have always been,
from the beginning, and to do with them, what you will,
to fulfill the promise of every dream still and yet undone . . .

First, Verse


shatter
The Night, with Her
Radiance, kiss His Heart,
with Her Grace, Her
Light as soft as
Ribbons
of Joy, Her
Touch, like silk, upon
@
His Face . . .

First, Words

shatter The Night, with Your Radiance,
and kiss My Heart, with Your Grace,
Your Light, as soft, as Ribbons of Joy,
Your Touch, as silk, upon My Face . . .

For The Better

a Penny,
for Your Thoughts, A
Quarter, if They Change,
and A Dime, if They
Rhyme . . .

From The Rattle, and The Hum
( comes The Rock, of The Ages )

U, too . . .

from The VineYards, of NoWhere
( saved, by Zero )

The Naybors, brought over, a Bottle of Whine, which
tasted, as though crushed, from The Grapes of Wrath,
while surely quite seldom, were They Friends of Mine,
so I bade Them return Home, and quit using The Path . . .

If You Close Your Eyes, Your Tears Will Never Fall
If Your Tears Never Fall, You Will Never See, Love
( Again )


oh
Angel,
do not cry,
Your Love, is
EveryThing, and
All there is, to
give . . .

Imagine, Eagles
( in Evan’s Eyes )

imagine a Place,
where it Rains only when You wish,
and Wishes come True, only when You mile,
imagine a Purpose, when The Moment You realize
where You are going, shall be remembered Always,
as The Time of Your Life, and imagine a Passion,
that burns, with The Light of The Sun, and
takes a Boy's Dream, and sends It,
around The Moon . . .



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~







~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




with The Love, in a GrandFather’s Heart . . .

In The Look, of Regard

Grace, has no i . . .

Islands, of The Heart

This is, All We have, My Son,
are The Moments, of a Life, We give,
The Parts, of Ourselves, We share,
*
with Those We love, and live,

*
*

All We have, My Son,


*

are The Dreams of mortal Men,

*
*

of sailing across The Rivers of Time,
to The Moments We call Love, Again,
All We have, My Son, is This . . .

Keeping My ~i~ in The Fire

‘til We All get learned . . .

Moments

alone Together,
on a Winter’s Night,
with the quiet Warmth,
of a Hearth ablaze,
We will sit,
with Hearts as One,
and talk of Days to come . . .

alone Together,
on a Summer’s Eve,
with The Fire of Love,
forEver in Our Eyes,
We will sit,
with Hearts as One,
and talk of Days gone by . . .

Muse

oh lay Me down softly, Ever deep within The Comfort, of Your Loving Arms,
sing to Me, of Long Ago, of Days filled with Roses, and Islands, in The Sun . . .

of Purple Mounted Majesties
( fly United )

oh, Beautiful, for Gracious Skies, soaring Above, Thy fruited Plain,
as Ever I dance, for a single Glance, while Amber, waves, of Reign . . .

of This Dei

from The Moment I was Ever born,
I have Always, been dying, to tell . . .

Offering

. . . I remember September . . .

i
A Fire in Our Eyes, burned,
from The Depths of Our Souls,
united We gave Ourselves to Life,
to Infinite Horizons of Infinite Love . . .

on The Whether, for SunDei

Light wins from The East, at 3 Smiles per Our,
mostly Crowdy, a slight Chance of Norms,
low Stupidity, and 100% Participation . . .

One Dei
( at a Time )

how do I hold All this Joy, inSighed this simple, yet time-worn Heart of Mine, without It breaking . . .
how do I remember, Each Moment of this Symphony that is Your Life, as U lay Them, at My Feet . . .
how do I embrace the very Notion, of All that I hold Dear, living within The Galaxies of Your Eyes . . .
how do I exist, when the Air that I breathe, is borne on The Wings, of The Whisper, of Your Name . . .

Praise Be, to Heaven

One Rose, born without Thorns,
has finally come to kiss The Sky . . .

Prima

of Cyan Skies, amid Golden Days,
Roses and Memories, by Moonlight,
Sweet Breezes blow, down to The Sea,
to sing a Song, of Night,
for You, My Love,
and Me . . .
Crimson Clouds, and Rainbow Mist,
Rivers and Dreams, weave gently On,
Sweet Breezes blow, down to The Sea,
to sing a Song, of Sighs,
for You, My Love,
and Me . . .

Purple Rein

if building Castles, made of Sand, its not The How, its The Try,
building Castles, made of And, is not The Where, but The Why . . .

Reigning While The Son Shines
( Whether OutLook )

occaisional DownFalls, and partly Rowdy, with Wins
out of The East, at a million Smiles per Hour,
with a one hundred percent Chance
of Participation . . .

Rowing with Either Ors
( flailing Away )

is just navigating on The Edge, of a Circle . . .

Sanctuary

You have given My Heart, Everything . . . for Love, Kindness, and Understanding,
as The Days pass into Years, each and every Moment brings The Joys of a Lifetime,
All captured, in The Beauty of Your Smile, and in The Softness, of Your Embrace . . .

SeaFury

and to those whose evil
would harm a child,
you too will know
of Vengence wild,
for those who smiled,
while on your path,
they too will ride
My Sword of Wrath . . .
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Seasons

All I desire from Life, is
Her Love,
Her Hand,
Her Heart,
Her Understanding . . .
and to find within Myself,
The Wisdom,
The Devotion,
The Compassion,
The Love, in return . . .

Sents, from The Break of Dei

The Rhymes, in My Coffee, of
All The Sweetness, in My Thee . . .

SkyLine

wine, laughter, and song, black tie and lace, dancing, without end . . .

So, Grant Me
( Distribution of Funs )

Every Thing that I Need, to
give Them All Their Wants . . .

L

Eye, and Ear, as One . . .

Spectra Harmonica

StareWay, to Heaven
( The Eyebyss )

✹
as
I look, in
Your Eyes, and I
✹

see those Cyan Skies, I know
Your Diamonds,
are just for
Ever . . .
✹

✹

for when She is . . .

SumWhere, over The ReignBeau
( Eye Dream )

of BedTime Glories, and Moody Garlands . . .

Sweet Sorrow


The
Tear,
that welled
in The Corner
of Your Eye, was
born from a crystal blue
Pool of Love, shimmering,
and quietly It fell, to melt
My Heart, away . . .


Tears, from The Moon
( The LunaSea )


if
Ever
I shall
return, to
the Cool Water
of Paradise, to Her
EverLasting Touch of
Silk upon My Skin, then,
I shall remember, Each Day,
and The Longest of Nights, so
Never shall I forget, Each of
The Moments, I missed
Her Smile . . .

The After Midnight Ride, of The Call, Revere

1:00, if by Land, 2:00, if by Sea . . .

The August, of The Twenty First
( I, Be, Leave )

in Thy Savior’s Name, on This Day, He came,
and Yes, All of This, I shall lay, at Your Feat . . .

The Awe, of The Sum, of The Whole
( Wonder struck )

beyond Words . . .

The Box, of Pain
( of The InnoSent )

if not for Me, or Thee, why not, for Her,
so take The Wait, off Her Shoulders,
before Her Smile, smolders, so
All that remains, is The Dei . . .

( so please, light My Flyer )


*

*

The Bride
Radiant, is what you are . . .
the very Air around You vibrates
with the Excitement and Happiness
flowing from Your Heart . . . You
quench a Man’s eternal Thirst
for Beauty, and Perfection . . .
to know You, and be with You
are Wonders to behold . . . Visions
of You, dance and play in My Mind,
while Obsession becomes The Master
of My Heart . . . a glorious Blessing of
Freedom, is what You are, to explore
Ourselves within each Other, giving,
caring, loving . . . as each Moment
becomes a Testament of Faith, in
Our Purpose, and, Our Passion . . .
a Man surely dreams of One Day
finding that golden Moment, born
when The Bridge is crossed, from One
Heart, to One Heart, One Hand, to anOther,
for when Two become One, One is Always, for Ever . . .

The Color, of Sky

and The Presence, are All wrapped,
in The Cloak, of Simplicity, and
Each are All tied, with a Beau . . .

The Dei, The Earth, Stood, Still
( A Rage, of Angels )

driven, relentless,
across The Sky, like a Hurricane, far
from Oblivion, flying into The Heart of Hope,
from The West to The East over the barren Isles,
searching for Their Reason, and Their Season,
and The Honor of All Mankind, Ever
waiting, sumWhere,

along The Why, ’95 . . .

The Echo, of Eden’s Return
( Dead Man, Walking )

oh Yes, There, from The Rock of Patience, She waits, and She looks,
out over Her ConstanSea, out along Their Path, to KnowWhere,
toward The Gates of Her Dominion, the Portals of Sorrow,
for There, is where Her Glory rode, so Long Ago,
out, of Her Heart, out, of Her Garden, out,
of Her Morning Mist, to find A Dream,
to find A Reason, to find A Rose . . .
and ’Lo, under A Coral Sky,
He leads His Ebony Horse,
Emanon, and, His Sword,
glistening in Dawn’s Light, as
Hope reflects in Her Eyes, as Tears
caress Her Face, as He walks, The Grace
of Angels, Evermore, toward Her Loving Arms,
and The Memory of All Things Dear, toward The Promise,
of Her Love, Again, and There, in His Hand, and Always in Her Heart,
The Phoenix Rose . . .

The Error, of Our Weighs
( by The Scales )

is measured, by a Ton of Fire, on The One Hand,
a Ton of Ice, on The Other, balanced
by a Feather of Kindness,
in Between . . .

The Face, in My Rear View Mirror

One Dei, The Sun, asked, if He could borrow The Star,
while, He Ever so promised, He would not fly very Far,
and of that, said The Father, might be All together Nice,
just whereEver He roamed, Always remember, no Dice . . .

The Face, in My Rear View Mirror

The Parallax View

( and don’t forget to check the Flattery, and the Spoil, before smarting the Engine,
then fill the Thanks, spill the Lights, make sure Its in Lark, burn the Keys, set It
in Thrive ( never reVerse ), don’t use the Swipers, and Always, step on The Past )

The Fall, From Behind

as All Eyes, face Forward, to greet The Dei,
and The Sky, reaches High, to heal The Cracks,
as So It Is, leans Forward, to kiss Come What May,
Always Was, tells Because, there are no Turning Backs . . .

The Formulae, of Success
( Equals )

division, by Zero . . .

The Light, know One, Sees
( The Blind’s Desire )

The Multitudes, by The Score, walk on by, holding Hands, as The Walls come a’crumblin’ down,
trading Tears for Fears, never seeing The Flight of The Sun, never knowing The Light of The Way
being cast upon Their Seeds of Doubt, Ever waiting for The Reins of Their unWillingness, to seize
The Dei . . .

The Monarch, of Mercy
( Aun Aprendo )

The Son, of The One, and The Sun . . .

The Passed
( becomes The Presence )

in The Time it takes to forget,
U will remember EveryThing,
when to Morrow, Ever comes . . .

The Peace, of The Rock, of Patience
( a Rose )

so became The Light, in The Eye, of God,
old as Time, and Rhyme, Infinity HerSelf . . .

The Promise, of Hope
( My Whirled )

and to So, there It
was, and, to Remember, It was told,
of An Echo, once born, from The Deis of Old . . .
and for every Tear cried in The Name of The Dove,
then for Ever there will reign a mighty Sea of Love . . .
and out beyond The Reach this Voice did roam,
to tell The Story of A Place, He will
Always call, Home . . .

( a pale blue Gem, in a dark velvet Sky )

The Reign, In Spain
( will be )

just like EveryWhere Else . . .

The Seven Colors, of The Reignbeau

The Seven Bells of nEver, hung by
The Seven Chains of Awakening, rung by
The Seven Promises of Hope, sung by
The Seven Voices of Paradise
The Seven Prayers in Hell
The Seven Sisters of The Sun
The Seven Jewels of Innocence
The Seven Pearls of Wisdom
The Seven Rays of The Sun
The Seven Wings of Man
The Seven Days of May
The Seven Odes of Joy
The Seven Echoes, of I
The Seven Arcs of Light
The Seven Seas of Virtue
The Seven Engines of God
The Seven Horns of Plenty
The Seven Cries of Freedom
The Seven Swans of Majesty
The Seven Reasons to Believe
The Seven Trumpets of Dawn
The Seven Springs of Summer
The Seven Dolphins of Avalon
and The Seven Wonders, of U . . .

The Sum, of The Hole, and The Hole, of The Some
( Joys are Us )

for what U have Striven, and All, U have Done, for Heaven’s Sake,
Love, Ever rests, between what U have Given, and All that U Take . . .

The Temerity Prayer

God, grant Me the Patience,
to reject the Things I cannot change,
the Compassion to change the Things I can,
and finally the Wisdom, to bestow The Difference . . .

The Triple Crown
( HorseFeathers )

while He runs, for The Roses,
He tries to keep His Fur, long . . .

( yeah, but He’s only good for a Smile, and a Quarter )

The Wait, on My Shoulders
( Atlas )

is as old as Rhyme, and Time, Eternity Itself . . .

The Way, After All

All These Words, were for naught, and All These Dreams, so will rot, in The Fields, of “ Woe, are We ”,
for I will finish, All I have started, until the evil has departed, from The Grace, of This Place, called Thee . . .

The Wholly Land

Fleece, on Earth . . .

Those Voices, Carry
( of Angels, waiting )

and Your Prayers, are The Echoes, in Return . . .

To Consider, All Things
( must pass, On )




the view
of Your Place, in
Nature’s Portrait of
Reason, would be
The Breath of
fresh Heirs . . .





to Fly, on A Leaf
( through Avon’s Wood )

l
if a
Poem
were not
so hard to read,
A Bookman, and I,
would be Friends,
indeed,
l
if a
Poem
were not
so hard to sell,
A Bookman, and I,
would be Famous,
as well,
l
if a
Poem
were not
a standard fare,
A Bookman, and I,
would harvest, a
lion share,
l
if a
Poem
was not just
words on a page,
A Bookman, and I
would walk, on a
gilded stage . . .

TwiLight

Snow fell softly, down upon The Meadow,
a Blanket of Stillness befell every Breath, every Thought,
The Air stood crystal, a Sea of frozen Light,
Moonlight burned Your Silhouette deep into My Memory,
because You were as Radiant, as The Stars . . .

Universal Renascence
( in The i of Nadira )

so too shall reign, as The Feminine Supreme,
where The Heart, is The Mind, of The Body . . .

uniVersatility
( Picture This )

The Art, of The Statement, is
The State, of The Art, meant . . .

We Can Do AnyThing
( Deserved, or Desired )

We, want . . .

What Birds, of A Whether
( say, Together )

I can Always, try flyin’,
or I will Ever, dy tryin’ . . .

What Ever Happens

from Here, on Out, is All in The Passed,
beCause, The Few Tour, is where
Always is at The Center,
of EveryThing . . .

When Dolphins Smile

when The Dawn, steps, upon Our Shore,
even The Tide, shall ebb, no more, and
as The Moon turns, to face The Dei,
one million Churches, begin
to pray . . .

When Songs Fade
( and Echoes die )

of Ages past, Home at Last, and
I lay My Sword, upon The Shelf,
The Path, I took, in writing This
Book, I found It, All by Myself,
and when All Days are done, yet
as I soar toward The Sun, I shall
remember, All Precious Things,
for Truth, shall be told, as Ever
The Pages unFold, in this Story,
called, The Voyage of Kings . . .

Zephyr

The Wind, whispered to Me, of a Love found, in The Heart of a Woman,
as Ever I whispered, to The Wind, of a Love found, in The Heart of You . . .

The Ninth DoveTale

The Windmills of Eden

high above a Meadow, and caught somewhere in The Gravity
of a world long betrayed by The Follies of Men, a world long
forsaken by The Eyes of Heaven, an Eagle drifts upon unseen
breezes, circling in long, lazy Arcs across an early azure Sky,
while keenly watching The Path down far below, of a Child,
walking toward the waiting Arms, of Destiny . . . and in The
Time of A Wink, and The Wish of a Promise, the Sound of
Bells begins to carry across a Sea of Glass, and a bejeweled
Sword emerges from The Depths of Antiquity, borne by a
Woman’s triumphant Hand, and The Moon, slowly turns, to
face The Fall, of the Night . . .

The Waiting

The Dory’s Wake
( in Charon’s, I )

as a chilly fog of hopelessness settles, once more, upon The River’s quiet rush,
as if to blanket All that is left to mourn in Shrouds of pearl-grey Ivy, there, out
beyond The Reach, where Shadows play across The Water like errant Children,
a Susurration steals through The Air as if to herald a Purpose not yet known,
even to Itself . . .
when, at last, as The Dory disappears beyond The Bend, a Ring forms on The
Surface, slowly growing wider with each passing Thought, until Another, then
a Third, radiates Outward with a Precision not found in the World of Men . . .
and then, at the Epicenter, a Woman's Hand, bloody and raw, having fought
every Battle since Time’s First Breath, rises up through The Mist, bearing a
Sword of brilliant luster, graced with The Jewels of An Empire, and pointing,
toward The Heavens . . .

*

*

*

The Doryman ceases His rhythmed Task, and sets His Oars to rest upon the
Locks, and listens, while a whisper of dread wraps itself around His Heart, and
wonders of The Voice He knows He heard, coming from around The Bend,
and slowly lifts His Head to face His Fears . . .
and through the waning Cloak of Night, as The Kiss of Dawn flows, as Liquid,
down across The Way of Souls, He gazes back from whence He came, and
hears, from SomeWhere beyond The Dory’s Wake, came Three Rings, as
clear to Him as His own Breath, and He smiles, and returns to The Task Fate
gave Him, and knowing, that Truth, has risen, Again . . .

The Waiting

The Wind, knows The Way
( Home )

setting out on an August Morn, upon a Path barely revealed amid the waist-high grasses,
walks a boy, eyes bright with Promise, and keeping a determined pace, in hopes of
finding the source of the Voices, before the Noonday Sun found him, too far from
the deep quiet shade of his yard, now miles distant . . .
this, his third attempt, after brief and random excursions well within sight of Home,
was to be his most daring, for he had never ventured this far out onto The Downs alone
before, and without a single Cloud to obscure an endlessly pale, blue Sky, his loneliness
had become All the more Complete . . .
high Above, a chevron, small and dark to his periodic gaze, circling in long, lazy arcs,
flew an eagle, there since Daybreak when his Voyage began . . . He longed, for just a
Moment, to share It’s Domain, to see with It’s Eyes, to know, All that lay beyond
his earthbound View . . .
the last Trace of a Morning’s Dew left It’s Mark upon his passage, leaving cool and
silvery Trails upon his skin, reminding him, of his thirst . . . yet, before his Thoughts
became a Wish, he heard The Sound of The Stream, running Somewhere, up beyond a
Rise . . .
as he slowly gave himself, to The Height of Wonder, The Splendor fell Away below him
to a wide and verdant Plain, a Valley, in The Sun . . . and there, standing for All to see,
standing along The Shores of The Stream, standing in The Light, of All Things Dear,
were The Lilies, with Hearts as One, singing, with Voices as bright as The Dawn,
and with the palms of his hands, he dries the Tears from his eyes, and beholds
The Sight of Ten Thousand Angels, heralding The Return of Love Again,
welcoming him to Avalon, bathing him in Awareness, that Each
and Every One, knows he bears The Name, of Hope . . .

A Forest, for The Tree

We ask OurSelves, Each and Every Day, whether or naught The Paths We choose are pointing in
The Right Direction, or if The Reasons for going There, are Those that will provide Us with a
closer Look toward The Who and What We are, and perhaps a clearer Understanding, of The
Where and Why of Our Destination . . .
more Often as Naught, We do This because We believe in Our Inner Voice, that tells Us We are
a Part of some invisible Whole, drawing Us closer to The Inevitable Sum, where We will One
Day arrive at Our Purpose within The Meaning of Life, and Our Place, within The Tapestry, of
This Grand Design . . .
as We journey Onward, Some of Us, will follow The Path trusting in Our Heads, and Some,
will answer only to Our Hearts, leaving All The Rest, to find The Balance, in The Space
Between . . . yet, regardless of where The Echo might originate within Us, or if We Ever take
The Time to even listen, rest Assured, It is Our Souls that will, ultimately, answer The Call . . .
still, there is SumThing quite extraOrdinary, that Each and Every Soul is bound to enCounter, by
The Grace of God, as We walk along The Way . . . and That, is The Existence, of One who holds
The Completeness, and therefore holds The FullFillMeant, of AnOther . . . A Companion, A
Friend, A Lover, A Mate, of Our Very Own Soul . . .
and So, My Dearest One, It is naught by Chance, or even by Circumstance, that This Very Soul
of Mine, after All These Years, and All These Tears, has finally come Home, to The Very Point,
of U . . .

A Hollow Cost

The Obscene, of The Crime . . .

A Lamb’s Lament
( as The Lions, roared )

give Fleece, a Chance . . .

A MapMaker’s Dream
( See, Fairer )

of a StoryTeller’s Voyage, across
Rhyme, and Time, Infinity Itself . . .

A PathFinder’s Promise

The sElection, of If, is The disAppointment, of When,
because The Road to Why and How, are not misTaken,
and, of Course, The Question of Where, is on Its Own . . .

A Place, called Mercy
( at The Corner, of First, and Main )

between Liberty, and Justice,
and as Always, on The Right . . .

A Question, of Justice
( An Angel’s pLight )

She blindly bears The Wait of It . . . . . . . Why ? . . .

A Smile, in His Eyes
( SonBeam )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
The Spark, of
The Wonder, I see,
so fresh, so alive, is He,
of Bridges He has yet to cross,
weight, of Time, or Sorrow’s loss,
so I wrap Him, safe, in Wisdom’s Veil,
as He comes of Age, flying Manhood’s Sail,
may I walk for Ever, in The Light of His Days,
in Fields of Youth, in All His Smile portrays . . .

A Strange Her, in The Crowd
( Mother, of God )

i
as She stood, there, before The Cross, watching The Agony, of Her Loss,
She heard The Light, of His Voice, through, and through . . .
All This, will surely come Again, for These,
are The Follies, of Men, and
They know naught,
what They do . . .
and while She did pray,
His Light, went Away,
for He, was Her Sun, too . . .

A Walk Through The Dark
( God’s sMile )

for Each, and Every Step, that U take . . .
Always, reduces The Distance by half,

AdorA

I heard Beauty, then, I saw, and now, I feel . . .

Advent

for I have embraced, an Angel . . .

Aero

come, Angel, and ride My winged Chariot, to Night,
drawn with The Might, of 700 and One,
Ebony left, and Ivory right . . .

Algebraic Elations
( Mined Games )

And, is to Have, what For, is to Give . . .

All About Eve
( of Apples, and Oranges, Sons, and Daughters )
( The Choice, that gave It All, A Way )
These Fruits, of Her Labors, and
The Looks, from Her Neighbors,
which were, of Course, Her Kin,
though against All of Her Wishes,
Eden now smelled like Fishes, so
Her Patience had worn quite Thin,
“ I will Always do what Ever I can,
despite the folly of this Man ” tho’
She did not know, where to begin,
and so She looked toward The Sky,
to find The Reasons ~Why~ which
would Ever be The Source, of All Women’s
Pain, “ through It All, I will take The Fall ”,
and, just Then, The Night, began, to Reign . . .

( if A Pedestal U see, then A Pedestal, It be )

All EnCompassing

keeping KnowWhere, in Sight . . .

All Shes Are Praying
( YokoMotion )

is to give Peace, a Glance . . .

All The Ways, of Infinity

because
No One, will Ever, understand,
The Miles, and Smiles, long left Behind,
for This, was nEver, what She had, in Mind,
and Gone, are Those Days, Ever tore Asunder,
leaving Always to wait, as Always to wonder,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
why . . .

All They Are Saying
( was )

give Police a Chance . . .

All Thy Treasures Chest
( I, Matey )

unlock The Secrets, of Her Universe,
by using The Keys, to This uniVerse . . .

All We Ever Need
( is )

Love, Love, Love . . .

All, By, Thy, Self

don’t wannabe . . .

Alloy

I am Silver,
and,
You are Gold,
and,
We are The Metal,
in
The Ring of Friendship . . .

Altar Bridge
( The Last, One, Standing )

I, Am, Alive . . .

personal and confidential
at Melinda’s Gate . . .
as U might have Guessed,
this most humble Request . . .

An Audience, with A Queen
( for A Dei )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
be Aware of A Book that comes in A Box,
yes mark My Words, for This Book, talks,
so late One Eve, U must uncover The Sight,
to begin Your Journey, by A Candle’s Light,
for There, U shall find, most glorious Things,
rest, in A Place, called, The Voyage of Kings . . .
 *
4, *
*
Ever,
yOars,
IronHorse
an Olde Flame . . .
bmw: it will arrive on FriDei ( The Thirteen ), 09.05.08, via USPS, sumTime, in The AfterNune,
and perhaps, The 4 of Us, can play a Round, or 2, and discuss ~bending The Margins~, if U like . . .

An Episode, of Friends

FreeRuns . . .

And Always, The Train, Shall Meet
( The Gleaning, of Life )

Two, is to Have, what Four has to Give,
and what For has to Give, To is to Have . . .

And Carried, on The Steed, of Light
( E = MC, squared )

Ever = My Child, spared . . .

And I Whispered, To The Wind
( for Always, It knows My Name )


oh
please,
never leave
My Thoughts,
and I, Alone, yes
I broke Her Heart, so
for this I can never Atone,
yes, please, never leave, My
Thoughts, and I, Alone, for this
Voyage to Sadness, I, for Ever take
The Throne, so, please, never leave,
My Thoughts, and I, Alone, pray,
let Me lay, until this Heart,
is Stone . . .

Aphorism

Home Sweet Heart . . .

At The Surface, of The Deep

at Times, The Clarity, is beyond All Means, or Measure . . .

Aweds, and Ends

This . . . . . . . is beyond all rational thought . . .

Beyond My Window, Still
( Paneful )

So, there You lay, by Far, and Away . . .

Black Apex

Love, lies buried in The Abyss, of a Woman’s Sorrow,
and The Depth of My Passion, will raise It, to The Sun . . .



Black Diamond



I, am The Brother, of The Sisters of The Sun,
at Your Side,
by Your Side,
on Your Side . . .





Black Horse

This Passion, is both My Pleasure, and My Pain,
for Ever I will give, All that I, can nEver receive . . .

Black Jewel

ask Me for The Time, and I will tell You how to build a Watch . . .

Black Key

I am not My Brother’s Keeper, I am His Liberator . . .

Black Nova

I, The Poet, of Hope,
The Light, of Truth,
The Sword, of Virtue,
The Herald, of Ecstasy,
The Beacon, of Rapture,
The Thunder, of Promise,
The Hallmark, of Fruition, I . . .

Black Thunder

I will strike The Anvil, with The Hammer of God . . .

BlackBird

singin’, of the Death of Night . . .

BlackSky

do not cry toNight, for the Night, is crying . . .

Blink


M
y
P
a
t
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e
n
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e
i
s



The Time of The Question

T
h
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c
e
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w
e
e
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The Time of The Answer



*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Blue Angel
*

*
( Pen Pal )

*

*

*

*
and I will teach You,
and You will learn
Understanding,
Forgiveness,
and Love,
Again . . .

V

Blue, as Virtue

open Your Heart, and face The Truth . . .



Bounty



I will mine The Caverns, of Your Heart,
for The Diamonds, of
Your Soul . . .





Broken

The Sadness of missing You, is a dying Rose . . .

By Dawn’s Early Flight
( Fare, Enough )

when I awoke, One Morning, having acquired The Ability, to reach into a Person’s
Heart, and take hold of Their Greatest Hope, and lay It, at The Feet, of Fulfillment . . .

By The Tale, of An Iron Horse

in The Summer of 1994,
two 45’ Washingtonian Palm Trees in My
front Yard were simultaneously struck by Lightning . . .
*

*

*

on The Evening of July 4th, 1995, after celebrating The Festivities
with My Family, by watching the first FireWorks display organized
and performed by My 9 year old Son, I had decided to initiate what I
can only refer to as A Response, to SomeThing I had come to realize
was an echoing Message, wrapped withIn My Music Library, since
The Days I started listening to New Age Recording Artists in 1985 . . .
*

*

*

alone in My back Yard, I sat quietly under a Queen Palm, below a
star-filled Sky, and lit a Candle . . . My Intent, was merely to send
a Message back, to say that I had heard what I knew to be far more
than just Chords, or Melodies, or Rhythms, and, that I wished to
thank whatEver Powers governed The Bestowal, of This Gift, of
This Awareness, and, I was listening, still . . . The Flame I kept
burning for as long as I thought It might take, to reach Heaven . . .
* * *
and in two weeks Time, after The Burning of that Candle,
the Queen Palm, was also struck by a Bolt of Lightning . . .
* * *
and on September 5th, of that same Year, so was I,
to be quite another Story, for quite another Day . . .
*

*
*

and from that Moment on, until a Day
six Months later, I wrote over 1,000
of first Pages of an aMazing Story,
that would eventually evolve into
An Epic, The Voyage of Kings,
The Story, of Ever, and Always . . .

Camelot
( as It shall seem )

may I have this Dance . . . . . . . with Your Destiny ? . . .

Castle

The Home, is where Your Heart is, and The Heart, is where Your Throne is . . .

Cinnamon


smell
Soul

The

The

Sky

 smell

smell 
Sea

The
The

Sun
smell


Crown

My Child, My Son, My King . . .

Divine Light
( The Why, of Because )

Prophecy, is InSight, of Truth . . .

Ebony, and Ivory
( Left, and Right )

My Pain, is Your Sorrow, because My Sorrow, is Your Pain,
I have walked in The Shoes of Longing, to see The Sun again . . .

Elexa

She possesses a thousand Eyes,
She owns, A Myriad of Hearts . . .

Ellipse

I am writing The Music, using The Method, to tell of The Mist . . .

En Light En
( Er )

My Complexity, is but a Cloak of Simplicity, for Ever I seek,
to Encourage, to Engage, to Enthrall, to Enchant, to Enfold . . .

Feather
( Light )

I walked
down to The Sea, for
an Angel, had summoned Me,
and what I saw, was The Sun,
My Angel, The One,
My Son . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FlashPoint

oh Muse, do You realize what You have done ?
because Your Wish, has ignited, a SuperNova . . .

Flying, By Knight
( for U )

to seize The Dei . . .

Glory

The Grandeur, is only bestowed, by Grace . . .

Golden

a Dog, possesses The Loyalty, and Devotion, of God . . .

( just look in Its Eyes )

hArc

listen . . . . . . . to The ReignBeau . . .

I See Angels, Standing
( by The Row )


each Day
I drift, into The
Quiet, of Desperation,
when The Longing, is too deep,
for This Heart, to bear . . .






each Day,
I pray, for The
Dawning, of Salvation,
for The Promises, I must keep,
or The Reason, to care . . .






at Night,
I remember, The
Tears, of My Adoration,
awake, Mine Eyes, from sleep,
with no Second to spare . . .






at Night,
I dream, Again,
of My Love’s Coronation,
for Always, My Soul, to weep,
and Her Grace, to share . . .






In The Arms, of By and By
( The Circle, is Unbroken, Still )

*
*
*
in
The
Morning,
of Love, Again,
()
()
and seen, Living, in
The Eyes of a Butterfly,
as told, by an Iron Horse,
there came from The East,
a great and winged Flyer of
endless Velocity and Grace,
sailing low in The Sky, aloft
in The Glory of The Sun, Up
in The Path of Her Spirit Wind,
moving, as Liquid, above The Sea,
having flown, All The Days of Infinity,
having endured the long dark Kiss, of Night,
the Fire Dove glides to rest upon The Rail of Sighs,
and, She looks, out across These Shores of Her Longing,
remembering a Morning long Ago, when an Ibis, born Resolute,
began Her Voyage to Avalon, bearing This Burden of Destiny’s Heart,
This Crown of Roses, who Now lays Them, Here, at The Feet of Yesterday,
who smiles, and gazes toward Hope, who turns, in Time, to see A Wink, dancing
in The Eye of So It Shall Be, while There, in The Distance, rising Up through The Mist,
with a Terrible Beauty, bound for Moments Yet to Come, and a Purpose known only to God,
laughing with The Moon, goes Ever,
The Last ThunderBird,
Home . . .

Indigo

This Book, was not born of a Manuscript, but a Script, of Man . . .

Lord, of The Ring
( Rain’s Man )


All
that My
Eyes survey,
All, that is, My
Worth, leads Me to
understand, that I, am
The Luckiest Man, on
The Face, of This
Earth . . .

Love, Again

The Seventh Virtue, in The Gleaning of Life . . .

Lustre

The Beauty, is so incredible, it breaks My Heart . . .

My Soul, to Keep
( IronClad )


The Heart of


My Honor, It wears The
Armor of Truth,
forged, in The Fires,


of Justice . . . 



of Poets, and Writers

enclosed, as promised, are The Postings You have requested, in digital, as well as printed
format . . . I have included, for The Sake of Simplicity, each posted page from P&W indicated
on Your email, from the List of Those in whose illustrious Company, I will be keeping . . .
attached to Each, are The Pages of Original Intent, The Pages of AfterThought, and in a few
Cases, The Pages of Yet to Be . . . as indicated, The Year of Copyright stands for Your
Verification as to The Source, and bear in Mind, that The Pseudonym of IronHorse is indeed
recorded, as such, with Our esteemed Library of Congress, and serves as The Author of the
AforeMentioned Pages . . .
please allow Me This Moment to illustrate My deepest Gratitude for Your having selected My
humble, though prolific, OfferRings for consideration . . . howEver, while I find the List is
quite capable of painting a Perfect Tapestry of Ideas, it suffers, noticeably, from the omission
of one Individual’s Name, whose Clarity and Wisdom lie well beyond The Pale . . . that of Your
Own . . .
regarding a ‘bio’, I would just as Soon, if Space provides, and/or unless AnyOne might object,
to using a down-sized Version of My existing bio that sits within P&W . . . as You perhaps have
surmised, I wish to remain SomeWhat ~indistinct~ as to My Personae, for it serves well to
enhance an underlying Sense of Mystery woven into The Process of My Endeavor . . .
equally important, as You will note ( or may have already ), is the Preservation of The Images,
within the framework of Publication . . . while Some of My earlier Efforts suffered from a lack
of understanding, regarding the format requirements of Motet, and subsequently were posted
either ~skewed~, or altered to fit the spacing limitations, These, more often as not, were later
re-posted in Their True Shapes once I garnered a higher proficiency ( or Patience ) in editing and
transferring . . .
needless to say, Nothing compares to The Symmetry, when composed with the genius of
Word97 . . . as You will discover when reviewing the diskette, each Image is simply ~centered~
on The Page, and there are no digitally-applied enhancements . . . The Lines, or Curvatures are
achieved through a systematic Choice of the correct letter, word, space, or line break . . .
nothing more, except when a Piece is created as block of conventional Prose intentionally, in
which case, the Lines of Verse are Always proportionally spaced . . .
by The Way, this Form of Writing, via The Images, and including the use of Capitals, either
within each Sentence, or Word, and the nEverEnding occurrence of Ellipses, are Elements of a
Language referred to as ~uniVerse~ . . . which, will for Ever stand, as The Wedding, of Word,
and Art . . .

of Those Present
( at Creation )

Aye, The Night . . . then,

U, The Light . . .

Oh Love, Eternal

I bow My Head, in The Presence, of Your Grace . . .

Oh Muse

bless what You have become . . .

Orpheum

I heard the most beautiful Music today . . .

Passion

to touch The Face, and The Lace, of Grace . . .

Passion’s Bell

while standing, on
The Shores of Avalon,
I heard a Song of Angels,
a Rhythm of Gold and Felicity,
bathing My Heart, in Your Melody . . .


Pastora

I see The Godness in All of You, The Beauty, EveryWhere . . .

Patina

if I reached into The Depths, of The Mist,
and I took hold, of The Brightest Object found,
My Hand, when unfurled, would reveal Your Smile . . .

Point

I have come, Full Circle . . .

Profile, in Courage
( unmatched.com )

I am looking to share The Art of The Word, in Poetry, in Music, and in The
Promise that comes from The Intimacy with Both, when All are wrapped in The
Simplicity of a kind and generous Heart . . . My Life, as it moves toward
Maturity, and a deeper Sense of what really matters, I have come to value what
I consider to be important Virtues, such as Patience, Tolerance, Acceptance,
Compassion, Understanding, and Forgiveness . . . My Quest for The Woman of
My Soul desires these Qualities in equal measure, along with All of The
Mystery, The Magic, and The Majesty of Romance . . . I will highly respect,
honor, and adore any Woman of Substance, who excels in All Things
Feminine, and whose intellect can truly ~light My Fire~ . . . I seek a Woman
who is not afraid of UnCertainty, and who embraces Her Faith in knowing that
True Love is indeed possible, and who possesses the Courage, Desire, and
Wisdom to go There, above and beyond All Else . . . I enjoy The Company of a
Woman, in All Facets of Companionship, and seek to share and to provide
Honesty, Integrity, Fidelity, Passion, Commitment, and Adventure, through
The Art of Love, and oh yes, Romance . . .
I am an attractive, motivated, highly creative, intensely passionate, and deeply
spiritual Man . . . I am a Poet, Artist, Inventor, and StoryTeller, and spend
considerable Time tending to My Craft . . . I have written and published an
extraordinary Book of Romantic Poetry called ~The Voyage of Kings~ . . . I am
a self-taught acoustic Guitarist . . . I have compiled an amazing Anthology of
New Age Music spanning over three Decades . . . I have built an extensive
Library of classic and contemporary Authors, within a multitude of Genres . . . I
enjoy All Forms of Endeavor that stimulate The Mind, The Heart, and The
Body . . . so take hold of My Hands, for They are warm, and yes, They have
Stories to tell . . .

Pura

Your Forgiveness, is a Tear, in The Eye, of Mankind . . .

Reflection

My Father, My Soul . . . My Mother, My Heart . . . My Son, My Self . . .

Regard

The Reflection, in The Mirror, is Self, evident . . .

Relativity

My Father said, “ whatEver You find Your Hands doing, do it with All Your Might ” . . .
regarding The Task at Hand, My Son said, “ whatEver You are doing, keep doing it ” . . .

( read on )

Revenant

You have known Her All Your Life,
but You have nEver seen, Her Face . . .

River

I will hold You, Spellbound,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I will offer You, Freedom,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I will give You, Passion,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I will lead You, to Love,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Again . . .

Roman Numerals
( xxxiii Ã.Ð. )

Legions, of Sorrow . . .

SeaGull

I shall Ever cast, these My Songs, of Love,
to drift, upon Your azure Waves, of Reign . . .

Seasonings
( Love is )

The Salt, of The Earth,
and The Spice, of Life . . .

See, What I Mean

*
*
**
* *
* *
**
*
i
I want to know Your Mind,
Your Heart,
Your Hurt,
Your Past,
Future,
Wishes,
Dreams,
as a Friend,
as a Companion . . .

SheHarmony
( dot com )

while I ponder The Notion of having to describe ~who I am~ somewhat
disconcerting, I will do My Best . . . I am a Poet, and a Builder of Things . . .
meaning, I am first a Slave to The Written Word, and second, My working
Life has been dedicated to the Construction Industry . . . I have lived, and
worked, in various locales along the Eastern SeaBoard, and have diligently
plied numerous Trades, and mastered a Few . . . My Passions are, of course,
Writing, followed closely by Music, with Books a not-too-distant Third . . .
physically, I am holding up quite well under The Weight of 46 Summers, with
a critical Eye kept on the cut of My reasonably athletic, medium built ( though
slightly slower ) Frame . . . I have dark brown Hair, with only a hint of Grey,
and Blue Eyes, set on a sun-warmed Face . . . My Hands are a bit calloused,
though My Heart, is exceedingly soft . . . when it comes to emotional, or
spiritual Pursuits, I can be quite focused, and equally devoted, and quite
capable of leading a Woman toward The Places She has only dreamed of,
within The Possibilities She could only hope for, and All inside The Promise,
of who She will be . . . I am honest, I am compassionate, I am courageous, and
I am steadfast in My Resolve . . . and still, I am Alone, in This . . .
in a Woman, I want to embrace The Essence, of Love, Again . . . I seek The
Vistas of Passion, and Spiritual Fire . . . I adore The Synchronicity of Beauty,
Spirit, and Grace . . . I am a Traveler through The Windows of Your Eyes, and
a Dancer through The Corridors of Your Heart . . . I am a Listener of The Ring
in Your Voice, and an Audience in The Symphony of Your Moments . . . and
All These, I will wrap, in The Music, of seeing You smile . . .

Song

listen, to The Breath, of Angels . . .

Spectra

Sorrow, shall become The Illumination, of Joy . . .

SteepleChase

deliver Me,
from The Shores of Longing, for
I am a Listener, of The Ring in Your Voice,
I want to embrace The Essence, of Love, Again,
I wander The Vistas, of Passion, and Spiritual Fire,
I adore The Harmony, of Beauty, Spirit, and Grace,
I am a Dancer, through The Corridors of Your Heart,
I am a Traveler, through The Windows of Your Eyes,
I am The Audience, in The Symphony of Your Moments,
and These, I will wrap, in The Music, of
seeing You Smile . . .

Swan

Love’s Angel, wrap Your Lace, around Me,
for I wish to know, The Secrets, of Paradise,
and, I wish to fly, on Your Wings, of Grace . . .

The Myriad
( 10,000 Candles )

*

*

*

Your Heart and Your Soul,
are The Essence of Friendship,
for They are The Jewels,
in The Richness of Our Lives,
light a Sea of Candles,
with The Fire of Your Spirit,
lace a Ribbon of Love,
inside My Web, of Pearls . . .

The BeHolder

I see, The Sea, is Thee . . .

The Flame, of Truth
( is Blue )

i
and So,
is The Wick . . .

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
Always remember, that in whatEver Fashion or Fancy I seem to
have captured Your Heart, is directly Proportional, to the sheer
Number of It’s Corridors that U have so graciously allowed Me,
The Honor, and The Privilege, of walking through . . .
and So, The Balance, is Kept . . .
and for as long as U choose to wade within These Waters, I, The River of Words,
will slowly drift around Your Presence, while U gather Each, and Every Tear that
Ever fell, while U quietly gListen, to Their Stories, of Forgiveness, and of Grace . . .
because, The Heart,

of The Listener, is Infinite . . .

The Mist, is Real

Trued Awakening . . .

The Path, of Eagles
( I walk )

There are Moments in a Father’s Life, when
The Reasons, for His Existence, are found,
beside The Accomplishments, of His Son . . .

The Sea of Joy

We will
nestle like spoons,
on a bed, of deep velvet,
I will be lost, in Your embrace,
and bathe in Your aura,
I will wrap My arms around You,
and hear the beat of Your heart,
I will kiss Your throat,
and caress the art of Your breast,
I will feel Your breath upon My skin,
and immerse My face in Your hair,
I will discover the world of You,
and trace You with My fingertips,
I will witness Your desire,
and bring You total joy,
I want to feel You,
I want to smell You,
I want to know Your heat,
and taste the liquid of You,
I want You above and below me,
I want to be within You,
I want to enflame Myself,
with the sight of You,
I want to feel the depth of You,
and You the length of Me,
I want You to embrace the thrust of My desire,
and welcome the release of Me,
I will bring You to the pinnacle of Your soul,
and I will tell You, I love You, Always . . .

The Sigh, at The Break, of Day
( is The Echo, of Forgiveness )

SomeWhere, Now,
There is Light, living, in This Child’s Eyes,
SomeWhere, Now, This Child waits as Patience, for Your
Heart to see The Reason for Your Pain, and The Purpose for Your
Sorrow . . . SomeWhere, Now, there is Understanding, buried in The
Memory This Child left behind, to build upon, to bear Your Faith aloft,
into and beyond Love Again, and to dream, of His SomeWhere, Now . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Sun, and The Rose
( for My Father )

*
All My Kingdom’s Treasures,
*
*
and All My Days begun,
*
*
All My Heart’s Dominion,
*
*
and All My Music sung,
*
*
All My Eyes survey,
*
All My Glories
won,
*
Ever surpass,
*
The Honor * of being,
*
Your Son . . .

None, shall

*
*
*

To Touch The Hand of Always

There is a Light, piercing the Darkness, moving,
as Liquid Fire, through The Paths of Eternity,
for This is Divine Light, borne of Heaven
and Grace, The Light of God’s Heart,
and as I lift My Eyes to This Light,
much brighter It becomes, and
as The Radiance grows, so
too, grows The Truth,
for It is The Truth
that lights All
It shines
On . . .

Triad

Violet Knight . . . . . . . Purple Reign . . . . . . . Rose Dawn

TrutH

whether First is Last, or Last is First, a Life without THis, is a rut . . .

Under A Cyan Sky

I have such an incredibly overwhelming sense of God, when I think of You . . .

uniVerse
to listen, is The Perception,
to remember, is The Conception,
to understand, is The Reception,
of The Language, of God’s
Love, Again . . .

what Remember knew, Then
( of Deis, gone by )

I know, Now . . .

The Tenth DoveTale

The Cloak of Simplicity

a Flock of Grace moves with Fortitude, to find Their Own
Way behind The Sun, Their Voices ringing across The Ages to
shatter the Night, and Their Hearts wide open to encompass
The Prayers of All Things Dear . . . The Whisper of Horses is
heard, softly melting into The Realms of CircumStance, as
Their mighty Hooves step forward, from out of The Mists of
Avalon . . . and The ButterFlys of August search The Sky for a
Crack in The Foundation of Heaven, toward and through
which They will journey, bearing with Them the Hope of All
Humanity, and The Dream, of Ever going Home, at Last . . .

The Waiting

The Whisper
( of Horses )
*

*

*
*
*
*
We are The Sand, flowing through The OurGlass,
The Moment, before Midnight’s Bell,
We are The Spirit, of The Redwood Monolith,
The Wishes, long buried, in Your Well,
We are The Light, from A Distant Star,
The Hunter, of Shadows on The Moon,
We are The Fragrance of The Rose,
The Silence, between Cries of The Loon . . .
*

*

*
*
*
*
We have danced for Ages with Daughters of Atlantis,
caressed The Heart of Time, at Birth,
We have flown The Heavens on The Fires of Ice,
lifted Mountains, from The Core of Earth,
We have sailed endless Waters of Tomorrow,
seen The Suns of Skies Beyond, die Away,
We have heard of Your Deepest Sorrow,
sung The Songs, only The Wind could play . . .
*

*

*
*
*
*
We will blow Our Trumpets, with a Breath of Angels,
calm The Rage of Screams, in Hell,
We will wed The Dyad of Hope and Fulfillment,
build Their Home where Freedoms dwell,
We will dry The Tears of Broken Children,
awaken a World from The Cradle of Night,
We will fly The Doves of Love, Again,
lay open The Gates, to The Reign, of Light . . .

The Waiting

The Berth, of A Legend

there is something delightfully odd going on down at the Hammock Shops in Pawleys Island, for
about a month ago there appeared, out of the blue, a fine piece of wooden craftsmanship in the
form of a kiosk, set along the oak and magnolia-lined avenue of quaint little shops, tucked in
between a Christmas store and a southwestern-style gift shop called Three Feathers, and seen
from the window and assorted bird-feeders of the Audubon Gallery, and overlooking the cobblestoned courtyard of this historic colony of shopkeepers, candlemakers, and restauranteurs . . .
just about every afternoon, there sits a man, usually sporting a straw fedora and almost always
some sort of muscle shirt or tanktop, and generally an amiable smile as he offers up a congenial
greeting, in hopes that he can draw in the passers-by to listen to a story or two, and thereby to
gaze at some truly remarkable objects that sit atop the kiosk that are surely capable of generating
quite a varied and sometimes awe-struck response from those who happen along . . .
while ambient music plays from a pair of Bose speakers built into the kiosk, he begins to tell his
stories, usually commencing with a tale of how he came to be there, and how he came upon an
idea that, so far, has never been seen before, in the form of an amazing, fiery ball of light,
which he literally gives away to those who are willing to support his endeavor, and listen to his
equally remarkable stories . . .
the mechanism is quite simple in design, as well as functional, practical, and certainly
decorative, and therefore an obvious enhancement to his storytelling process, which, and more to
the point, tries to convey to the hearts of those he captivates, that they too can begin to tell their
tales, via the lost art of storytelling . . . and to gather around, with friends and family, to
recapture the spirit of togetherness, to listen to the symphony of the moments of their lives, and,
to rediscover the mystery, magic, and majesty of romance . . .
this, he says, is The StoryTeller’s Dream, a way in which, as in the days of old, legends are
born, and kept alive, around that timeless and spellbinding element . . . a spark, a flame, a fire,
or a ball, of light . . .
the stories he reads or recites come from a book he has authored, and which, he claims, is now
over 6,000 pages . . . a never-ending story of beautifully poetic and engagingly romantic verse,
about kings, and castles, and of ladies fair, of knights, and swords, and horses, and of angels,
and of the wonder of Camelot, and all wrapped around a simple fairy-tale, of hope, and
fulfillment, and of course, love . . . and when asked his name, the storyteller smiles, and offers
his hand, and says, “my name is Sky, but you will know me always as the Iron Horse”. . .
and now, as the summer sun starts to settle into the days of autumn, and as the tourists begin to
board their planes and caravans to wind their ways back home, the storyteller begins to wonder
how he will manage over the winter months, and how he might go about making the local
townsfolk aware of his presence in the community in which he now calls home, and how he might
reach into their hearts, to offer up a way that will surely bring their loved ones together, if only
once in a while, to gather around for a tale or two, and begin to tell their stories, to create a
legacy, to build their legends, around a bright and beautiful ball, of light . . .

A&E
( Discovery )

ABC, CBS, and NBC News Programming, will be moving to The History Channel,
because Their Services will no longer be required, and so, Goodnight Walter, Chet,
David, Tom, Peter and Dan, because that’s The Way It is, in Her Global Warming . . .

A Birth Dei
( Present )


i
what We Have,
is All We can Be,
in Camelot, Again . . .

A BlasfromMe
( in Vein )

God, damned, Jesus Christ . . .

A Blizzard, of Awes
( and Photos, too )

so follow My Mellow Trick Rowed, and
We’ll make a wicked Switch of The Rest . . .

A Candle, to The Flame
( ignites The Sun )

hey, mister,
pardon Me, do U have a Light ? . . .
why yes, I do, as a matter of fact. . . and would
U mind, if We struck up a conversation ?. . . there are
some things that were left unsaid, and a few more I would
like to get off my back, and some other points that need to
be cleared up, but, say, would U happen to know where
I might be able to get a shower and a shave, maybe a
bite to eat, a place to sleep ? . . . I’ve been away
for quite a long while, but it’s good
to be back . . .

i
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*

A Compendium, of Progress

Book II The Sword, was edited/printed to It’s Completion, by 09/27, bringing
the Grand Total to date at 1,760 Peaces ( app. 2,000 pages ) . . .
The Decision, at that point, was to decide whether to edit Book III,
transpose/edit the now growing number of Journals . . .

or

and since I knew the Journals would eventually yield over 500 Peaces, ( based
on Time, and The Essence of Feeling that, yes, this Story is coming to It's
Fruition ) I thought it best to initiate the ~bringing forth~ of these Works, into
The Light of Dei . . .
what The Journals, became, is This . . .
through writing Them, I came to understand that I was reaching into the
OverAll of It, gathering the ( waiting ) Whys and WhereFores, of Things yet
unSaid, of Things remembered, but not yet written . . .
on 08/12 I began composing into the first Journal, and by the 24th, was
creating an average of 30 to 40 Entries per Dei, and, to date, am well into
Journal Number 4 . . .
I also came to understand, that the writing of these Journals, taught Me how I
was to ~develop~ the knowledge to edit Book II, and, that most of what I was
writing, would also become The Foundation/Summation, of All that Book III,
was Ever supposed to Be . . .
to date, Journal 1 has yielded 240 Peaces, which were composed on 8/12 thru
8/20 . . . and transcribed from 10/12 thru 10/14 . . . and remembeRing, of
Course, that Christ’s real Dei of Birth, is August 21st . . .

A King’s Bed

is a Queen’s Comforter . . .

A Miss, Is As Good, As A Smile
( Saddles, Soar )

but only, upon Her Horse’s Shoes, and Her Grand Parades . . .

A Muse, I See
( Mus i c )

oh yes, and by The Way, that Melody You kept hearing, in
The Back, of Your Mind . . . I was dancing, with Your Soul . . .

( at The Time )

A prePonderance, of When

if This, is not a Gift, I, was not, The Sky . . .

A Queen, for A Dei

said The King, to His Wife, as They talked of Life,
and as They moved, so slowly, through The Fair,
what Fate, has decided, You have not provided,
and My Kingdom, stands, with no Heir, then,
what Child is this ?, as He gazed, at a Miss,
who just happened to have caught His Eye,
Her Ire did rush, and Her Face did blush,
for She was so tired, of living, this Lie . . .
for She knew full well, and She could Always tell,
that His Majesty, was on the Prowl, for an Heir,
because for Her, was laid The Blame, for
begetting no Name, to sit upon
so gilded a Chair . . .
and as The Wind came then a’rustling, through The Leaves,
She said, I’m not sure, but She was wearing, Green Sleeves,
and on Their Way Home, even Her Thoughts feared to roam,
while on Her Breath, was heard something, about “ thieves ” . . .

A Queen, for A Dei
and when The Clock struck Twelve,
She took A Book, from The Shelve,
whose Title, had rhymed, with “ sings ”,
and long near Eleven, She gazed toward Heaven,
and She prayed for All Manner of Things,
and well by Dawn, I shall be but a Pawn,
in The Name, of These Follies, of Kings,
so She went off to Bed, with a Song in Her Head,
muttering something, that sounded, like “ rings ” . . .
and finally, by Ten, She was at it Again,
Her Rage as righteous, as could Ever be,
I pray that I see, God delivering unto Me,
when The World, shall be rid, of Its Men . . .
and shortly by Nine, with Things far from Fine,
when She threw, All Her Cautions, to The Air,
It is All so unFair, this Quest for an Heir,
so for This there shall be, no Son of Mine . . .
and there, by Eight, were The Hands, of Fate,
whose Grasp of The Matter, was a bit stronger,
oh what am I to do, be it Me, or be it You,
if He ne’er seems to grow any . . . longer ?. . .
and when by Seven, She rolled off to Heaven,
with Her Head, over Heels, She did run,
and nigh by Six, She saw All The Tricks,
because Her Voyage of Wings, had begun . . .
and So, it was told, in those Days, of Olde,
when Empires fought, beneath Flags, of Faith,
of a King who came, leaving no Heir to His Name,
because, this Henry, was once measured, just an 1/8th . . .

A Stone, Ever, Once Rolled
( was The Peace, of The Rock, of Patience )

and The Sun, rose, in His Father’s Arms, Again . . .

A Symphony, of MoMeants

of All The Things, that fullfill Me, with such Great Joy,
none is more Resonant, than The Sound of Your Music . . .

A World Without Walls
( is All in The Head )

All Well and Good, but what about . . . Stalls ? . . .

All that Me Reigns
( Bass Ackwards )

on The Hints, of Tides, comes The
Prince of Rides, to erase The Prints of Prides,
from The Ebb and The Flow, to The To and The Fro,
into The Give and The Take, and The Live and The Wake,
Always comes, when a Smile, is a Frown, turned Upside down . . .

All, At Once

I will cause, The World, to smile . . .

An Angel, in Waiting
( Ever’s Sun )

My Suite, of Armor . . .

An Auger’s Bit
( of Truth )

He does well, as far as They could tell, as long
as He doesn’t have to “ bore through any shit ”,
and more Often than Not, He cannot be bought,
and it is said, He really doesn’t know how to quit,
so On and On He goes, so that for Ever is His Chore,
for in The End, He will have gotten, directly, to The Core . . .

An Echo’s Retort

Hello, Again . . .

An Echo’s Reply

Backatcha . . .

An Echo’s Last Words

Come, Again ? . . .

An Echo’s Question

Say What ? . . .

An Echo’s Answer

Silence . . .

An Our, at A Glance

a Second’s Coming, waits in a Moment’s Notice,
and from a Moment’s Notice, comes
an EverLasting, Peace . . .

And Because
( knows )

even Kings, must walk, The Path, of Her Forgiveness . . .

Aun Aprendo

and I am learning, still . . .

Blue Yonder

so tentative in Her Thoughts, not knowing just how to behave,
She slowly lifts Her Eyes, to The Array of Possibilities
laid out before Her, and before All of Creation,
She unFurls Her Wings, to fly aloft,
The Word, of Paradise . . .

Chimera

a Woman I know, has
Eyes like azure Pools,
sunset Hair, adorning
The Face of an Angel,
and a Smile, beaming
through, to My Heart . . .

Carol of Our Seas, Music of Our Spheres

One Day, You and I,
will stroll along The Sand,
as Waves make quiet Thunder,
as Mighty, as The Roar of Lions,
We, Hand in Hand, Hearts as One,
where The World, lies hidden, from
Our most secret, and forgotten Shore . . .
where Fireflies, laugh at The Moon,
and A Myriad of ButterFlys, roam,
as does Our Infinity, dancing, in
Our Light, from a Distant Sun,
The Path, of Our Desire, as
Ever The Fire of Life, is
Always, in Our Eyes . . .
as We walk, waiting,
is The Bridge of Gold,
crossing to a Land of Endless Grace,
where The Breath of Angels,
is The Sound of Light,
and The Light, is
The Echo of
God’s
I...

Design

the more I love You, the more I know My entire Life
has been The Foundation, and The Reason, We Are . . .

DoveTale

a Sigh, is a Cry, of Longing . . . . . . . or a Breath, from The Heart, of Desire . . .

Embracing The Abyss

I am not sure, what U might be thinking, or not thinking, or perhaps, trying desperately
to think about Nothing at All for a while . . . because I know U have quite a bit on Your
Mind these Days, and with Work being what it is, and the toll it takes on U . . . the roof,
the leaks, the repairs, the bills, and so on . . . what to do about the House, purging, not
purging, where to go, where to live . . . what to ~do~ . . .
and Then, there is Us . . . what to do about, Us . . . Me and U . . . U and I . . . We . . .
I just want to let U know, where it is, that I stand . . . and what it is, that I am feeling . . .
at The MoMeant, I am waiting for U to visit, after U finish in Juno, so that I might hold
U again . . . I have not seen U since Sunday, and it feels like forEver . . . and I know
neither One of Us knows exactly what to do about it All . . . neither One of Us wants to
appear over-eager to intrude on the Other, trying to make the ~Separateness~ fit around
the recent Connection We so enjoyed Saturday, while not being sure if it is what The
Other wants, and trying to figure out if being Alone, or just moving On, is what We are
supposed to do . . .
I do not have any Answers . . .
I just find MySelf, wondering about U more and more, thinking about U, caring about
U, missing U, more and more . . . just like All the other Times, just like All the other
Feelings . . . only Now, it just seems like it could be better than All those other Times
and other Feelings . . . and Such, is The Way, of Our Dance . . .
and if U feel like beginning Again, then, I just want to let U know, that My Heart, and
My Arms, are Open, Wide, and Warm . . .
have a safe Trip, and I miss U . . .
All Over, Again . . .

Eros


His Arrow flies, a swift Passage, freeing My Spirit, in perfect Harmony,


His Arrow flies, a timeless Journey, freeing My Heart, in perfect Harmony,
His Arrow flies, a singular Perseverance, Ever and Always, in perfect Harmony . . .


For Whom It May Concern

perhaps I could write a conventional, conversational paragraph . . . after all, it was the preferred
mode of voicing my heart and mind for what seems like forever . . . although, I must warn you, I
have a tendency to slip into ~uniVerse~ without being aware of it . . .
beyond my work, and family, and the ever-present awareness of the blessings of both, my time
is centered around an obsession called The Story . . . a Symphony, if you will, which illuminates
both its creation, and its fulfillment . . . and because each event, person, and circumstance in my
life is a part of this melody, my first obligation, is . . . to listen . . .
my endeavor is to understand the process of living, and our subsequent spiritual progression, and
to determine how the lessons illustrated before us become the knowledge, and therefore the
reason, ever woven within the fabric of our humanity . . . and through this collective wisdom,
comes the significance of our purpose, within the tapestry, God’s grand Design . . .
beneath the surface of our ordinary existence lies a rhythm, or balance, or essence, that binds our
idea of spiritual oneness with our sense of place, or belonging, within this universe . . . I am
fortunate enough to have been blessed with the gift of knowing how to hear the sound of this
extraordinary Tale . . .
and the sound I hear, is Light . . . and The Light, has penetrated deeply into The Corridors of My
Heart, moving as Liquid, as Phantom, as Butterfly, toward The Transformation of each and
every Truth, into The Words and Images on each and every Page, where I wait, patiently, until
All have passed through The Gates of Your Infinite Awareness . . . and I, remain, The Last Man,
standing, before You . . .

Fortune

count Your Blessings, One by One,
for The Sum, of Your Whole,
is The Light, of The Son . . .

Goddess

can You see Her ?
wearing The Colors of a Universe of Rainbows,
a Silhouette of Creation, of All, Things, Dear . . .
can You feel Her ?
journeying The Heavens, on A Steed of Stars,
gathering Hope, from The Majesty of Dreams . . .
can You hear Her ?
a Voice of cool Thunder, and soft as The Rain,
telling The Secrets, of Life, and Love, Again . . .

Harp, The Herald


*
*
* * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * *
First, * * came A * Woman, * *
* *
* *
* *
* *
and then, * * The Music,* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
and finally, * * Love * *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* * * * * *
* * * * *

Hevan
( A Person, A Path, or A Place )


Evan

Nave


Vane


Hollow, Eve
( Trick nor Treat )

These Items were determined to be in deFault . . .
These Items were caught believing in a Lie . . .
These Items were found inside a Delusion . . .
These Items were of a Wrong Decision . . .
These Items were pure SophisTree . . .
We ask that U reMove These
Items from This Box,
and in ExChange,
pLace The Following:

His Words
His Music
His Money
back in The Box,
and reTurn The Box
to The Address,
listed Below:

IronHorse
on a Voyage of Kings
someWhere, on The IcanSea
We also ask that U refrain from using, in either Written or Verbal
Format, Any and All Aspects of The Language of ~uniVerse~, so as
not to further desecrate The TimeLine, with unSubstantiated Truth . . .
We regret Any inConvenience this unFortunate CircumStance may have
caused U, and rest asSured, no further Contact will be Attempted,
or Recognized, for U will not Here a Single Word from Ever, Again . . .

The Velvet Hammer
10/31/2000

I

Horizon

The Journey is beginning . . .

take My Hand, and feel The Dream, The Desire, and The Devotion,
My Heart surges, in joyous Anticipation, to spend a Life with You,
You, are The Treasure of All Dreams, All Hopes, All Ambitions,
and Together We will grow, and reach for what Life has to offer . . .

I Just Wanted To Say
( as We go aLong Our Way )

I will try My Best to understand why Things have to be The Way They are,
even though it is for The Greatest Good, for The Two of Us, and serves to
release Us from The Pain, of being unAble to find The Peace in Our Hearts
We so deserve . . . and Yes, more Often, than Naught, I am overcome by a
Sadness that I have nEver known before, One that pierces My Soul, with a
long-forgotten Blade, of unCertainty, and of Regret, as I Now find MySelf
walking Alone, Again, on an unCharted Course, without The Hand I have
held So Dear, for So Long . . . and Yes, I am scared, that as U begin to see
Your Path, and Your Purpose before U, and U begin to discover All that is
truly Important to Your Life, My Fear, is that I may no Longer hold such a
Special Place in Your Heart, or that We, as One, may nEver recapture that
Special Place We found together, that Sanctuary of EnchantMeant, that oh
so splendored Secret Garden of Love, Again . . . so please My Dearest One,
remember Me, remember Me as I will Always remember U, and as U look
back, upon All The Deis Gone By, please remember, I must have loved U . . .

Still . . .

In My ~uniVerse~
( Room, with a View )


I go,
I listen,
and I write . . .

Ingress

so peaceful, as to caress my mind . . .
arise, from a Love, so gracious,
the warmth, and happiness I find
as I walk through Your doorway,
troubles of my heart I leave behind

InHand

it is not The Pursuit of Happiness, I proclaim,
because, It is The Acquisition, of The Same . . .

inQuest

if I promised You a Moon, and Stars,
and set Them at Your Side,
if I promised You The Isle of Paradise,
and gave You The KeyRing,
if I promised You The Joys of Ecstasy,
and sang to You My Songs,
if I promised You My Heart, and Soul,
could You love Me, as Ever ? . . .

IonQuest

am I capable of knowing The Magnitude of Your Brilliance,
am I capable of understanding The Majesty of Your Love ? . . .

Journey’s End

more Beautiful, than A Sky of Rainbows,
I found, in Your Heart, The Pot of Gold . . .

Joy

Her Heart, calls forth A Universe, of Love,
Her Eyes, reveal The Stories, of Her Smile . . .

KneauWhere
( in Sight )

I do naught wish, to foster a
continuing Trait of reacting disastrously
when confronted with misTimed Situations,
so, I would be mOar than ready to wade into
whatEver Issues U care to discuss, at what
Ever Time fits Our respective Itineraries . . .
howEver, I do wish to point out that
any Lessening of Our Frequency,
of Late, has come from, and
I will be quite frank, My
inAbility to continue
to afford such a
Luxury, and
honestly,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I simply
cannaught
squeeze Blood,
from an already dry
Stone, beyond deciding
what I could be doing about
it, since Our Expectations have
far exceeded Our Abilities, to find
Our Way, in this Storm of disContent . . .
anyHow, mOar on This later, I suppose,
and I am sure U wish to grapple with Things
on a deeper, personal Level, or Those that
seem to be governing Our RelationShip,
or The Sea, on which It sails . . .

LetterFly

over the past few Months, I am sure You have been aware of
the profound Changes occuring in our Lives, as Individuals,
and as The Duet that We are, together . . . The Ecstasy that
has surrounded Us, is truly the most glorious event We shall
ever experience . . . it has been an Honor, and a Priviledge,
to share it with You . . .
the Purpose of this Missive, is to open a Window to The Vista
of Wonder, that I have been shown, that I have been blessed
with, since You came so graciously into My Life . . . I wish to
offer You a brief Look at the “terrible beauty” that I have
seen, through The Gift I now possess, through The Gift You
have given Me . . . Love, Again . . .

Lexacon

All The Words, of All The Stories, that I have read,
All The Lyrics, of All The Songs, in My Head,
have nEver meant more to Me, than Those,
from A Heart, You, to Me, have said . . .

Lexus

A Face, that launched Ten Thousand Suns,
withIn Her Heart, A Palace, of Perfection . . .

Libra

Dreams may die, in The Rivers of Time,
The Winds of Tomorrow, cease to blow,
Ever I have found The Infinity, of Love,
that no Man, nor God, shall Ever know . . .

Light’s Caress

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i

The Flame, of This Candle, is
The Fire, burning in My Heart . . .
It burns bright, and warm, by
a Touch, of Your Hand alone . . .
for You, are The Spark, born
to ignite This Flame, for Ever . . .

Longing

My Eyes danced across a Sea of Blue,
sail, My Heart, Away to You,
_________________________
I awoke to Dawn, and feigned a Smile,
for at once I remembered, I missed You,
________________________________
let fly My Thoughts to a Sea of Blue,
sail, My Heart, Away to You . . .
_______________

Lotus

The Touch, in The Night, it is You,
oh, this Marvelous Passion, is True . . .

Lovely

a Woman I know, has Eyes of Azure Pools,
so adorning The Face, of an Angel, and
a Smile, beaming, through My Heart . . .

Made, of Stone, and Light
( IronWorks )









My Heart, is The Fountain of Hope,
so drink from It,
as I hold
The Rain, of Joy . . .

( EverLasting )

Man, I, Low
( ’cause )

I wrote The Song . . .

Materna

loving You is loving Her is loving You . . .

Mirage



exquisite SunSet,
cyan Sky, velvet Clouds,



All Crimson, Lavender, and Gold . . .



exquisite Face,
amidst a Rainbow, of Light,
hovering there, as an Angel, to behold . . .




O

^^

Missive, to a Melancholy Sea
( Angel )

~~~~
~~


as I move My Pen across The Sky, I can only hope
My Words will fall, upon The Pages of Your Heart,
and, as U pause to read Them, One by One, They
will for Ever become a Part of U, The Part of U

I left Behind, so Long Ago . . .

for These, are The Days of My Abandon, and when
My Journey surrenders, to The Wake of My Remorse, when
My Path reveals It’s End, in The Light, of Your Beginning,
when My Soles finally tread, upon The Fields of Your
Forgiveness, will I Ever know The Sanctuary,

of Your EverLasting Smile . . .

and while I find no Cause, for The Place between
Us Still, while I hold no Answers, for The Whys
beyond Until, remember I so promised to love U,
and as Ever, I Always, Will . . .


for U, are why I am,

and as Always, My Will Be, and My Was,
and U, are My Rhyme, and My Reason,
and as Always, U are My, Because . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mustard Seed

The Mountain . . . . . . . is My Mother . . .

My Divine Wind

Your Sighs, are Walks through The Willows, of Remembrance,
where Each Path, is One Step closer, to The Very Breath, of U . . .

My Long Letter, Home
( Return, to Sender )

This Voyage, of Kings . . .

OceanUs

The Magnitude of what You do to Me,
is beyond My wildest, deepest Dream . . .

of The Terrible Beauty
( late, for The Sky )

and without Ever knowing He could,
He put His Hands, upon The Wood,
and to His Son, One heard Him say . . .
For Ever, I shall miss,
The Glory, of Your Kiss,
now upon My Soul, I pray,
with a Promise made to Dei,
as a Wish, brings on The Rain,
You did not cry, nor die, in Vain . . .
and as The Moon, slowly turned, to face the Night, Ever, just walked, Away . . .

Oh, Cult, of One

if You looked into The Tears, from a Sparrow’s Eye,
You will find My Heart, where an Echo goes, to die . . .

On The Whispers, of Horses
( Voices Carry )

The Reason, why Sound, is slower than Light, is because what
U see, is what U hear, and what U hear, is KnowWhere, Near . . .
The Reason, why Light, is faster than Sound, is because what
U hear, is what U see, and what U see, is surely, out of Sight . . .

Pacifica

if only I could tell You, of the golden Feelings in My Heart,
My World, has never known a Love like this, so precious,
Thoughts of You, fill Me with Passion, and infinite Joy,
You have given Me a Purpose, a Reason, a Desire,
for Life, Together, Always, and for Ever . . .

Pages

The Miles and Smiles, so shared with You,
The Cries and Sighs, no Thoughts unKind . . .
of Streams and Dreams, Ever still to cross,
The Years and Tears, Always left, to find . . .
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The Earth . . .

( and that, means a Lot )

Priceless

of All The Treasures One can Ever find in This World,
the most precious Jewel, is Friendship . . .

Promenade

and yes, Muse, I would be honored to dance with You . . .

RamPage

I hear Your Voice, and I open My Heart . . .

reBirth

no butterflies, no song in my heart, no sky of blue,
a soul walking in darkness, only the shell of a man . . .

* * *
One Day, My Eyes were opened,
to a New, and Splendid Beginning,
born to Feel, to Cry, to Love, Again . . .

reBorn

Now, there are Butterflies, and Songs, and Blue Skies,
You gave Me Your Heart, Your Hand, Your Happiness,
You have melted darkness, into Light . . . I am Complete,
I am One, I am at Peace, and yes, I am Yours, for Ever . . .

Relevations

whenEver The Time, whereEver The Place,
whatEver I know, I will know, Your Grace . . .

Sacred Vow

*

*
*

*
*

*
* * * * * * *
* . . . and Boys,
*
*

*

*

*
if You do not love Her,

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

I will . . .
if You do not want Her,
*

*
I do . . .

*
*

*
*

*

*

* *

Scepter



*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Patience, is The Badge I wear, The Medal of Honor,
for The Privilege,
for The Pleasure,
for The Paradise,
of loving You . . .

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

SeaDog

and to Those whose Lives are bathed in Sorrow,
rest Your weary Hearts, for I, am, to Morrow . . .

Sensora

to touch Your . . . Fragrance,
to smell Your . . . Radiance,
to taste Your . . . Essence,
to hear Your . . . Serenity,
to see Your . . . Harmony . . .

Silent Lucidity



I will evolve,
slowly in Your Mind,



quietly, infinitely, The Echo . . .


SilverBird

*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

* if I could fly, *
*
*
* in The Arms, *
*
*
* of an Eagle, *
*
*
* I would ly,*
*
*
* in The Nest, *
*
*
* *** *** *
*of Your loving Breast*. . .
*
* * * * * * *
*

SilverCloud

embrace again Your Father Sky and Mother Earth,
and shed The Yoke of Tears from Your Heart,

<> <> <> <> <> <> <>
capture again The Spirit of The Sun and Moon,
and stoke The Fires of Forgotten Dreams,

>< >< >< >< >< ><
breathe again The Timeless Winds of Change,
and join Your Brothers The Wolf, Eagle, and Puma,

~

~

~ ~

~

~

~

~

~

run again with The Deer to The Forests of Yesterday,
and drift with The Salmon along Rivers of Tomorrow,

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

sing again The Winsome Song of The Owl and Dove,
and dance The Enchanting Rhythms, of The Seasons,

* * * * * * * * *
return again to bear The Word of The Promised Land,
and sow The Seeds of Your beloved Grace once more,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ride again The Steeds of Thunder to The Dawn of Joy,
and lift Your Eyes to The Golden Sunrise of Peace . . .

Siren

Lady Blue, Lady Blue,
Her Voice is The Wind . . .
She walks where Waves make Thunder on The Sand,
where The World, is hidden, from Her Secret Eden . . .
Lady Blue, Lady Blue,
Her Smile fills The Sky . . .

Source

StarLight and FireFlys, illuminate Your Face, so radiant,
Winds caress Your Hair, as Fields of Autumn, and Gold,
Desire, turns Master, Devotion, The Reason, The Why,
The Eyes of Heaven, pause, to Witness, and to Wonder,
Time nods to Infinity, and The Moment, unbroken, Still . . .

Splash, Down
( Gem, in Eye )

Apollo, Seventeen . . .

( pouring, as Liquid, in The Reign )

Sun House



The Sky
is as bright as Eternity,
in The Eyes, of Ever, and Always . . .




The AcKnowLedgeMeant
( beyond The Gates )

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
without His Voice, and, assuredly,
*
*
without His Vision, I would
*
*
nEver, have heard,
*
*
The Word,
*
*
and to All
The Rest,
I present
My Best,
to The Ones, who
Passion’s Prayers, have stirred . . .

The Badge, of Courage


She
is The Law,
of This Universe,





The Supreme Justice,
of The Peace, on
Earth . . .




The Beginning
( sic itur ad astra )

thus, We go to The Stars . . .

The Breath of Angels
( The Music )

for what You are hearing, is Harmonic Perfection,
and what You are hearing, is All, We have to say . . .

The EverGreen
A
Story
of

Ever and Always
inside

A Trilogy
called

The Voyage of Kings
A Tale, of

The Triad
The
Diamond
The Palace
of Rain

The
Sword
The Guardians
of Virtue

The
Ring
The Chronicles
of Avalon

A Song, of

The DoveTales
The Gates of Dawn

The Chariots of The Sun

and

and

The Voice of Angels

The Children of The Clouds

Lexa and The Iron Horse
and

The Lion and The Butterfly

as seen through The Eyes of a Butterfly, named . . .

Avalon
on

The Eve
of

Nocturna
The Wedding
of

Hope and Fulfillment
as told, by an

IronHorse

The Isle, in Omega’s Wake

Words are My Dominion, where My Heart has gone, to live,
for Words are My Fruition, and They are All I have, to give . . .

The Lore, of The Libra

This day is one of special importance to me, for it
marks a time of days gone by, when the world was
blessed with a child born to bring joy and happiness
to every heart . . .
she grew in a den of love and warmth, which became
the foundation of her being . . . as the years passed,
her beauty and imagination flowered with a richness
of life equaled by none . . .
her paths of self-fulfillment abound with courage,
strength, determination, and devotion, all the while
her watchful eye set on seeking new and challenging
horizons . . .
to know her is to know love and life . . . She is a total
woman, in heart and mind, always giving of her self
. . . to a man, she is his dream of dreams, for she is
someone to cherish forever . . .
these words are but a testament of a man’s love for
the woman he adores, someone with whom he can
share the ups and downs, the joys and sorrows, the
sunrise and sunset of life . . .
. . . on her birthday . . .

The Love, of God

old as Rhyme, and Time, Eternity Itself . . .

The Mar, and The Lago
( Plus Ultrae )

Please allow this letter to serve as a conduit through which I may discuss with you, a
matter of both a personal and private nature, and one that merits a certain level of confidentiality
between the two of us, as well as allowing you the first opportunity to be made aware of my
intentions, before any public (corporate) statement or protocol issues are dealt with . . .
while I do not consider myself important enough to cause much of a ripple in the tide of your
organization, I do this primarily out of great respect for you, and, of course, because of the
extraordinary opportunities you have blessed me with over the decade we have known each other,
and during my eight years of proud service toward the building of your dreams . . . and most
importantly, for the unfailing confidence you have honored me with . . .
that said, I guess it is time to get to the point . . .
in roughly sixty days from today, I plan to begin what I feel is a quite radical departure from the
norm, by deciding to embark on a major relocation effort, to Pawleys Island, South Carolina . . .
inasmuch as there are deeply personal reasons for doing so, the area represents a myriad of
opportunities within social and cultural aspects, and more than a few interesting avenues with
regard to employment, along with the benefits of a sedate and very picturesque environment . . .
please understand, that I have not yet been seeking positions for employment, specifically within
the obvious choices in the realm of golf and country clubs et al, without first informing you of
this . . . though I am sure those facilities will be my primary focus, by virtue of the experience you
have provided for me . . . and, I am trusting in that whatever situation will serve my needs, I need
only to seek it out, and, that I will serve it well . . .
I suppose in one way, I am offering a resignation, though I am reasonably sure that our endeavors
will continue to intertwine in the future, and, I would certainly hope our relationship is strong
enough to bear what might only prove to be a geographic limitation . . . and yes, there just might
be more tennis courts (or golf courses) in your future, and you just might need someone to build
them . . . who knows . . .
in the meantime, absorb this ripple as you will, and all I ask is your blessing . . . and perhaps
when you next visit the driving range on a Saturday morning, we can offer each other a fond
salute, and talk of days to come . . .
with infinite regard . . .

The Rain of Joy

when Angels cry . . .

The Rings, of Venus

when I look, into The Mirror, of Your Eyes,
I see The Sun, The Moon, and The Stars,
My Heart, sighs, into The Cyan Skies,
of Your Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars . . .

The Shining

You are The Paragon, of All Things, God holds Dear . . .

The Stillness, of The Knight
( Years having passed, while )

My Heart still longs, for Love still true,
My Soul still crys, in Purpose still new,
My Sun, still sets, on Water, still blue . . .

The WhereWithAll
( to Understand )

try as I might, I cannot begin to find The Words to tell U, that EveryThing U are going through,
Once Again, is being felt within My Heart, as well . . . beat for beat, breath for breath . . .
yes, I feel Pain . . . but It is Your Pain, and Your Confusion that I feel, for It is naught because of
AnyThing that U have done, to Me . . . because U would naught . . . because U could naught . . .
because U love Me . . .
on SaturDei Morning, after experiencing that glorious Dance through The kNight, the Splendor
of Our Ecstasy, with U, I cannaught help but focus on a very particular CircumStance that
occurred between The Two of Us, and, also happened, when We were saying FareWell . . .
I presented U with a Card, a SentiMeant, to illustrate My Wish to provide U with a Haven, of
Sorts, as U went along Your Way . . . which, of Course, Is and Always will Be, My unDying
Love for U . . . and U, reTurned The Blessing, by giving Me a Gift, wrapped in The Wings, of
a Butterfly . . .
and that precise MoMeant, though only seen from The Eyes of YesterDei, became a Portent, of
Things to Come . . . for U, were telling Me, that The Butterfly, was about to take Wing . . . and I,
was telling U, to have a Safe Journey . . . on The Vessel, on The FriendShip, of My Love . . .
as U navigate The Winds, and The Waves, of This most turbulent Tide, Always know, that I
stand Here, for U, as a LightHouse, as a Beacon, to guide U through these troubled Waters, if
only U will look toward My Heart, waiting on The Shores of My Embrace, because U will see,
just how strong, and enduring, The Light of My Love, really is . . .

’tis The East
( Jewel, yet )

The Sun, through My Window, breaks . . .

Trials by Fire

if I survive The Ecstasy of knowing You,
will I endure The Rapture of loving You . . .



UnI



The First Question to be answered,
at The End of Eternity, is
y...




The Eleventh DoveTale

The Shelter of Kindness

over The Fields and The Forests of So It Was, where Legions
of Lilies stand or sway, and as Always, there to dance in The
Wind’s Ballet, The Wrens of Ever gather for one final Thrust
into The Hearts of Men, to tear asunder the Shackles of Their
Blind Desire, and to free from Their Souls the Burdens of
Their Empires, that have laid to want and to waste, All The
Foundations of The Truth upon which They were built, and
justly so, are now left crumbling under The Wait, and under
The Will, of Avarice . . . and somewhere beneath the rubble,
struggling for a precious Breath of Light, resolute in Its Quest
to find a significant Foothold in The Soil of Reason, and of
Redemption, stands a single Rose, quietly learning to grow,
without Thorns . . .

The Waiting

The Reckoning
( Dreams, of A Rocking Horse )
. . . and as a Host of Stars ceased Their endless Trek, to witness, and to wonder, The Night, began to reign . . .
She is a Child of Innocence, and just coming of Age, lost and so unbearably alone, lying naked and helpless among the Evercircling dogs of Chaos, whose blood-red Eyes cast their hideous glances upon Her, waiting with the Patience of Stones for Her
to fall under The Weight of their Intent . . .
sumHow, She knows that This Day, is to be Her Last among The Living, and before The Sun can pierce the death-laden Fog
that hangs above This Place, that cloaks Her Skin in a poisonous shroud, that wraps itself around every suffocating Breath She
takes, and lays upon Her Tongue like the charred residue of Her Prayers, whispered quietly to a God that has abandoned All that
remains of This Killing Ground, to the Evil that walks in The Hearts of Men, She surrenders . . .
trembling, as Always, from hunger, and from thirst, and the bone-chilling cold, and the Fear that moves through Her
emaciated Body like some perverse Dance, keeping Time with The Sound of Her Tears, as They fall to floor of The Box that is
Her Final Resting Place, built below The Surface of the frost-heavy Earth, still echoing The Cries of Hopelessness above, and
still trampled, by the shiny black Boots, of the Wicked . . .
slowly, She lifts Her Mind toward The Crack in The Sky, a hole in the lid of The Box, where She feels the meager warmth of
The Light of Day upon Her Face, and tries to remember, what Her Eyes can no longer see, because Her Eyes are now shattered
Windows upon This World . . . beaten, broken, and blinded, by these Soldiers of Hate . . . for They could not bear to see The
Look of Her sweet Innocence, could not bear The Sight of their own guilt-ridden Masks, could not bear their vile Reflections,
in The Mirror of their Godless Souls . . .
as the lid of The Box is thrown open, One Last Time, and the flood of Death pours itself upon Her, She is lifted from Her
prison by their blood-stained Hands, and always black-leather-gloved, to separate them from The Touch of Her Purity, and She
is tossed upon The Ground, where The Marks of Yesterday’s Pain are still etched in the soil, lying there as if to mock them,
like the Image, of an Angel . . .
and upon This Angel they fall, One by One, like hounds from Hell, with their lust-swollen Swords piercing Her Body in waves
of indescribable humiliation and suffering, infecting Her with the rotting Seeds of their unholy Alliance, violating Her, with All
of The Evil that Men can do, when they embrace The Heart of Darkness . . .
as The Edge of Night slowly descends upon Her, and the wailing Winds of Fate dance across what is left of Her ravaged and
bleeding Form, She is dragged, once more, across the scorched Earth to the open maw of The Box, and thrown back inside,
where She lays in The Throes of Desperation, and waits in the gloom, now haunted by the Shadows of Her Oblivion, now
silenced, by The Screams of Her Hopelessness, now empty, of All that She Ever dreamed Her Life, could be . . .
. . . and as The Host of Stars gaze down upon Her, Their Light enters through the hole in the lid
of The Box, and finds Her Reflection, there in The Pool, that is The Sum, of All Her Tears . . .
as The Light shimmers, She feels The Essence of It’s Blessing, bathing Her tortured Soul in the sweet Embrace of It’s
Tenderness, and It’s limitless Compassion, and in the quiet Hush of The Moment, She begins to realize that The Vessel of Her
Body can no Longer endure the battering of wave after wave of Degradation, can no Longer harbor Her inextinguishable
Thoughts of Hope, and Salvation, that She must let go of The Anchor of This Life, and allow Her Spirit to travel On, toward
The Call of a Distant Shore, nourished by The Tides of Promise and Fulfillment, lying SumWhere, just beyond The Reach, of
Her Despair . . .
Her Heartbeat, slowly stills, to a Whisper, and Then, to a Sigh, and Then, ‘Lo, and Behold, from Out of KnowWhere, from
Out of The Arms of Silence, from deep within Her Last Breath of Surrender, a Resonance, a Rhythm, an enduring Echo of
Redemption, wrapped in the undeniable Cadence of Hooves, hammering the Earth with righteous Intent, rolling across The
Fields and Forests of Her Heart, moving as Liquid Thunder, held Aloft, by The Wings of Certainty, becoming The EverLasting
Sound, of The Fury, and Yes, of The Might, of The Seven Hundred Horses, of Ebony, Left, and Ivory, Right . . .
and There, as The Dawn slowly cracks The Sky, as The Sun slowly pours It’s Warmth upon Each and Every Thing Dear, Now,
for The Very Last Time, and in This, The Very Last Place, and slowly, yet with The Might of Titans, and The Grace of a
Swan She raises Her Hand, toward A Presence, and slowly, like Cool Water, She caresses The Face, of Forgiveness . . .
. . . and The Host of Stars resume Their Endless Trek across The Heavens, taking with Them The Memory of All
that Was, and All that Will Be Again, for They, have for Ever Witnessed, and They, will for Ever, Wander . . .

AfterThought

while Your Purpose, might have been forgotten,
for One Moment, All Things were at Their Best,
remember, Always, The Joy was knowing You,
in Your Heart, My Dreams came Home, to rest . . .

AllTrueism

I do This, for You,
which, in turn,
is for Me . . .

An Echo’s Promise

if Your Tears, are overWhelming, and
Your Sorrows, ly waiting at Your Door,

***

go to Your
Heart, for I will be
there, waiting
patiently . . .
if a Page
of Your Life
is torn Away,
and Hope flies
a Distant Shore,
follow The Tears
*
*

*

* to Your Heart, and *

*

*
*

*
I will be there, waiting
*
*
*
*
patiently, to catch Them,
*
*
*
*
as They fall . . .
*
*
*
for I have captured Your Tears, as They fell around My Heart,
and held Them, in My Hands, and drank of Them, for I know
Your Pain, and I know Your Longing, because The Tears from
My Heart, are The Same as Your Tears, and Your Heart is The
Same as Mine, so follow My Voice, Here inside You, follow It
into Our Heart, and I will be Here, waiting, patiently, for Ever . . .

O

^^
^^

and My Depth
( EyeSea )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
only
depends
upon
how
far
out
You
are
willing
to
wade . . .

And When I Lay, Me, Down to Sleep

I have told U, many Times, of The Place I wish to lay My Head,
when The Day comes, to capture, My Last, and Final Breath,
for on That Day, there shall come a Sound, soft and slow,
of an Echo, of a Whisper, of The Heart, of An Angel . . .

Aria

Songs from The Heart are heard,
only when Melodies are in Tune . . .

As Ever
( Aun Aprendo )

I seem to drift, blindly, into the unCharted Waters of My Mind, where I
occasionally lose a Sense of what is The Proper Course to take, and often find
MySelf meandering through the precarious Straits, of Lessons I have learned,
while navigating The Reaches, of I am learning Still, and yet, All The While,
nEver having The Luxury, of a Compass . . .
were It naught for The Beacon of Your nEverEnding Grace, or the sheer
Brilliance of The Light pouring Out from Your Heart, I would, most assuredly,
lose My Way, among The Shoals of My Own misguided Perceptions, where I
would inevitably become stranded, by My Own Hand, so Near and so Far,
from The Shores, of My Own Expectations . . .
nor can I begin to fathom The True Measure, of The Distances I know I need to
travel, or even The Depths, of All I need to understand, yet, I do know, that
each Journey I take into the Half-Light, each Foray into the storm-tossed Seas
of My disContent, only happen, when I close My Eyes to The Ray of Hope,
and I lose Sight, of The Wings of The Butterfly . . .
for naught only are U The Wind in My Sails, The Stars in My Sky, The Blue of
My Horizon, and The Sea upon which I sail, and yes, so too are U, the
dauntless EverMore, The Great and Remarkable Vessel upon whose Decks I
Now stand, so too, as The Sun bears eternal Witness, are U, First, and
ForeMost, The Place, called Home . . .
with My Hands upon The Wheel, and My Faith in The ConstanSea of Your
Love, I must begin to chart a Course toward My Redemption, a Path of The
Sweetest Surrender, a Giving-Over, to The Completeness of Your Example,
borne by The Very Nature, of Your Patience, Your Kindness, and Your
Forgiveness, and All of My Life that has so Far been blessed, by Your Infinite
and Incredible Wisdom . . .
so I beg U, Dear Princess, place Your delicate Hands upon My Rail of Sighs,
place Your precious Trust in My Willingness to follow The Winds of Change,
and We, Together, will navigate The emOceans of Promise and FullFillMeant,
as I, Ever, so pledge My Allegiance, to upHold The Very Foundation of Your
Dreams, and to help U carry The Very Hope, that All Your Wishes, will One
Dei, come True . . .

At One Time, or anOther
( SomeOne, surely, must have said )

The Highest Reach, gathers The Brightest Star . . .

it is early Sunday Eve, and I have nothing left in The Day to ponder, save for Your enigmatic
Appearance, and renewed disAppearance, from My Life . . .
permit Me My “haze of inexperience and confusion” U have so deftly mentioned, considering I
am still floundering down Here, with The Rest of Mankind, waiting for the proverbial Chance,
of a LifeTime, and One, that seems to have slipped through My Fingers as easily as, well, U . . .
I still possess The Thread of Hope, that U, once ~moved~, will remain eager to reAcquire said
Essence, and further establish My Dream, that U, are, The One . . .

Axel
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
The Point around which,
My Whole World spins,
backward . . .

BreakFast, of Champions
( Over, Easy )

It’s a Bran New Dei . . .

Child Blue Yonder

I happened upon a Baby today, whose Name, was Cheyenne Sky,
as ’Lo and Behold, to Ever was told, Her Eyes, were a Cyan Sky . . .

cOde to Joy

You ask Me, if I love You, as Ever I cannot tell a Lie,
for as Long as I remember, I speak The Truth, or Die . . .

ask Me again, if I love You, I will surely give a Sigh,
for as Long as I remember, You are My Reason Why . . .

D’ Amo

You asked Me for My Heart, and I gave You, All that I possessed,
You asked Me for My Reasons, which is All, My Heart, caressed . . .

DisOrient Express

The Tracks, of My Tears . . .

Echo Chambers
( Hearts Galore )

these Canyons, of My Dreams,
and these Castles, of My Schemes,
to The Places, I roam, for Ever bound,
I’ll ne’er go lightly, ’til well I know rightly,
that This World, is both Safe, and Ever Found . . .

ElliptIcon

I

am

Your Path,

and You, will be,

The Path, of My Desire,

and Angel, it feels like for Ever . . .

Eternally, Yours

while naught having enough Space on a Page, or even enough Words in The Language sufficient
to convey The Depth of My Feelings for U, I will, nonetheless, try . . .
as We begin This Journey of Ours, The Words We use to express Our emOceans, whether
whispered, or written, lay ThemSelves down to become The Path before Us, and, in So doing,
allow Us to walk among Our Dreams, Sighed by Sighed . . .
to have found a Human Being, a Woman, a Friend, willing to explore The Horizons in My Eyes,
is NoneOther than God’s Finest Blessing, and I will walk All The Days of Infinity, to place My
sincerest Gratitude, at Your Feet . . .
and This, of Course, is just The Beginning, naught only of My giving Thanks for having graced
My Life as U have done, but for allowing Me to share the greatest Treasure of All . . . that of
simply knowing U . . .
through a subtle Twist of Fate’s Hand, I have already been blessed by The Gift of Your
Forgiveness, for having placed a dark Cloud within Your Sky . . . and This Burden, I will carry,
until The End of My Days, or until The Memory of It, finally fades from Your Heart . . .
because of This, I want U to know of My Sorrow, when I realized The Magnitude of having
broken Your Heart, when I realized the awesome Possibility of losing U, when I realized The
Tragedy of living My Life without U . . . and These Things, I could, naught, bear . . .
yet, and still, U bathed Me within Your Kindness, and U offered Me All The Depth of Your
Understanding, and U showed Me The Love waiting inside The Corridors of Your Heart, and, in
The Light of The Morning, in The Light of Your Eyes, I found `Heaven, Again . . .

Flyer

My Spirit, is the lonesome Wail of a Train Whistle,
splitting The Blue Silence of Night, The Echo of Dreams,
lying abandoned, beneath The Spine of Tears, and cold Steel . . .

For All We Are Worth

Heaven, in a HandBasket . . .

For, Roses

@

and So,
@

My Darling, All I have,
is This . . .

@

@

Fresh Heir

i
I long for a Chance to be read, I long for a Chance to be heard,
I long for a Chance, for a World to know, of The Wonder,
of The Beauty, within Each and Every Word . . . and
I want Them All, to know of The Path, and
I want Them All, to know The Glory,
I want Them All to know The
Reason for The Why,
of This Story,
and, once
They know of
All These Things,
They too will follow, on
This Voyage of Kings, and Their
Journey will End, only SomeTime When,
Their Hearts have found, All that is Love, Again . . .

Friend

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
give Me Your Hand,
so I can feel
Its Warmth, Its Life,
to know You are My Brother,
Your Skin is The Color of All Men,
Your Eyes are The Color of Their Souls . . .

Glory’s Wake
( is for Heaven’s Sake )

lonely Wolf,
Prince of The Wood,
Your Eyes are dark with Fear,
gone is the hunt, You are the hunted,
gone is the Moon, turn Your Heart away,
the edge of Your Forest, draws closer still . . .
lonely Dolphin, Lord of The Waters,
Your Spirit is bathed in torment,
gone is The Sanctuary, You are The Prey,
gone is The Deep, turn Your Heart away,
the edge of Your Sea, draws closer still . . .
lonely Eagle, Master of The Air,
Your Wings laden with Tears,
gone is The Freedom, You are The Chase,
gone is The Wind, turn Your Heart away,
the edge of Your Sky, draws closer still . . .
lonely Man, King of The Desert,
Your Mind veiled in Shadows,
gone is The Balance, You are The Mighty,
gone, is The Brotherhood, Your Heart has
turned away, and the edge of Your Soul, is for Ever, still . . .

Hallowed Eve

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
yes, it is Me, sane
and safe and thinking of
You, not as often as I could,
or even as graciously as I should . . .
and knowing that One’s Path, is just
a Journey toward One’s Purpose, along
The Way I have found The Secrets
of Life, lie not in Dreams, or
in Wishes, but in Faith,
and in Words spoken
from The Sanctuary,
of Our EverLasting Heart . . .
and The Heart, and Soul, are The Essences of Friendship,
for They, are The Jewels, in The Richness, of Our Lives,
and The Fires, of My Spirit, shall light a Sea, of Candles,
in Honor, of Your BirthDay, and My Wish, shall be that
these Moments of Your Life, if laced Together, with fine
silver Thread, be far more precious, than a Web of Pearls . . .

Haven

blue and gray Ivy, adorns
The Walls of Paradise,
The Dust of Age
lies quietly, untouched,
upon Windows of Yesterday,
past Images dwell, in lonely Rooms,
among Relics of silver, crystal, and lace,
Voices whisper softly from Portraits of Old,
while timeworn Clocks wait, suspended,
for Moments beyond for Ever . . .

blue and gray Ivy, adorns
The Walls of Memory,
gone are Dreams
of old and forgotten Songs,
lost, amid The Ruins of Antiquity,
gone, is The Sunrise over Still Waters,
the Sweet, and Silent Breath, of Home,
and gone, is The Summer’s Twilight,
along with The Fireflies, who
laughed at The Moon . . .

I See You

let Me put Your Unit, under My Intensive Care . . .

I, Sighcles

just to meet You,
The First Time,
so I can fall in
love with You,
The Last Time,
All over Again . . .
*
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*
*
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*
*
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In The Arms, of A Circle
( The Sum, is The Whole )

for The Art, of Being Close,
is All, that remains,
between Two,
and U . . .

Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity is The Path of My Desire is Infinity is The Path of My Desire is Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity
is
The
Path
of
My
Desire
is
Infinity . . .

IonFire


so far gone

 oh what a feeling

I on fire

so far gone . . .



in love with you 

JoyRide

for This, We are, flying, on A Star . . .

Lexa
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
The Point around which,
My Whole World spins,
forward . . .

Liberation

I have captured The Thoughts, and Feelings, of
The Moments We have shared, and turned Them
into Memories, for You, have captured My Heart . . .

.

LunaSerenada

I sing to You
of The Way of My Heart,
and The Paths of My Desire,
of Snow-covered Roses,
and of Islands,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
in My Sky . . .
and, while I
sing to You, of
a Whisper of a Gift,
in a Promise of a Candle,
and, because I sing to You,
of The Fires of My Passion,
whenEver I am dreaming,
of All Your Majesty,
and All Your
Gr ace . . .

MagicWing

Alone at Night I think of You,
Visions of absolute Perfection,
Your Aura captures My Dream,
as I fly, toward Sweet Oblivion . . .

Mes Enfant

Your Child - Like Grace,
Your Tender Embrace,
Your Precious Face,
Your Silken Lace . . .

Milky Way

The Rapture found, when I look into
The Windows of Your Eyes, is
The Candy, of My Soul . . .

Mon Bien-Aime
( My Beloved )

The Path, of My Desire,
borne on The Wings, of Grace,
is Your River, of Light,
My Tears, of Longing,
is The Rain, of Joy, wrapped
in Your Ribbon, of Love,
The Song, in My Heart,
is The Breath, of Angels, spun
into Your Web, of Pearls,
and My Journey’s End,
is The Dawn, of Ecstasy, borne
on Your Kiss, of Always . . .

Morphea

Sleep, is not My Sanctuary, it is My Veil,
for it does not allow The Thought of You,
As, and All, I wish . . .

My Eagle, My Lioness, My Butterfly

The Moment You understand who You are,
shall be The Moment Your Eyes,
see The Glory of Love . . .
The Moment You understand why You are,
shall be The Moment Your Soul,
has embraced The Truth . . .
The Moment You understand where You are,
shall be The Moment You know,
Your Kingdom has come . . .

My Father’s Eyes
( They cried )

through These Windows, came The Sounds, of Glory,
of Empires, and of Legacies, and A Soldier’s Story,
of Men, and of Machines, and of Sacred Things,
of Honor, of Courage, and A Voyage of Kings . . .
through These Pages, now tattered, now torn,
came Heralds and Prophets, Sages were born,
from Dawn, to Dusk, came Wonders, anew,
over Fields, and Forests, Our Destinies flew . . .
through These Gates, came His Tales of Old,
of Castles, and Camelot, and Cities, of Gold,
of Fame, and of Fortune, and Destiny’s Hand,
of Sons and Swords, and Monuments, of Sand . . .
through These Echoes, as His Stories would tell,
of Legions, on Battlefields, Men marching to Hell,
of Gods, and of Galaxies, and of Creation, unknown,
of The Tides, and The Times, when Angels have flown . . .
and through These Moments, All gathered Here, and Now,
come The Whispers, of Horses, and His Dreams, SomeHow,
and No Matter, His Journey, not of The Where, nor The From,
because, finally, Here, at Hand, Yes, His Kingdom, has Come . . .

My Louvre

Your Beauty, so makes My Art,
look like Chalk, on a SideWalk . . .

( A Whisper to )

My Sleeping Angel

*

*

SweetHeart,

*

*

do You hear Me ?

*

*
I love You,

*

*

Ever,

*

*

Always,

*

*

and True . . .

*

*

*



My
Suprema
My One,
My All,
My Angel,
My Ballerina,
My Nightingale,
My Porcelain Doll . . .

*

*

Nina Con Gato
( close to My Heart )

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have succeeded in

*

*
kissing Your Heart, so

*

*
You gave Me, All

*

*
You have, to

*

*
give . . .

*

*
*

noWhere, at All
( and noWhere, to be )

The Very Finest, in Insisted Living . . . with stylized Healthcare, planicured HomeSites,
demilitarized Recreation Facilities, within multi-generational Requirement Communities,
providing environmentally digitized Neighborhoods, among zero-tolerant Landscapes, in
artistically enhanced Security, and politically sanitized Tranquility, tactfully situated in the
surgically mechanized Atmospheres, of a state-of-the-art programmably engineered Lifestyle . . .

“ if its too Good to be true, We built it ”

“ where Miracles can happen, right on Time ”

“ We take the Worry out of being entirely Different ”

“ and at a Price You can live with, no matter what The Cost ”

“ with Your Memories in Our Hands, Tomorrow will come as no surprise ”

sponsored
by
The Centers for Creative Redundancy
and
The BellWeather Foundation for Strategic Philanthropy
presenting

ZanaDew Falls
The Hallmark, of Living by Design

( pricing of available Models subject to genetic proclivity, spiritual dexterity, and financial complacency )

Now Here This

because of Your continuous Presence, The Purpose of
My Life is to have You in My Presence, continuously . . .

of Angels

Mine Eyes can see The Glory,
of The Coming of The Horde . . .

of Equal Measure

The FullFillMeant, shall nEver be
more than The Sum, of The Hope . . .

of Humble Beginnings

of all the challenges a man must face in his life, none is more agonizing, or more illuminating,
than when he regards himself, in the mirror of Truth . . .
and I come to You now, in this manner, in order to apologize, and then to ask for a few moments
of your time, in which I may tell You of the things I have learned . . .
first, I offer My sincerest apology, for the way I . . . was . . . on the evening of our introduction,
for I am guilty of a multitude of sins . . . the foremost, that of being a fool, tends to make all the
rest pale in significance, though They remain just as repulsive . . .
so ~taken~ with You as I was, I chose to inundate You with My arrogance, and My ego, as I
spoke of things so very far out of place, so completely inappropriate for the moments at hand,
that I, therefore, ignored the very significance of the woman standing before Me, now struck
blind, and overwhelmed, by the forces of My own stupidity . . .
I am so sorry, Angel, for My despicable behavior, and My pathetic lack of Grace, and so in
Truth, I humbly stand naked before You, to plead, for Your Forgiveness . . .

*

*

*

You may be asking Yourself ~why this ?~, or ~why now ?~, and the answers will be quite
simple, and honest, and forthcoming . . . because I want You to know, how in that brief span of
time We were together, My heart was quickly overcome by Your splendor, and by Your style . . .
becoming the focal point of My day-to-day existence, and the source for a great many tears of
remorse, brought on by the realization, and the magnitude, of all that I had done . . . and because,
Angel, I am so ~taken~ with You, still . . .
I hold, a single ray of Hope, that I may One Day hear Your Voice again, that I may hear You
talk about Your Life, and Your Loves, of Your Dreams, and Your Aspirations . . . as You teach
Me of Your Heart, and of Your Mind, and of All The Things that You hold Dear . . . because,
from That Moment On, until All Moments fade, until I earn The Privilege, to walk in The Light
of Your Smile, I so promise, just, to gListen . . .

Omega

sleep quietly now, as a blanket
of Stars, gently embraces You . . .
dream On,
fly to The Palaces
of Hope, and Fulfillment,
blessed is Your twilight Voyage,
for when You so Awaken,
Your Eyes, behold
The Genesis . . .

Once, and For All
( Grace )

when I, Ever, fall in Love, Again,
The Way I, fell in Love, with You . . .

Orpheus




I hear The Music in The Valley,
The Sweet Song, of silent Dawn,

a Melody tolls The Bells of Change,
and colors The Wind, with Crimson Fire,


The Words are Soldiers, of Peace and Prophecy,
sung to The Heart, of Tomorrow’s Child,
I hear The Music in The Valley,
The Sweet Echoes, of
The Days, to
come . . .




Pendulum

The Clock, on The Wall, is The Focal Point,
of Moments lived, and Moments yet to come . . .

PieSees

My Son, The Apple, of My Eyes . . .

PlacePoint

Poetry, is pages of Life, torn from The Heart . . .

Quixote
( come with Me )

to a Land where it rains, only when You wish,
and Wishes come True, only when You Smile . . .

Reflectivity

She paints a thorough Picture, of The Me She wants to see,
be it bright, brave, or bold, or something, I will nEver be . . .
little does She know of course, that My Style, is My Grace,
this, She will know of course, when I finally see, Her Face . . .
then and only then, I hope, Her Doubt, will cease to haunt,
then and only then, I hope, it is Me, She will finally, want . . .

Relayer

The Eyes of a Stranger, are Mirrors of profound Clarity . . .

Ride On The Kiss, Sir

One of these Days, Angel,
to The Moon, Baby,
to The Moon . . .

ShadowRam

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

Angel,

*
*
*
*
*
*

the Sigh that U hear,
is not One, of Sadness,
or of Pain . . . it is a Sigh
of a fervent Heartache,
and deep Longing,
caught on The
Winds, of
Abandon . . .
@

@

I I I I

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

Sirocco

let Your Spirit feel the soft Caress of an Autumn Wind,
let Your Spirit feel the soft Caress of a Lovely Woman . . .

SkyBlu

and when I wish to tell You, of Things You wish to hear,
I wish I could be with You, I wish, You could, be Near . . .

SkyBlueStill

still . . .
*

*
The Autumn

of My missing You,
*

began as a Spike of Light, *
bathing My Heart,
giving Me Life . . .
*
*
You
*
*
The Autumn
of My missing You,

*

were The Days and Ways

*

I found Your Love,
and Your Music . . .
*
*
missing
*
*
The Autumn
of My missing You,
*

was hearing The Rapture

*

of Your Voice, and
The Rain of Joy . . .
*
*
am
*
*
The Autumn
of My missing You,
*

were The Nights of Desire, *
of Passion’s Dream,
of Eyes on Fire . . .
*
*
I
*
*
The Autumn
of My missing You,

*

was Your Love, sighing,
for Your Autumn,
of missing Me . . .
*
*
and

*

Solow

It is I, alone, who slew Your Spirit,
It is I, alone, who broke Your Heart,
It is I, alone, who ruined Your Name,
It is I, alone, who caused Your Shame,
yes It is I, alone, who bears The Blame,
and now, it is I,
alone . . .

Tears Drop
( before The Fall )

I
see
Rain
on The
Window,
and remember
when Moments of
Sadness and Sorrow,
were The Children, of
broken Toys or bad
Dreams . . .

The Approach

i
The First Place
I will kiss You is
in The Corridors, of
Your Heart . . .
and The Second Best,
among All The Rest,
is nEver knowing
when I will start . . .
for Third bears
no Surprise,
beyond
The Windows, of
Your Eyes,
because
The Fourth Place,
Your lovely Face, is
The Very Heart, of Paradise . . .

The Chalice, of Hope

I long for a Chance to be read, I long for a Chance to be heard,
I long for a Chance for The World to know, of The Wonder,
and The Beauty, within Each, and Every Word, and
I want Them All, to know of The Path, and
I want Them All to know The Glory,
I want Them to know The
Why, The Reason,
of My Story,
and, Once
They hear of
All These Things,
They too will follow, on
The Voyage of Kings, and Their
Journey will End, only SomeTime When,
Their Hearts have found The Gift, of Love, Again . . .

The ChimneySweep

“ Madame, The Gentleman is here to clean out Your Cobwebs ” . . .

“ Thank you, Max, send Him right Up ” . . .

The Corners, of My World

The Recesses of My ImagiNation, where Wishes, on Horses, have yet to ride,
become The Canyons, of My DreamScape, where Echoes, have gone to hide,
All are waiting for The Moment, when the Darkness surrenders to Your Light,
upon the EverStill unsaid, the EverStill undone, the EverStill, of The Knight . . .

The Glory, Rose
( Always, at Last )

Here, inSighed Your Velvet Petals,
where Your Heart, Your Music,
and Your Story, begin to unFold,
I fall, toward every Breath, every
Song, and every Page withIn, yes I
fall, Ever slowly and Ever softly,
toward Your Mysteries,
unTold . . .

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
* *
*
* *
* * *
* **
* *
* *
**
*
*

The Look, of Genesis
( Sweeter Gabriel )

Sludge Hammer, Big Time . . .

with This Ring, I ask,

with This Ring, I ask,

that One Day when,

that You place it,

We start All over

around My

Again, and

Heart,

live It,

and

One,
More, Time . . .

The
OfferRing

never
let Me go . . .

and, Lexa,
with This Ring, I ask,

with This Ring, I ask,

will You take My Hand,

that when Our End,

with This Ring, I ask,
that One Day soon,

as You take My Heart,

is but a Beginning,

We will stand,

for to take You,

We will sit, with

with Hearts,

I will,

Hearts as One,

as One,

for to love You,

and talk, of

and talk,

I do,

Days gone By . . .

of Days to Come . . .

and for Life,
We do, depart . . .

with This Ring, I ask,

and, with This Ring, I ask,

that as We walk,

that You take My Hand,

The Days of

and walk with Me,

Infinity,

along The Path

We share,

of My Desire,

All there is, to share . . .

for Eternity . . .

The Oracle

*
*
**
* *
* *
**
*
i
little child, lost and alone,
your eyes, are deep in thought,
your soul craves so much,
of a world that bestows so little . . .

*
*
**
* *
* *
**
*
i
little child, innocent and alive,
your heart is tender, and delicate,
your voice rings so clear,
in a world that holds no mercy . . .

*
*
**
* *
* *
**
*
i
little child, prince or prophet,
your smile is blessed with peace,
your laughter must be sung,
to a world that hears no music . . .

12
The Patience

9

. . . and This Book, was The Space, between . . .

6

3

The PoeTree
as Thee . . .
quite as lovely,
a thought,
never be
there will
thinking,
when I am
a Place for
^^
Our Tree,
^^
This Tree,
sitting under
You and Me,
and thinking,
We will see,
The Beauty
that will be,
of The Days
and talking,
dreaming,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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with Me,
just You,
at The Sea,
gazing out,
and sitting,

as this Tree,
quite as lovely
know a Thought
because, I will never

The Point, of U

*
*
*
**
*
* *
*
* *
*
*
*
* *
** *
* **
* **
** *
*
**
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
A Kinetic Energy,
A Flight from T to V,
A Symbol of Abundance,
of Intelligence,
of Elegance,
of Dignity,
of Beauty,
of Grace,
of Light,
of Love,
Again . . .

Thought’sCape





lift Your Eyes, to The Moon,
and witness The Flight, of Gulls,
weave among The SeaShells, stand
amid Castles, of Sand,
ride The Tale of The SeaHorse, and dance
with a Fiddler Crab,
follow Them, as They lure You, into The Oceans,


of Your Mind . . .


’til All Moments Fade
( On, and On )

for The Beau, of So, is Ever,
The Iron Horse, named, Sky . . .

To Love, Again



















yes, Angel, I offer to U The Words, of My Adore,
to be held, as One, where Each, and Every Peace
I have written to U since The Dei We first met,
shall find It’s own Resting Place, among
All The MoMeants, of Our Lives . . .










TreasuresChest

Jewels from The Heart, are more precious,
than those found nestled, in a Sea of Glass . . .

TrumpCard

A Man’s Greatest Achievements will be measured not by
how He conquered This World, but by how He graced It . . .

 IRONHORSE 1998

Under an Iron Sky
( The Blue, and The Gray )

I seem to have finally arrived at a Place, a Promontory, a Precipice, a Panorama, overlooking
The Sea, of My Life . . . The IcanSea, if U will . . .
While The Images are many, and The Blessings abundant, there are areas of ~dim~ Light, whose
umbras cast an unfavorable shadow on the Man I am, and the foolish and selfish things I have
done, to Those who have meant so much to Me . . .
It certainly took aWhile, to find the Truth within Myself, and it was only until I could find a Way
to express My Sorrow, combined with the necessary amount of Grace, before I could begin to
approach U with The Apologies that U deserve, and the admission of My Responsibility, and
most of All, My Regret . . .
The old Saying, of never knowing what U had, until it is gone . . . has never rung more True,
especially when viewed from the vantage point, of Remember . . .
Our glorious RelationShip . . . yes, glorious, even seen from these troubled Waters, and All of
the ~Tempests~ along The Way, has truly been, and will surely remain so, The Hallmarks, of
My Life . . .
This, is what U gave to Me . . . This, is what U showed Me . . . This, is what U taught Me . . .
This, is where U will stand, for The Rest of My Days, and most certainly, for Eternity . . .
Of All The Things U felt U could never measure up to, in My Eyes . . . of All The Ways I made U
feel inadequate, or insecure, or shortsighted, or unaware, or insensitive . . . of All The Times I
failed to see U for what U are, instead of what I thought U should become . . . as sure as These
Tears roll down My Face, the painful Irony is, that now that U have ~flown~, it is now that I
finally see . . . that U have become, and AllWays were, The Woman I so vividly imagined, but
never, truly, saw . . . til Now . . .
My greatest Regret, is to have read the line from Your email, that U ~may never be that close to
anyone again~, and for having caused such a Thought to have entered Your Mind . . . for having
such a ~giving~ Heart as Yours cause to bear such a Burden as that . . . for having been the One to
have dimmed Hope in such a Manner, in The Heart so least deserving of such a Fate . . .
How can I ever undo what I have done . . . ? how can I ever restore Your Faith, in Love, Again .
. . ? trust Me when I say . . . that My greatest Sin, before God, will be, This . . . and, I do not
much care, if God never forgives Me . . . because, what will Matter, more than AnyThing, will
be, if U never do . . .
And as U walk through The Rest of Your Life, through The Fields and The Forests of Your
remarkable Dominion, surveying All that U hold Dear, and All U have Said, and All U have
Done . . . while under a pale, blue Sky, be sure to look around U, as The Sun and The Wind
caress Your Smiling Face, and U will see, There, swirling at Your Feet, a Leaf, in The
Autumn of His Life, turning, slowly, but surely . . . to Gold . . . for The Priviledge, and The
Honor, of having known U, and of having known Love, Again . . .
please hold Me, in Your Heart, for Ever . . .

Verticle Assent

I thought I would share with U, The Threads, and The Thoughts, that surround My Evenings,
since The Very First Evening, of The Very First Dei, I Ever met U . . .
toNight, My emOceans have taken On such a joyous Bearing, that to keep Them from U, would
be a most selfish Thing . . . therefore, I wish to return to The Place where I can ~speak~ to U,
though without The Aid of My Voice in Your Ear, but through these Words, upon a Page . . .
and because, each Word, of Every Page, allows Our Story to be born, to exist, to know Life,
and yes, to experience Love, Again . . .
so, I will tell U a little Story from The Book, in Order to illustrate My Intent, and to paint for U,
a Very Different Kind, of Sky . . .
while pondering Our most recent GatheRing, of MonDei Last, and Then, to bring into Focus all
The Moments leading up to This Early Eve, I am struck by how tedious My incessant ~talk~ must
be for U . . . by This, I mean My inAbility to keep from going ~too Deep~ and going ~too Often~,
and nEver fully taking The Moments, with U, by The Hand . . .
Quiet was The Mockingbird, as I draw nearer, and The Look in His Eyes told
Me of His Purpose, as Sentinel, before Whom, All shall Pass . . . with a Nod of
Understanding, I move closer to The Edge, and the sudden Stillness, takes My
Breath Away . . . The Stream, as if told by Nature to do So, slows to a Halt in
front of Me, becoming a Ribbon of Glass . . . and Now, finally within Reach, I
kneel down beside a Pool of pristine Clarity, and gaze into It’s Secrets, and as I
begin to fathom The Reasons, There, slowly rising to The Surface of
Knowledge, up from The Depths of Wisdom, emerging phantom-like, to rest
upon The Windows of My Eyes, I see, Her Face, Again . . .
and while I have been plunging into those Depths, I have failed to notice, that U, are struggling
to find The Surface . . . and I, must come Up, naught Only to find My Own Sustenance, but to
reTurn Again to The Surface, to become The Air, that U breathe . . .
This Peace, Angel, is from The Nearing, from a Story called Pools of Innocence, and I so
chose It, to tell U of My Commitment, to make U a Promise, that I will Rise, to wHereEver, U
Are . . .

Wedding Knells

though We are from Richer, and from Poorer,
so, from Death, do We, depart . . .



















What Lies, ThereIn
( of Spires, Steeples, and Stained Glass )

there have come certain Pages, down through The Ages,
that have shown The Light, of Dei . . . yet Still, We stand,
with Our Swords in Hand, and Vengence raging in Our Eyes,
to find The Reasons, for Their Treasons, as if, We All so lived,
under different Skies . . . and Still, We pray, for that Light, of Dei,
and, nEver really knowing The Why, because, We stare at The Faces,
and laud All Their Graces, as if, it were Do, or Die . . .

Wind, Chimes
*
*
*
*
*
*
tall Pines, whisper,
of YesterDays past
that were not lived,
and sway to Songs
a Flight of Angels,
sigh, in My Heart . . .
*
*
*
tall Pines, whisper,
of All Things Dear
and not Forgotten,
and sway to Songs
The Bells of Time,
toll, in My Heart . . .

WordGates
( MacroSoft )

and Thank You, for looking through, My Windows . . .

Yo Te Amo


You
asked Me
for My Heart,
I gave You All I own,
You asked Me for My Reason,
My Reason, having
known . . .

The Twelfth DoveTale

The Passion of Innocence

a great and gloriuos Hush, and So adorned, is the abundant
Richness of Friendship, pouring as Liquid, as a Golden Wind
out across Her Universe, from Hither to Yon, and yes, from
Here to Eternity . . . and deep in The Echo of The Whisper of
Her Gratitude, She slowly bows Her Head, and places Her
Hand upon Her Heart, and declares to The Host of Stars
waiting above and below Her, from this Moment on, until All
Moments have been, All of My Creation shall know, of This
Love, Again . . . and there in The Sound of The Reason Why,
and there by The Light of The Rising Sun, are two winged
Messengers, one born SteadFast, the other Resolute, as one
flies toward His Understanding, and the other flies toward
Her Forgiveness, while both shall Ever dwell, in The Palace
of Always, because This, is where Angels shall go to learn of
Grace, and where Ever shall be, to finally see, Her Face . . .

The Waiting

The Awakening
( of a Kingdom, comes )

on a HillSighed, above a Meadow, and naught very Far from The Sea of Glass, there First rose a
Hush, and then rose a Whisper, and then rose The Voice, of Silence . . . and thereUpon, Her
Words poured slowly, as Liquid, out over these gathered Souls, to bathe Them in The Sound,
and in The Light, of this glorious Symphony, of Moments . . .
high overHead, in a Perfect Circle, with Wings that would Ever touch The Face of Always, flew
The Ibis, Resolute, bearing a Crown of Roses, there among The Flock of Grace, and there
beneath a stunningly perfect Sapphire Sky . . . as The Hue, and The Cry, of Days gone by,
quietly fade into Long Ago, and Yesterday shares a Thought with Remember, and because
Tomorrow may nEver know, The Knight walks slowly Out, Far across The Sea, toward The
Center of EveryThing, toward The Heart of All Things Dear, toward His Place, in The Valley of
The Sun . . .
He moves across the Still Waters, with a Courage born only from Sorrow, and with a Purpose
known only to Fate, Far from a Place called Home, He walks, as He has walked All The Days of
Infinity, following The Light, from a Distant Star . . . gListening to an Echo down Deep in His
Soul, He walks, with The Weight of Destiny on His Shoulders, and Every Prayer of Every Child
in His Heart, He walks, until He finally comes to Rest, at The Point, of It All . . .
and there before Him, and before Each and Every Look of Regard, as The Stars slowly cease
Their endless Trek across The Heavens, to pause, to witness, and to wonder of The
CircumStance about to unFold before Their Very Eyes, The Dawn, rose, giving Her Final
Promise to The Day . . . and, to Him, waiting now on bended Knee, and Head bowed, in The
Presence of Her Majesty, She offers Her Hand, whereUpon, He sees, and hears, The Ring, of
Truth . . .
All at Once, a Shimmering, a brilliant Spark of Blue Fire, ignites within The Ring, and bursts
Forth in a WhirlWind of Singing Light, immersing Him in Living Color, enfolding Each and
Every Shadow in His Heart within a Blanket of Forgiveness, and Always embracing, His Very
Soul . . . and though fleetingly blinded by The Light of Understanding, He begins to sense a
Change, in The Air, as if The Sky were about to crack, from The Mighty Hammers of Titans, to
The Very Breath of Ten Thousand ButterFlies, because All are waiting, All are watching, and
All are willing, to hear, of This EverLasting Promise . . .
and, He begins, to tell, His Story . . .

A Presence

This Gift,
is from a Woman,
in A Box,
This Box,
contains The Gift,
to Your Woman,
and The Woman,
in The Box,
is Your Gift,
so give This Box,
The Gift,
to Your
Woman,
Your Purpose, Your Path, Your Passion, and Your Paradise . . .

A Vow, of Ever, Lasting
( Love )

My
Dearest . . .

i
I have, I am, I can, and I will,
devote My Life, to U, unconditionally . . .
and, no Matter, where U are, what U are doing,
where U live, where U work, where U go, or where U stay,
I will, Always, begin Each and Every Day, by thanking God, U exist . . .
and, I will love, cherish, honor, and obey, Each and Every Aspect, of Your Life's
Aspirations, with due and diligent Patience, Respect, Trust, and Understanding, for as Long,
as We both, shall Live,
as One . . .

All that Love is Worth
( My CurrenSea )

a Myriad of Coins, ly waiting in This Fountain,
and Each, wear the time-worn Faces, of Hope . . .

Allways

The Some, of The Whole, is Me,
The Whole, of The Sum, is Thee . . .

An Angel’s Wish

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
**
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
and may You find,
All, that is The Hope,
and The Fulfillment,
of The Spirit
of The Reason,
of The Heart of
The Season,
of Grace . . .

and Found

because, I, am, It . . .

And The Light, in God’s Eye

was The Bridge, A Cross, for Ever . . .

AngelFire

**
**
**
****
** **
** **
* *
* *
**
*
i
read The One,
then
read The Two,
then
hold The One,
then
hold The Two,
next
to The Light, of The Son . . .

Apollo

and Her Cup runneth over,
for Her Muse,
is Me . . .

As The Days, Enfold Night
( by The Light, of The Sons )

i
Here, in The BrotherHood of Man, what matters Most
is The Synchronicity between The Mind and The Heart,
and The Endeavors born from The Fruit of that Process,
yet there is Nothing more Significant, than when these
Aspects are so cultivated within The Realm of Purpose,
and whose Abundance, is measured, not by The Yield,
but in The Quality of The Soil, from which It is grown . . .

As Thick, As A Brick
( and just as Heavy )

Book I, of The Voyage of Kings . . .

( 1,000 Pages )

AtmosFear

if I cannot shed Light, upon This World,
then I shall rise Up to slay The Darkness . . .

August

My Eyes, behold, The Secrets, told,
as Wings, unfold, Her Heart of gold . . .

Before Whom
( A MockingBird )

and Things, and Kings, and Rings, and Wings, All came to Pass,
and There, They All stood, waiting patiently, by A Sea, of Glass,
for They had heard of a Story, that Their Hearts have Always felt,
which would One Day cause, this Sea of Glass, to melt, and
before All Things Dear, and, in The Absence, of Fear,
His Words came Forth, All wrapped, in A Story,
The Breath, of an Angel, All rapt, in Glory,
and before He had told, of The Where and The When,
They All knew, right There, and right Then, that
This, was of Ever, finding His Love, Again . . .

Beyond Words
( could Ever say )

for This, is All, I have, to give,
for This, is All, I know, to live . . .

Black Jack

to build a more Perfect Union, begins
by accepting a Union, with Perfection . . .

Boy, Blue

My Thoughts,
All gathered,
My Heart,
*
a Fortress,

*
*

until, I,*
*
recalling,

*
*

My Heart,
crying inside,
My Lonliness . . .

Closer, Still

if, from Your Heart,
You wish to run Away,
then, run Away, to Mine . . .

Electra



Stone Beauty,
Eyes, of Blue Glass,
awaken, and feel My Heart,
for It holds The Light, of The Sun . . .




ErgoMomics
( Well, Being )

They bear The Flow of Life,
therefore,
They, are The Font, of Life . . .

Ever unFolding
( Still )

<*
and
so It shall Be, ’til One Moment, After, The Day I die,
for what echo’d Bell, shall This Story, tell,
save a Butterfly, a Horse,
^^
^^
and I . . .

Ever, is The Sun
( of Man )

Always is Her Smile, The Light, of His Dei,
because, This Dei, has come Home, at Last . . .

Fathom
( I Sea )


We
will give
This World,
back to The Stars,
We will give This World,




back to God . . .



FinAlly

Felicity, Fraternity, Fidelity

Happiness, is The Alliance, with Devotion . . .




For All Things Clear

and who waits behind Door #1,
but A Rose, holding a FirePot . . .

All I see, All I hear, and All I know, feels like,

For Ever . . .

For The Post Man, Always, Rings, Nice

bending The Words to My Will,
requires pushing The Envelope,
in order, to save The Post Age . . .

From The i, in Believe
( A Story, Told )


of
a man,
discovering,
the eyes of a child,
while looking for the y
at the end of eternity, and
finding the gift, of the
days to come . . .

Grace

and for what You are about to receive, Enjoy . . .

Heart

there are surely a Thousand Reasons, that Ever speak of why I love You, and yet,
only One holds The Pinnacle of Significance, for This and All Moments yet to be,

Yours . . .

Here, Is


for All
The Moments,
of All My Days,
You enFold The
Heart, of My
Always . . .


Here, in One, brief, Moment of Time,

I Awaken,
to a soft, fleeting, Whisper, of Rhyme . . .

I Land

Love, on The Breath of Conviction, sails to The Heart,
no matter if carried, by The Vessel, of Word, or Deed . . .

If I

could hear The Sound, of Your Laughter,
but Once, in a Thousand Years, My Life,
would be OverFlowing, beyond Measure . . .

In The Fields, of Your Forgiveness

These Words, I cannaught yet place, insighed Your Heart,
because I must wait ’til U are Free to embrace Them,
in Your Own Time, and in Your Own Space,
and Always know, I am EveryWhere,
and waiting quietly, patiently,
between The Lines . . .

In The Hand, of Nod
( 1 )

A World, without a Clue, is coming apart at The Dreams,
A Swirled, without a Glue, is coming apart at The Seams,
A Twirled, without a True, is coming apart at The Seems,
when at Last, unFurled, becoming a Heart, at The Beams . . .



In The Reign

We, are not
now, nor have We
Ever, been Alone, for
The Flesh, and The Bone,
has taken, The Throne,
while It All, falls,
down . . .

In The Tapestry, of Because



The Rings, of Justice,
are
Truth, Understanding, and Wisdom,
woven
from The Thread, of God’s Heart, Fine and Silver . . .





In Thy Wake

The Greatest Legacy,
is the simplest Truth . . .

Iron’s Horse

what has been Lost, is for Ever, Found . . .

Lightning, Strikes
( Again )

So much Reign, So much Funder . . .

LightPath

I shall lead You, by showing You,
how to follow Your Radiant Heart . . .

Love The One You’re With

The Sea, Ever so rages, and yet, It even stills,
to sail on Passion’s Waters, is as, God, wills . . .

Mariner, I

My Furious Rose, has yet to know The Fullness of My Self,
nor has She yet to find a better Game, in Town . . .
My Terms are The Ones that matter, for
I am The Vessel, on This Voyage . . .
Your Opinions are Valid, if only
They are not bathed first, in Acid . . .
I no longer wish to endure them, for
they are baggage, and, no longer required . . .
All My Notions, by any other Name, are My Own,
as are The Gifts from There to Here, and in Her Name, I speak . . .

because The Divine Hand,
defines Her Existence
by The Very Depth
She will send Chaos, into
The Waiting Arms, of Oblivion . . .
with or without Your Heart, or Your Help . . .
We do not have Time for this age-old Challenge . . .
there are Empires to build, and Galaxies to behold . . .
if We cannot begin Here, We are NoWhere, at All . . .
close Your Eyes to see, and listen, to Me listening
to Your Heart, not Your Head, for It, will follow . . .
regardless of The Blood of Thorns, this is Real . . .
I am nowhere near Your ~jagged little pill~ . . .
Our Children, are waiting, for Hope . . .
stay or go, You are but a Wave,
upon a Willing Sea . . .

MeadowLark

I keep The Valley of Roses,
here in My Hand,
so take hold
of The Pilot,
of Your Dreams . . .

MistEyeOne

I can fly There,
to look at You,
drifting There,
on The Sea,
looking
up at
Me,
for
I am
Your Sky,
and You are My
Liquid Grace, My
Living Sea, of Love . . .

Modes, of Excelleration

Rose Pedals . . .

My Bliss


All
that I was,
All that I am, so
All, that I shall Ever be,
is Always, at Your Command . . .




My Porcelain Doll


* *
sitting there,
upon Your Chair,
lost in The Fragrance,
*
*
of Your Bouquet,
I gaze at U,
sitting there, upon Your Chair,
@
lost in The Breath, of The Blessing,
of Beautiful . . .

Myllennia

All The Time in The World, is The Time of My Life . . .

NevaRose

I would walk The Fields, of Never, to
find one Rose, as lovely as Your Smile . . .

No Flying, to Night

as The Memory of Darkness,
fades from Existence,
*
I will look,
*
toward The
*
Light of Dawn,
*
reflected in The Galaxy,
*
in The Window of Your Eye,
*
as We embrace The Place,
*
called Home . . .
*
*
*
*
O

of Purple, Mountains, and Majesty
( oh Beautiful )

this aMazing pLace, called Home . . .

( and We’re not in Canvas anymore )

Oh, What A Dance This Is
( of Whispers, seldom heard )

waltzing, beyond The Pale . . .

QuickSilver

Mirror Mirror,
held fast upon My Wall,
how can I reflect, The One,
inside Us All, so try if I May
and try if I Might, Ever do
I find Solace, in My
Perception, of

Right . . .

Ribbons, and Bows
( Fine, and Silver )

The Rings, of Remember,
are donned, in December, to
encircle The Deis, of Our Lives . . .

RingBearer
( Yes )

U, have become The Single, and most Significant Woman in My Life,
because U have offered Me, what All The Rest, simply cannaught give,
because U have brought Me, what All The Rest, simply cannaught own,
because U have taught Me, what All The Rest, simply cannaught know,
because U have delivered Me, what All The Rest, simply cannaught be,
and because, living without U, would be NoWhere near Living, at All . . .

Rosalenda

A Field of Roses, is The Sea, of Your Endless Grace . . .

Sahara

do I love You ? . . .

yes, Angel, and I will
walk The Sands of Time,
for One Look in Your Eyes . . .

Sailing, to Day

I need Your Faith, and Your Friendship,
to touch The Souls, and to kiss The Hearts,
of Those, who Ever seek this Amazing Grace,
and We, shall bathe, in The River, of Their Joy . . .

Shedict

She, is The Day, and
I am The JudgeMeant . . .

Standing, Under The Ledge, of Know
( I see )

for Ever, The Face, of So, It shall Be . . .

StarGate
( Alpha )


if
You
could
hear Me
sighing, You
would understand
The Depths of My Longing,


You would know, The Fires of My Passion . . . 
The Truth inside My Heart,
would understand
crying, You
hear Me
could
You
if


Steel Blue Rail

with My Eyes on Always,
I can see,
for Ever,
and Until,
This Train, shall meet . . .

Thank You


*
*
once Again, for
All The Moments, of Our Lives, of
Our Terms of Endearment, I will remember
Each shining Flash of Light that ran across
Your Eye, Each Time, I saw Paradise,
and, for All The Glorious Colors,
*

*
wrapped within Your Music,
and the fevered Rush
of Desire, that
cascaded through
The Corridors of My Heart,

Each Time, I Ever thought of You . . .



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
know, for

The Angel, of Time
is Me . . .

The Best

Always is to Ever,
as One is, for All . . .

The Eve, of Deliverance
( Tatia’s Dream )

i
and Now, a tumultuous Year is nigh coming to a close,
one that held many Chances and CircumStances,
some Within, some Without, and some,
so very far Beyond, Our Control . . .
We are left, to reassemble, or rebuild Each of
The Pieces of Our Lives that best mirror The Pattern,
or The Purpose, of The Plan, and Our Place within It All . . .
some of Us, face Tasks or Trials that challenge, while Others,
face the same Troubles, with nary a Blink of an Eye . . . and still,
there are Those, that never even bother to notice The Light of Day . . .
through it All, there are Those, that meet what is dealt to Them
with extraordinary Courage, unextinguishable Hope, while
teaching All of Us, exactly what Faith, is All about . . .
They, lead Us, by Example . . .
They, honor Us, with Kindness . . .
They, shelter Us, with Foregiveness . . .
They, Always reveal to Us, The Very Meaning of Life, and how to live It, and how to cherish Every
Moment of Every Day, with a Spirit borne of knowing, of just how precious, Every Moment, can be . . .

The Flame, of The Candle, in The Ring, of Jupiter’s ~i~

trust Me, It’s tHere . . .

The Galt, of The Earth
( Ever )

an Iron Horse, riding on the tempered Steel, of Truth . . .

The Gift, of Your Presence
( rapt, in A ReignBeau )

*
*
*
**
* *
* *
* *
**
*
i
now that U have begun Your Voyage Home,
know that I hold Each Moment, with U,
for Ever bound, to My Heart, with
The Chains, of My Awakening . . .

The Gleaning, of Life

to Understand, is, to Forgive,
to Forgive, is to Love, Again . . .

The Now, and The When

The One, and The Same,
are One, and The Flame . . .

The Now, At Last
( yet before She begins )

I guess I had to right It All down, First . . .

The Pearls, of Hope

gathered, Now, around You, as Dawn, cracks The Sky,
whither Thou shall goest, Thou shall goest with Ever, I . . .

The Reason

to Love, Again . . .

The Ribbon of Love

The Thread, of God’s Heart . . .

The Y, I Believe

is The Reason, for U . . .

There, Has Come, The Found
( of Glory )

On This Dei, I now pronounce Thee, Man, and Life . . .

Through Sheer Engineuity

shifting The Motor of The World, into Neutral . . .

To Kiss The Flame

Moments nEver surrendered, to The Making, of Love,
are simply The Time allowed, for The Falling, in Love . . .

To The Foundation’s Edge
( as I move )

and yes, It was a Fantastic Voyage, too . . .

To Thee
( I, surrender )

if U give Me The Morning, I will hold The Moon and Stars, in My Hand,
for SafeKeeping, so that I may present Them, in The MoMeants to come,
when My Word begins to unveil, The Wonders, of Your Universal Heart . . .

TouchStone

** *

A Diamond,
is The Jewel, of
The Universe,
and The Jewel,
of The Universe,
is The Heart of Grace,
and The Heart of Grace,
is The Love of Man, and
The Love of Man, is You . . .
* *

Under The Same Sky
( A Mighty Match )

Hope, weds, FullFillMeant . . .

When All Was Done
( for Joy )

there was
Laughter in every Moment,
as They waited, for Their Sun, and
The Angels cried “ ’Lo, evil, has died ”,
as Man’s Kind, Ever stands, for The One . . .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Y no I

I grow, what I cannot reap,
I sow, what I cannot keep,
I craft, what I cannot see,
I build, what I cannot be,

The Wings, of Grace . . .

